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Abstra t
This thesis

ontains my work on various generalisations of innity operads, as

well as an example inspired by Topologi al Quantum Field Theories (TQFTs).
The main result is a proof of the equivalen e between the Segal and stri t inner
Kan

onditions for graphi al sets.

There are two dierent generalisations of innity operads explored herein.
Firstly, there are dagger

ategories. Inspired by Hilbert spa es, the notion of

adjoint is generalised to the
morphism

f : A → B

be a morphism between

A → B

or

B → A.

ategory setting. Dagger ategories assign to ea h
f † : B → A. One an then onsider f to

an adjoint

A

A

and
y li

B

rather than going in any parti ular dire tion

operad is an operad with something akin to

an adjoint; the a tion of the symmetri
and the output obje ts. This thesis

group inter hanges the input obje ts

ontains a theory of quasi

in luding astroidal sets (presheaves over a

y li

operads,

ategory of unrooted trees) and a

nerve theorem.
Then, the shape of morphisms

an be

hanged. Operads extend

ategories

by allowing morphisms to have multiple inputs, while innity operads extend
innity

ategories by being presheaves over the

than the
other

ategory of paths. This

ategories, in parti ular the

ategory of rooted trees rather

an be further generalised to presheaves over
ategory of graphs, to fa ilitate a

with surfa es of higher genus. Graphi al sets are the

onne tion

y li , higher genus analo-

gue of simpli ial sets. They are used to represent innity modular operads. This
thesis

ontains an exploration of ea h of the four models of innity

ategories

extended to innity modular operads, with a fo us on quasi modular operads
and the inner Kan

ondition.

Finally, given the appli ations in TQFTs and Grothendie k-Tei hmüller theory, I

onstru t an innity modular operad of surfa es.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
This thesis was motivated, rst and foremost, by a fas ination with the links
between algebra, topology and physi s. An overview of these
be found in [4℄.

Initially, questions of the

operads kept me o

onne tions

an

obordism hypothesis and surfa e

upied, with the aim to nd a higher operad of surfa es

akin to that of Tillmann [74℄, and whi h would be applied to Grothendie kTei hmüller theory [37℄. However, delving into the theory of innity
modular operads

y li

There are two main ways in whi h algebra and topology (and physi s)
be

onne ted via

and

ompelled me to ll in some of the gaps I en ountered.
ategory theory, and this thesis explores spe i

The rst, and possibly more obvious, is to use

an

parts of both.

ategory theory as the bridge

between algebra and topology, be oming indispensable as a tool in the study of
homotopy theory. Category theory has also been used to form links between other areas of topology and algebra. These in lude knot theory and Temperly-Lieb
algebras, and the idea found in Mathews [54℄, where information is
de orated

onveyed by

obordisms.

One parti ularly important example of

ategory theory being used as a

bridge is the notion of a Topologi al Quantum Field Theory. Given some intera tions between subatomi

parti les, one

an draw them in a topologi al way as

a Feynman diagram (see Figure 1.1). However, topologi ally, these singularities
present a problem. String theory removes these by repla ing parti les by strings
(i.e.

ir les), and their movement through time is represented by

Thus, the idea is to asso iate parti les (i.e.
TQFT is a fun tor from the

ategory of

ve tor spa es) to

obordisms to the

obordisms.

obordisms. A

ategory of ve tor

spa es.
Inspired by TQFTs, this thesis explores how to represent the
obordisms. Sin e surfa es may have more than one boundary
genus higher than zero, it is more natural to
rads rather than

onsider these as generalised ope-

ategories. Modular operads were

purpose, understanding the
man diagrams have a deep

ategory of

omponent, or

reated for a very similar

ombinatori s of Feynman diagrams [29℄, but Feynonne tion to surfa es [73℄. This is not only relevant

to TQFTs but in Grothendiek-Tei hmüller theory [37℄. Similar work has been
done in this area by Tillmann [74℄. One of the aims of this thesis was to dene
a higher operad of surfa es, and understand the
operads, TQFTs, and surfa es.

1

onne tions between modular

2
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Figure 1.1: An example of a Feynman diagram [40℄, along with its equivalent
obordism

1.1.

3

STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS AND ORIGINAL WORK

The other
onsider

onne tion between

ategory theory, algebra, and topology, is to

ategories themselves as algebrai

obje ts, and then examine their to-

pology. One example, whi h also in ludes

onne tions to logi , is topos theory

[51, 49℄, while another is found in the

obordism hypothesis [3, 48℄, and yet

another in simpli ial sets. In this thesis I mainly study generalisations of simpli ial sets and innity
are those in whi h

for this, be ause they
Ea h obje t in the
an edge, and the
be

ategories, and related areas [11, 23℄. Innity

ategories

omposition is not taken to be exa t. Simpli ial sets are ideal
an model strings of

ategory

an be

ompositions in a topologi al way.

onsidered to be a point, and ea h morphism

omposition of two morphisms

onsidered the fa e

g◦f

ompositions of morphisms
in this way a simpli ial set
topologi al stru ture, one

between edges
an be

f :A→B

f , g,

and some

and g : B → C an
h : A → C . Longer

onsidered as higher dimensional fa es, and

an be asso iated to a
an then

ategory. With the aid of the

onsider whether the notion of

omposition

of morphisms must be exa t, or whether it may be permitted to be dened up
to homotopy. This is the notion of an innity

ategory.

This notion of weak omposition has been extended to operads [57, 58℄. Here,
ompositions of morphisms look more like trees than paths, so innity operads
require a tree-like analogue of simpli ial sets.
ategories whi h

So there are generalisations of

an be represented by paths and trees. What about graphs in

general? Is there a graphi al analogue to simpli ial sets, and does there exist a
generalisation of innity

ategories for whi h these graphi al sets are relevant?

This question is partially answered in Ha kney, Robertson, and Yau [36, 35℄, and
partly answered in this thesis, with modular operads. Part of the motivation
for studying innity modular operads also

omes from TQFTs and

obordisms,

be ause surfa es may have higher genus, and therefore modular operads are
important on the quest for a generalised operad of surfa es [70, 74℄.
Part of what makes graphi al sets and modular operads interesting is their
non-dire tional nature. Surfa es, unlike oriented

obordisms, are not ne essarily

dire ted. Furthermore, inspired by Hilbert spa es, there is a
alled a dagger

ategory, whi h is a

asso iated morphism in the opposite dire tion. This idea
operads, in the stru ture known as a
of innity

y li

on ept in physi s

ategory in whi h ea h morphism has an
y li

an be extended to

operad. This thesis

ontains a theory

operads; developed on the way to innity modular operads.

The following table illustrates the relationships between

ategories, modular

operads, and other generalised operads.

Dire ted
Undire ted

Paths

Trees

Graphs

Categories

Operads

Wheeled properads

Dagger

ategories

Cy li

operads

Modular operads

Wheeled properads are similar to modular operads, but use the
dire ted graphs. More information

ategory of

an be found in [33℄. The others are

in this thesis, with most original results in

y li

overed

operads and modular operads.

1.1 Stru ture of this Thesis and Original Work
This thesis is arranged with ea h hapter ontaining the theory of a single type of
generalised innity operad, progressing from

ategories in Chapter 2 to modular

operads in Chapter 5. The operad of surfa es is

ontained as an example of a

4
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modular operad.

The genus zero

INTRODUCTION

ase is an example of a

be ause I was able to generalise it su

y li

operad, but

essfully I de ided to only in lude the

higher genus version.
This thesis begins with a literature review of some models of innity
gories and innity operads. Chapter 2
des ription of the
for innity

ate-

ategory, a

ategory of simpli es, and then an examination of four models

ategories. This se tion also

ategories as algebrai
on

ontains the denition of a

ontains some results required for using

tools, but should not be

ategory theory. The following

onsidered an exhausive primer

hapter on operads is similar.

The majority of my time as a student was spent extending this ba kground
material to the

ase of

y li

operads (Chapter 4).

already ontained a denition of a

y li

for my own ease of understanding.
example. Given a
of

C.

ategory, one

I also in lude multispans as an original

an nd an asso iated dagger

Inspired by this, I asso iate to ea h

Æ

of multispans. I then des ribe the
all

ategory

C

ategory of spans

an asso iated

y li

operad

ategory of astri es, or unrooted trees, whi h I

for the letter's similarity to a vertex in an unrooted tree. The asso iated

presheaves are
a quasi

Although the literature

operad [28℄, I wrote mine independently

y li

alled astroidal sets. My main results are in quasi

operad is an astroidal set with an inner Kan

a des ription of the Segal

y li

operads;

ondition. I in lude

ondition for its similarity to the inner Kan

ondition,

and for its usefulness in the Complete Segal Spa es (CSS) model. Although I do
not go into mu h detail, I in lude a sket h of how I believe simpli ially enri hed
y li

operads would be dened. I leave out the astroidal CSS model, be ause

it should be able to be dened from genus zero graphi al

omplete Segal spa es.

My main result here is Theorem 4.3.10, and its asso iated denitions.
Sin e surfa es have genus, I spent some time exploring the higher genus
version of innity

y li

operads. These are

asso iated topologi al pre-sheaves are

alled modular operads, and their

alled graphi al sets. Again, the se tion

on quasi modular operads and the inner Kan

ondition is original. The Segal

ondition is not mine [36, 35℄, but some results are, namely the equivalen e of
the modular Segal and modular inner Kan

onditions (Theorem 5.3.14), whi h

ompletes the nerve theorem, and Theorem 5.3.15, whi h states that graphi al
groups satisfy the Segal

ondition. For

ompleteness, I in lude a sket h of what

I believe the CSS model should be, as well as a simpli ially enri hed denition.
Although I have not proven their equivalen e to the Segal and Kan models,
these sket hes are original work.

1.2 Terminology and Nomen lature
There are various naming

onventions around operads, parti ularly regarding

ertain properties and whi h

hoi es are

is whether an operad is symmetri
of the symmetri

onsidered to be the default. The rst

or plane. A symmetri

operad has an a tion

group permuting the inputs, whereas a plane operad stri tly

keeps this ordering. This

an be

ompared to the dieren e between an abstra t

tree and a plane tree, where the latter is a parti ular embedding of a tree in the
plane, for ing a parti ular ordering to its bran hes. I will use operad to refer
to a symmetri

operad, and plane operad otherwise.

Se ondly, there is the

hoi e between

oloured and mono hromati . A

olou-

red operad is like a multi ategory with multiple obje ts, whereas a mono hro-

1.2.

mati
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operad has only one obje t. I will always mean

say just operad, and will spe ify mono hromati
just one

oloured operad when I

operad if I mean an operad of

olour. For histori al reasons, the word  olour is often used in pla e

of the word obje t. In this thesis I will use them inter hangably, with a slight
bias towards obje t when dis ussing

ategories and  olour when dis ussing

graphs or operads.
In the

ategory

ase, a

ategory with just one obje t is also known as a

monoid. Likewise, a group has just one obje t whereas a groupoid has multiple obje ts. The word monoid is an interesting histori al artefa t. The idea
of getting a many-obje t stru ture from a one obje t stru ture is sometimes
alled oidi ation ( .f. the word groupoid); however,
monoid predates this. If one were being obtuse one
gory a monoidoid, and likewise a
(Alternatively, one
ti

ould

all a

oloured operad

This thesis

operads and

ould be

all a

ate-

alled operadoid.

oloured operad an operoid and a mono hroma-

operad an oper). In homage to this, I use

mono hromati

onfusingly, the word

ould rightly

Opd

Op

to refer to the

ontains work related to

to refer to the

ategory of

ategory of

oloured operads.

ategories, operads,

y li

operads, and

modular operads, as well as mentions of similar stru tures su h as props, properads, and wheeled properads. When referring to the general stru tures that all
of these are examples of, I will refer to them, inter hangeably, as any of the phrases stru tures, algebrai

stru tures, generalised

ategories, or generalised

operads.
When dealing with various models of innity generalised operads, I will use
the words higher and innity inter hangably to refer to the general idea,
as opposed to spe i

models like quasi operads or

omplete Segal spa es. The

word stri t means not innity, with phrases stri t operad and stri t innity
operad nearly inter hangeable; the former meaning just an operad and the
latter meaning a dendroidal set that is isomorphi
In the

hapter on operads, I use the letter

I will disambiguate if it is not

lear from

Ω

to the nerve of an operad.

to denote multiple things, but

ontext. These are:

•

The

•

The fun tor from rooted trees to operads

•

The image of this fun tor, i.e. rooted trees thought of as operads.

The letters

ategory of rooted trees

Æ

and

G

are used similarly. I denote the

Ω
Ω is already used
it Ψ, be ause that

ategory of trees by

be ause it is entren hed in the literature, despite the fa t that
for loops spa es. If I were naming this
letter looks like a rooted tree, just as
simplex. On that note, I name the

∆

ategory, I would
(the

all

Æ

ategory of simpli ies) looks like a

ategory of unrooted trees

, be ause this

Russian letter looks like a star or unrooted tree. This letter is pronoun ed zhe,
with zh pronoun ed like the s in leisure and the e in ten or  he k. I
do, however, use

G

to refer to the

ategory of graphs, despite its dissimilarity in

shape with a graph (perhaps the letter thorn, Þ, would be more appropriate).
I use dendroidal as the tree analogue of simpli ial, as in the literature. I use
astroidal as the star analogue, and graphi al as the full graph analogue. Note
that graphi al set was used in Ha kney et al. [33℄ in the
graphs, but I use it here in the

ontext of dire ted

ontext of undire ted graphs.
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Æ

Where it is important, I will use the words  ofa e and  odegenera y to

Æ

and G , and the words fa e and deategories ∆, Ω,
op
op
op
genera y to refer to both the arrows in the opposite ategories ∆ , Ω ,
op
and G , and the indu ed maps in their asso iated graphi al sets (and similarly

refer to maps in the

for simpli ial sets et .). If the

ontext make it obvious, I will often negle t the

 o- and use fa e and degenera y for both kinds of maps. Similarly, I will
i
i
use supers ripts δ , σ for ofa e and odegenera y maps, and subs ripts δi , σi
for fa e and degenera y maps.
As an aside, it is interesting to note that, unlike everywhere else in
theory, the word

ategory

obordism does not mean bordism but the arrows are rever-

sed. The  o part means together, the bord part means boundary, so in this
instan e the word

obordism

omes about be ause two manifolds are

if together they form the boundary of a third morphism.

obordant

Chapter 2

Categories and Simpli ial Sets
Categories are a way of talking about

ertain types of stru tures found in various

areas of mathemati s (and also outside mathemati s). Saunders and Ma Lane
reated

ategories in 1945 as part of the movement to study the foundations

of mathemati s [22℄, looking at notions of equivalen e rather than equality,
but they are also parti ularly important in the study of algebrai
[23, 59, 69, 11℄. It is the idea of studying the nature of

topology

ategories themselves

that is explored further in this se tion. In parti ular, topology is used to examine
the shape of

ategories and how this

The general stru ture of this
ters. The fo us is on elements of
operad

an be generalised to quasi

hapter is followed

overview of

hap-

ategory theory that will be repli ated in the

ase, but there are also in luded

be relevant; however neither this

ategories.

losely in subsequent

ertain

ategori al preliminaries as may

hapter nor this thesis is intended to be an

ategory theory. For that, a good referen e is [50℄.

The rst part of this hapter onsists of a study of ategories themselves, with
referen e to the path approa h to thinking about them. A

ategory

onsists of

obje ts, with morphisms between them, and a omposition fun tion that ensures
that the

omposite of any two

way of looking at a

ompatible morphisms exists. The more usual

ategory is as a multigraph, where the obje ts are verti es

and the morphisms are dire ted edges, and

ompositions of morphisms are paths

tra ed through the graph. However, in order to understand operads properly,
it is better to rst think of
obje ts to be edges, or

ategories in a slightly dierent way. Consider the

olours of edges, with ea h vertex an operation taking

one obje t to another. Then

omposition

an be represented by dire ted paths.

ompatible morphisms f : A → B
g : B → C will, when omposed, be equal to some other morphism h :
A → C . That is, we have g ◦ f = h. However, when thinking about ategories
topologi ally, it be omes possible to instead have only g ◦ f ∼
= h. That is,
omposition of morphisms exists only up to homotopy. This map from g ◦ f to
h is alled a 2 morphism (ordinary morphisms are known as 1 morphisms) and
the stru ture is alled a 2 ategory (see [46℄ for more information). We an also
allow ompositions of 2 morphisms to be only up to homotopy, and so on, until
In an ordinary

ategory, ea h pair of

and

we arrive at innity

ategories.

Se tion 2.2 explores the

ategory of paths,

∆,

whi h is used to provide

a path-like shape to families of sets via presheaves.
topologi al stru ture of

The way to model this

ategories is found in simpli ial sets, although dierent
7
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f : a→b

and

g : b → c,

one

an imagine

omposition like this

ways of in orporating simpli ial sets will arrive at dierent denitions of innity
ategories. Four su h models for innity

ategories are dis ussed in Se tion 2.3.

2.1 Categories
Categories were born out of the mathemati al foundations movement [22℄, but
they hold a prominent pla e in the study of algebrai
A

ategory

onsists of some obje ts

Many people think of

onne ted by

topology [23, 59, 69, 11℄.
omposable morphisms.

ategories as dire ted graphs, where the obje ts are the

verti es and the morphisms are edge and paths between verti es. However, in
order to fa ilitate the transition to operads, a better way to think of
is with the obje ts being
Then

ategories

oloured edges, and the morphisms being the verti es.

omposition of morphisms

an be given by gluing verti es together along

their shared edges to form paths (see Figure 2.1).

Denition 2.1.1

.

(Category)

•

A

•

For every two obje ts

lass of obje ts

lass are

•

A

ategory

C

onsists of:

ob(C)
A, B ∈ ob(C), a lass C(A, B). The elements of this
f ∈ C(A, B) is often denoted f : A → B

alled morphisms, and

omposition fun tion



A

For ea h obje t

A

◦ : C(A, B) × C(B, C) → C(A, C)

idA ∈ C(A, A)
f : A → B , idA ◦f = f ◦idA = f

there is a distinguished morphism

whi h a ts as the identity. i.e. for all



This fun tion is asso iative. i.e. for all f : A → B , g : B → C ,
h : C → D, (f ◦ g) ◦ h = f ◦ (g ◦ h) = f ◦ g ◦ h

Note that, although this denition involves
in pra ti e one
small

lasses for set theoreti

reasons,

an often just use sets of obje ts and morphisms; this des ribes

ategories.

Some examples of

•

su h that

The

ategories in lude the following.

ategory of sets,

Set,

where the obje ts are sets and the morphisms

are fun tions.

•

Any parti ular group

an be

onsidered a

ategory of one obje t, where

the elements of the group are the morphisms and they
to the group operation.

ompose a

ording

2.1.

•
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The

ategory of groups,

Grp,

with groups as obje ts and group homo-

morphisms as morphisms.

•
•

The

ategory of ve tor spa es under linear transformation,

The

ategory

Vectk .

nCob, with (n−1)-dimensional manifolds without boundary
n-dimensional obordisms between them as morphisms.

as obje ts and

When presented with any new mathemati al
a

on ept, it

an be useful to form

ategory of those obje ts. It would be useful to form a

ategory of (small)

ategories, but in order to do this it is ne essary to understand what morphisms
between

ategories would look like.

known as

fun tors.

Denition 2.1.2

(Fun tor)

.

These morphisms between

Given two

ategories

C

and

D,

a fun tor between

F :C→D

is:

•

A fun tion

F : ob(C) → ob(D)

•

A fun tion from morphisms to morphisms, su h that, if

them

morphism in



C , F (f ) : F (A) → F (B)

is a morphism in

ategories are

f :A→B

D

is a

satisfying:

Identity maps to identity

 F (f ◦ g) = F (f ) ◦ F (g)
Thus, one

an form the

ategory of

ategories,

Cat,

with small

ategories as

obje ts and fun tors as morphisms.
A good example of a fun tor is a TQFT (see Figure 2.2).

Denition 2.1.3 (Topologi
Field Theory (TQFT),

X,

.

al quantum eld theory)

is a symmetri

A Topologi al Quantum

monoidal fun tor

X : nCob → Vectk .
Symmetri

monoidal fun tors and symmetri

dened here (see [50, Chapter XI℄); however, one
noidal

ategory as a

monoidal

ategories are not

an think of a symmetri

mo-

ategory with some extra tensor stru ture, and a symmetri

monoidal fun tor is a fun tor whi h preserves this stru ture.
A parti ular kind of fun tor that appears here is a presheaf.

Denition 2.1.4

A : X op → Set,

dire tions reversed.

.

(Presheaf )
op

where

X

A presheaf

refers to the

A

over a

ategory

X

ategory

X

is a fun tor

with all the morphism

10
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Figure 2.2: An example of part of a TQFT. Here is a morphism in 2cob from
S 1 ⊔ S 1 to S 1 ⊔ S 1 ⊔ S 1 , whi h is asso iated to a linear map V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V ⊗ V

Categories are all about relationships, and therefore it is natural to think
about a way of transforming between fun tors.

Denition 2.1.5

.

(Natural transformation)

φ : F =⇒ G

Then a natural transformation
ea h obje t of

C,

Let

F

and

G

be fun tors

C → D.

is a family of morphisms, one for

su h that, for ea h morphism

f : x → y,

the following diagram

ommutes.

F (x)

F (f )

φy

φx

G(x)

F (y)

G(g)

G(y)

Natural transformations are parti ularly useful for relationships between
tegories of fun tors, su h as TQFTs or presheaf

a-

ategories.

2.2 Simpli ial Sets
The major theme of this thesis is representing algebrai
and vi e versa. A
whi h

ategory itself

an be

an then be represented topologi ally. If we think of innity

in some sense,
topology of a

obje t,

ategories as,

ategories up to homotopy, then it is important to understand the
ategory, and this

an be done through simpli ial sets. Simpli ial

sets, originally a way of understanding
a

obje ts topologi ally,

onsidered to be an algebrai

lassifying spa es of groups, are used as

ombinatorial representation of topology. Just as a

lassifying spa e assigns a

2.2.
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simpli ial set (and therefore topologi al spa e) to a group, so does the nerve of
a

ategory assign a simpli ial set to a
The rst step is to dene the

Set

a sub ategory of

ategory [69℄.

ategory of simpli es. Then, we

whi h is shaped like the

an

su h sub ategory is known as a simpli ial set. These simpli ial sets
be used to re onstru t
generalise

onstru t

ategory of simpli ies.

Ea h

an then

ategories, via the nerve and realisation, and then e to

ategories into innity

ategories.

2.2.1 The Category of Simpli es
Rather than the ordinary denition of simpli ies as higher dimensional tetrahedra, they shall be dened here as paths to fa ilitate
These results

omparison with operads.

an be found in Goerss and Jardine [31℄. For an ex ellent overview

of simpli ial sets, see Friedman [25℄. Paths are simply linear dire ted graphs.
It is not parti ularly enlightening to formalise the denition of paths here; the
images should be su ient for understanding.

n is isomorphi to the path [0, 1, 2, . . . , n], denoted [n],
n-simplex. Just as a graph an be on eived of as itself
ategory, so too an ea h path. Given any simplex [n], there is a
h sends it to its orresponding ategory i(n). That is, the poset

Every path of length
and referred to as an
generating a
fun tor

i

whi

0 → 1 → . . . → n.
In the literature, this distin tion is often ignored, be ause in
of meaning between the simplex

∆

All morphisms in

genera ies,
is

d

and

s,

denoted
but

δ

δ

and

operads in future

or the

are written as a

and

σ

[n]

σ

ategory

i(n)

ombination of

ontext the

is obvious.

ofa e maps

and

hoi e

ode-

respe tively. The usual notation in the literature

shall be used instead to mat h the notation used for

hapters. There are two types of fa e map,

inner

and

outer.

This distin tion is not parti ular natural in ∆ (ex ept o asionally to distin0
n
guish δ and δ from the rest of the ofa e maps), but it will be ome useful
when generalising

∆

in later

hapters.

An inner fa e map involves

ontra ting an inner edge (Figure 2.3), whereas

an outer fa e map involves removing one of the two outer verti es along with
the outer edge atta hed to it (Figure 2.4).

Degenera y maps, on the other

hand,

onsist of subdividing a parti ular edge (Figure 2.5). However, these
op
fa e and degenera y maps des ribe the morphisms in ∆ , and when des ribing

morphisms in

∆

the terms

ofa e and

odegenera y are used and all arrows

are reversed. Note also that supers ripts are used for

ofa e and

odegenera y

maps, while subs ripts are used for fa e and degenera y maps.
ofa e map [n] → [n + 1] orresponding to the fa e map
i would be referred to as δ i , regardless of whether it is an inner or

In the literature, a
whi h removes
an outer

ofa e map. However in later hapters the notation used will be slightly

dierent: an inner fa e map whi h

ontra ts an edge

whilst an outer fa e map whi h removes a vertex

v

it is the edges that are labelled with the numbers

e

would be denoted

would be denoted

0

to

n,

δv .

δe ,

Sin e

these notations do

mat h up for inner fa e maps. However this does not work for outer fa e maps;
these shall be denoted by the edge that was removed, rather than the vertex,
for

onsisten y with the usual notation for simpli ies. Lastly, a degenera y map
e is subdivided would be denoted σ e .

where the edge

12
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ofa e map. On the left is the operadi

is a fa e map from top to bottom where the edge labelled
the arrow is reversed, it denes a

on eption. There

1

is

ontra ted. If

ofa e map. Compare this with the

lassi al

image on the right.

Figure 2.4: Outer

ofa e map. On the left is the operadi

graph with the vertex
with the

u

on eption, where the

removed is in luded into the larger graph. Compare

lassi al image on the right.

2.2.
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Figure 2.5: A

These

odegenera y map. We subdivide the edge labelled

ofa e and

δi

odegenera y maps,

and

σi ,

satisfy

X

alled the simpli ial identities, be ause to show that

1

ertain relations,

is a simpli ial set it is

su ient to show that these relations hold.

j
i
σq+1
σqi = σq+1
σqj−1
i
δqj δq+1

The subs ript

=

i<j

j+1
δqi δq+1

i≤j


j−1
i

σq−1 δq−2
j
δq−1
σqi = 1

 i−1 j
σq−1 δq−2

q

i<j
i = j, j + 1
i>j+1

refers to the dimension of the simplex, i.e. the length of the

path.

Denition 2.2.1

(The

ategory of simpli ies,

onsists of dire ted paths as obje ts and

∆).

The simplex

ompositions of

ategory,

ofa e and

∆,

odegene-

ra y maps as morphisms.

Lemma 2.2.2. Any map of simpli ies an be written as a omposition rst of
odegenera ies followed by ofa e maps.
The proofs of this lemma is well known and not parti ularly enlightening, so
it is omitted. It

an be found in [50, Chapter VII.5, Proposition 2℄.

2.2.2 Simpli ial Sets
∆.

A simpli ial set is a sub ategory of

Set

Denition 2.2.3

A simpli ial set is a pre-sheaf

(Simpli ial set)

.

Essentially, there are some sets
ea h

n

simplex.

Xn ,

with the stru ture of

one for ea h

n,

∆op → Set.

to whi h are mapped

There are fun tions between these sets, whi h are generated

14
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and whi h satisfy the opposite of the simpli ial relations above
Sin e simpli ial sets are fun tors between

ategories, a morphism

of simpli ial sets is a natural transformation, with the
sets known as

sSet.

set,

Instead of forming a simpli ial

an be imparted to any

ategory of simpli ial
a simpli ial stru ture

olle tion of obje ts by repla ing the

Set with

ategory

another. For example:

Denition 2.2.4 (Simpli
Grp.

.

ial group)

A simpli ial group is a fun tor

F : ∆op →

A morphism between simpli ial groups is a natural transformation. The

sGrp.

ategory of simpli ial groups is

As stated earlier, moving between
and the

nerve

Denition 2.2.5

(Nerve of a

n : Cat → sSet

nerve

ategories and simpli ial sets is important,

fun tor fa ilitates this.

. Let C be a small ategory.
n(C) : ∆op → Set dened by

ategory)

is the fun tor

Then the

n(C)j = F un(i(j), C),
where

F un(i(j), C) is the set of all fun

tors from the

ategory

i(j) to the

ategory

C.
it,

For larity, sin e j is not [j] the poset but rather
n(C)(j) = F un(i(j), C) ould be written instead.

adjoint,

alled the

here for

larity.

Denition 2.2.6
dene a fun tor

realisation.

(Realisation)

The obje ts

•

The morphisms between

ob(τ (X))

the paths of length

n

ategory asso iated to

This nerve also has a left

The realisation of an obje t in

.

τ : sSet → Cat

•

the

Let

X : ∆op → Set

sSet

is dened

be a simpli ial set. Then

as follows:

are the elements of

A

from

and

A

X0

B are elements of ea h Xn , representing
B , with omposition by on atenation,

to

subje t to the equivalen e relation generated by the following two relations.
1. Let

[0].

σi : X0 → X1

be the map indu ed by the degenera y

Then for any obje t

σ i : [1] →

A ∈ X0 ,
idA = σi (A)

2. Let

δ0 , δ1 , δ2 : X 2 → X 1

be the maps indu ed by

δ 0 , δ 1 , δ 2 : [1] → [2].

Then

δ0 (x) ◦ δ2 (x) = δ1
for all

x ∈ X2 .

Condition 1 ensures that the identity morphism will be the degenera y of the
obje t. Condition 2 says that if, in a path of two verti es, the rst morphism in
the path is

omposed with the se ond, it is equivalent to

between them.

ontra ting the edge

2.3.
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2.3 Innity Categories
Modelling

ertain situations involving homotopy

ategory theory

an be in redibly di ult and

an break down when des ribing homotopy. Innity

ategories

ome into play to deal with this. They are also useful in physi s, espe ially with
regard to the
Innity

obordism hypothesis [3, 48℄, and

ategories are

ategories where

A∞

algebras [9℄.

omposition is weak, and simpli ial

sets are parti ularly useful in modelling this. Ea h obje t

an be

onsidered a

point, ea h morphism an edge. Then strings of morphisms are higher dimensional
way,

omplexes, with

omposition being represented by taking fa es. In this

omposition up to homotopy may be a hieved. For example, in a stri t

ategory there may be
In an innity

ompatible morphisms

ategory, we may instead have

f , g,
f , g,

and
and

h
h

su h that

g ◦ f = h.

as edges of the fa e

g ◦ f.
There are various ways of representing this
and therefore various notions of innity
equivalent.

onne tion to simpli ial sets,

ategory, at least four of whi h are

For a dis ussion of these and their equivalen es, see Bergner [7℄.

These four are:

•

Simpli ially enri hed

ategories, i.e.

ategories enri hed with simpli ial

sets [62, 20, 21℄,

•

Quasi

ategories, whi h are simpli ial sets satisfying an inner Kan

ondi-

tion [9℄,

•
•

Segal

ategories, whi h are simpli ial sets satisfying a Segal

ondition [69℄,

Complete Segal spa es, whi h are simpli ial spa es satisfying

ertain

on-

ditions [66℄.
An overview of these four will be provided be ause these are the four that are
later dis ussed in the

ontext of

Simpli ially enri hed

followed by Segal and nally
quasi

y li

operads and modular operads.

ategories and quasi

ategories were introdu ed rst,

omplete Segal spa es.

ategories, using the inner Kan

The main fo us is on

ondition, but this is similar to the Segal

ondition. Complete Segal spa es require a knowledge of both
are parti ularly useful wherever there is a
obje ts; e.g.

obordism

ategories with a spa e of obje ts.

The middle two notions of innity
satisfy a

ertain

onditions give

onditions, and

ategory without a dis rete set of

ategory both rely on simpli ial sets whi h

ondition, either Segal or Kan. The strong versions of these
ategories, while the weak versions give innity

example, the relationship between

ategories, quasi

ategories. For

ategories, and simpli ial

sets is
Categories
where

⊂

Quasi

ategories

⊂

Simpli ial sets,

ategories are simpli ial sets whi h satisfy the stri t inner Kan

tion and quasi

ondi-

ategories are simpli ial sets whi h satisfy the weak inner Kan

ondition.

2.3.1 Simpli ially Enri hed Categories
Simpli ially enri hed

ategories rst appeared in Quillen [62, Chapter II, Se tion

1℄, then followed in the

ontext of simpli ial sets in Dwyer and Kan [20, 21℄.
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omes from [75, Denition 2.1.1℄.

A simpli ially enri hed

ategory is a

ategory

C

enri hed in

an be des ribed expli itly as:

•

There is a set of obje ts,

•

Given any two obje ts

ob(C).

A

and

B,

the morphisms

Hom(A, B)

form a sim-

pli ial set.

•

Given any three obje ts

A, B ,

and

C,

omposition of morphisms between

them

Hom(A, B) × Hom(B, C) → Hom(A, C)
is a morphism of simpli ial sets.

•

Given any obje t

A ∈ ob(C),

there is a

0-simplex idA ∈ Hom(A, A)0 .

And these are required to be asso iative and unital.

2.3.2 The Inner Kan Condition
Quasi

ategories are simpli ial sets that satisfy the inner Kan

ondition. Quasi

ategories themselves are due to Boardman and Vogt [9℄, and there is a good
referen e by Goerss and Jardine [31, Se tion 1.3℄, where the following denitions
are taken from. The representable of a path

[n]

in

∆

is its asso iated simpli ial

set.

Denition 2.3.2
table,

∆[n],

. Let [n] ∈ ∆ be a path. Then its
Hom(−, [n]). That is, for ea h i ∈ N,

(Representable)

is the simpli ial set

represen-

∆[n]i = Hom([i], [n]).
Then, the fa es of a representable

Denition 2.3.3
α-fa e
∂α ∆[n].

(Fa e)

∆[n]

.

Let

n∈∆

orrespond to the

ofa e map α : m → n.
∆[α] : ∆[m] → ∆[n]. It is
denoted Faces(n)

be a simplex with

Then the

of

denoted

The set of all fa es of

is the image of the map

n

Finally, the union of all the fa es is
from the boundary, the result is a
the result is an

ofa es of the path.

inner horn.

Denition 2.3.4 (Inner horn).

alled the

horn,

Let

α

boundary.

[

If a fa e is removed

and if this fa e is an inner fa e, then

be an inner

the edge whi h the asso iated fa e map

Λi [n] =

is

ofa e map, and denote by

ontra ts. Then

β6=α∈Faces(n)

∂β ∆[n]

i

2.3.
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The Kan

ondition, in essen e, states that the horn

mation ne essary to re onstru t the whole

Denition 2.3.5
f : Λk [n] → X

(Inner Kan

ondition)

ontains all the infor-

omplex, despite missing a fa e.

.

the in lusion. Then a ller for

f

is a map

g : ∆[n] → X

f

Λk [n]

X , and let
∆[n] being
f = g ◦ j.

Consider a simpli ial set
X , with j : Λk [n] 

be a map from an inner horn to

su h that

X

g
j

∆[n]

The simpli ial set

X

satises the inner Kan

ondition if every su h map of inner

horns has a ller.
This is equivalent to the indu ed map
being surje tive for all

Denition 2.3.6

0 < k < n.

(Quasi

.

ategory)

gory if it satises the inner Kan
Some quasi

j∗

j ∗ : sSet(∆[n], X) → sSet(Λk [n], X)

A simpli ial set is said to be a quasi

ate-

ondition.

ategories, those where the ller is unique (equivalently, the map

is bije tive), are said to satisfy the stri t inner Kan

Theorem 2.3.7, they

an be

alled

ondition, and due to

ategories.

Theorem 2.3.7 (Nerve). A simpli ial set X satises the stri t inner Kan ondition if and only if there exists a ategory C su h that n(C) = X .
Given the relationship between the inner Kan
tegories, it would be natural to try to
inner Kan

ondition and nerves of

a-

lassify whi h simpli ial sets satisfy the

ondition. The following result (Lemma 2.3.8) uses the possibility of

a group stru ture to help

lassify simpli ial sets [60, Theorem 2.2℄. The proof

from Weibel [79℄ is reprodu ed here. The following lemma is both slightly stronger and slightly weaker than as
the Kan

ited. The original proves that groups satisfy

ondition in general, rather than just the inner Kan

ondition.

ditionally, there is nothing in the proof that fails when applied to

Ad-

onne ted

groupoids instead of groups.

Lemma 2.3.8 (8.2.8 in Weibel [79℄). If G is a simpli ial onne ted groupoid,
then the underlying simpli ial set satises the inner Kan ondition.
Proof.

k th horn in dimension n and we wish to nd a ller.
xi ∈ Gn (where i 6= k ) and we wish to nd some g ∈ Gn+1 su h
that δi (g) = xi for all i 6= k . We assume that our xi 's satisfy δi xj = δj−1 xi for
i < j , and pro eed by dening some gr and indu ting on r. At ea h stage, we
wish to show that δi (gr ) = xi holds for all i ≤ r
We begin by setting g−1 = 1 ∈ Gn+1 . Assume for the sake of indu tion
that we have gr−1 . If r = k , then let gr = gr−1 , sin e xk is not in luded so
−1
we do not need to add anything extra. If r 6= k , let gr = gr−1 (σk u)
, where
−1
u = xr (δr gr−1 ).
Assume we have the

So we have

18
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δi (u)
δi (u) = δi (x−1
r (δr gr−1 ))
= δi (x−1
r )δi ((δr gr−1 ))
= (δi xr )−1 δr−1 δi gr−1
= (δr−1 xi )−1 δr−1 xi
=1

Now sin e
we

δi (u) = 1,

we know that

δi σk u = σk−1 δi u = σk−1 1 = 1.

Therefore,

an say that

δi (gr ) = (δi gr−1 )(δi (σk u))−1
= xi 1
= xi

2.3.3 The Segal Condition
The Segal

ondition states that, given just the lo al information about how the

simpli ial set is stru tured, the information about the global stru ture
re overed. The Kan

ondition and the Segal

an be

ondition both allow the whole to

be re onstru ted from partial information; however, they are useful in dierent
ir umstan es. Lu kily, these two

onditions are equivalent, as seen in the slig-

htly more general nerve theorem below (Theorem 2.3.11). Although the Segal
ondition is not used mu h in this se tion, it is useful for generalised
and thus it may be useful to

ategories

ompare.

Denition 2.3.9 (Segal

ore). Let n > 0. The Segal ore Sc[n] is the subobje t
∆[n] dened as the union of all the images of maps ∆[1] → ∆[n] orresponding
to sub-paths [2] → [n]. Then write
[
Sc[n] =
∆[1].

of

Here, sub-paths

[2] → [n]

refer to those paths

elements of of the ordered set

Denition 2.3.10 (Segal
satisfy the Segal

[n].

[n];

onsisting of two

onse utive

that is, edges.

ondition)

.

A simpli ial set

X : ∆op → Set is said to

ondition if the following map is an isomorphism for all paths

Hom(∆[n], X) ∼
= Hom(Sc[n], X)
There is an equivalen e between the Segal and inner Kan

nerve of a

onditions and the

ategory. This is the nerve theorem [32, 69℄.

Theorem 2.3.11 (Nerve). Let X be a simpli ial set. Then the following are
equivalent:
1. There exists a ategory C su h that X = n(C)
2. X satises the stri t inner Kan ondition
3. X satises the Segal ondition
The proof is omitted, but Example 2.3.12 is illustrative.

2.3.
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Example 2.3.12.

n for whi h there exists an inner horn is n = 2,
Λ1 [2] is the union of the fa es asso iated to [0] and
[2]. But the Segal ore is the union of these two outer fa es, so Λ1 [2] = Sc[2]
1
and therefore Hom(Λ [2], X) ∼
= Hom(Sc[2], X).
The rst

with only one inner fa e, so

2.3.4 Complete Segal Spa es
Complete Segal spa es were rst introdu ed by Rezk [66℄. They are shown to be
equivalent to the other models in [42℄. A good referen e, whi h this se tion is
based on, is [63℄. Morally, a
set satisfying

•

omplete Segal spa e is a two dimensional simpli ial

ertain properties.

Reedy bran y

Along one dimension it has the

ondition, whi h makes it

a t like a topologi al spa e.

•

Along the other dimension it obeys the
like a

•

There is a nal
it

In order to dene

ondition

alled the

ompleteness

ondition. Intuitively,

omplete Segal spa es, simpli ial spa es must rst be dened,
onditions.

Denition 2.3.13 (Simpli
where ea h spa e

The

ondition, whi h means it is

ollapses homotopy equivalen es to the identity.

as well as ea h of these

sSet,

Segal

ategory

Xn

.

ial Spa e)

A simpli ial spa e is a fun tor

X : ∆op →

is itself a simpli ial set

ategory of simpli ial spa es is denoted

sSpace.

One

an pi ture a

simpli ial spa e either as a simpli ial set where ea h set is itself a simpli ial set
op
op
(also known as a spa e), or one an pi ture it as ∆ ×∆
→ Set, a bisimpli ial
set

Xmn ,

with both a horizontal axis and a verti al one.

20
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X00

X10

X20

...

X01

X11

X21

...

X02

X12

X22

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

Xn•

olumn

to form a simpli ial spa e.

.

is itself a simpli ial set, and one

an read a ross

Ea h double headed arrow stands in for all the

fa e and degenera y maps between entries. The rst property
alternative
model

hara terisation of the inner Kan

ategories. Firstly, a

omes from an

ondition, using the language of

ouple of terms need to be dened, whi h

an be

found in [39℄.

Denition 2.3.14 (Left lifting property).
f

Let

has the left lifting property with respe t to

u

a

v

a

Note that
and

γ

g

ommutative square

ommute.

u

c

γ

g
v

b

ategory. The morphism

d

su h that both triangles

f

be a

g

b

γ

C

if, for every

c

f

there exists a

g

d

is also said to have the right lifting property with respe t to

is known as the

Denition 2.3.15

lift

or solution to

f,

(u, v).

.

(Inner Kan bration)

A map of simpli ial sets

f :X→Y

is an inner kan bration if it has the left lifting property with respe t to any
inner horn in lusion.
Now the denition of inner Kan

omplex (that is, quasi

re overed, and Reedy bran y

an be dened.

Denition 2.3.16 (Inner Kan

omplex)

plex if the map
of

X→1

.

ategory)

an be

A simpli ial set is an inner Kan

is an inner kan bration, where

1

om-

is the terminal obje t

sSet.

Denition 2.3.17

(Reedy brant)

brant if for every path

n,

.

A simpli ial spa e

X

is said to be Reedy

the following map of spa es is a Kan bration:

M apsSpaces (F (n), X) → M apsSpaces (∂F (n), X)

2.3.
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Here,

F

is dened to be the fun tor from simpli ial sets to simpli ial spa es

whi h assigns to ea h simpli ial set the
Then the boundary,

Denition 2.3.18

∂F (n),

onstant spa e. That is,

.

(Segal spa e)

A simpli ial spa e

•

It is Reedy brant.

•

As a simpli ial obje t it satises the Segal

Denition 2.3.19 (Xhoequ ).
equivalen es of
exa tly those
Finally, a

X , Xhoequ ,

F (n)ij = ∆[n]i .

is as it would be for a simpli ial set.

X

is a Segal spa e if:

ondition (Denition 2.3.10).

Given a simpli ial set

X,

the spa e of homotopy

is dened to be a subspa e of

X1

whi h

onsists of

omponents whose points are homotopy equivalen es.
omplete Segal spa e

Denition 2.3.20

an be dened.

.

(Complete Segal spa e)

is a Segal spa e whi h satises the

A Complete Segal Spa e (CSS)

ompleteness

s0 : X0 → Xhoequ
is a weak equivalen e.

ondition; that is,

X

22
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Chapter 3

Operads and Dendroidal Sets
Re all that the information
tions

ontained in a

ategory's morphisms and

omposi-

an be en oded in dire ted paths, with the edges representing the obje ts

and the verti es representing the morphisms between them. In the same way,
operads

an be thought of as rooted trees; ea h vertex representing a morphism,

ea h edge representing an obje t, and multiple inputs allowed on ea h morphism.
However, this is not how they were histori ally
in the '60s and '70s as a result of work in

on eived.

Operads arose

lassifying loop spa es [8, 9, 55℄ and

omputing H spa es [72℄, and, interestingly, were used for dealing with innity
ategories [55℄.

They rst appeared in the literature in Boardman and Vogt

[8, 9℄, although the idea had already been
as multi ategories in Lambek [44℄.

ir ulating [43℄. They

an be found

Operads rst appear under that name in

May [55℄. They experien ed a renaissan e in the '90s for their use in algebras
[27, 28, 29, 52℄. A parti ularly good introdu tion an be found in Markl, Shnider,
and Stashe [53℄.
Just as the

ategory

∆

imparts the path shape of

the form of simpli ial sets, so too does the
on sets as dendroidal sets. This

ategories onto sets, in

ategory of trees impart its shape

ategory of trees is known as

simpli ial sets were dis ussed, being built up from the

Ω.

ategory

In Chapter 2

∆.

Here, in a

similar way, dendroidal sets are used to form the theory of innity operads.
Some parts, parti ularly the dendroidal sets se tion, are based on [56℄.

3.1 Operads
Operads are similar to
more than one input.

(c1 , . . . cn ; c0 ),

where ea h

Denition 3.1.1
noidal

ategories, ex ept ea h morphism is allowed to have
Given a set of

ategory

E

(Coloured operad)

•

A set

•

For every prole

Set,

C,

.

An operad

onsists of the following data.

assume all operads are over

C,

olours

a prole is a nite list

c =

ci ∈ C

known as the

O

in a

losed symmetri

mo-

Unless otherwise spe ied,

Set.
olours (i.e. obje ts), of the operad.

c = (c1 , . . . , cn ; c0 ), there is an obje t O(c) in E . If E is
E have underlying sets, then the elements of this set

or the obje ts of

are referred to as operations.
23
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c ∈ C,
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there is an operation

like an identity with respe t to the

•

O(c),
c0 .

For ea h

ηc ∈ O(c; c)

whi h fun tions

omposition dened below.

there is a right a tion of the symmetri

Σn+1

group

on

c

whi h xes

•

For all proles, and for all

0<i≤n

where

c0 = di ,

there is a

omposition

◦i : O(c) ⊗ O(d) → O(d1 , . . . , di−1 , c1 , . . . , cn , di+1 , . . . , dm ; d0 ).
For ease of reading there is a slight abuse of notation where proles resulting from

omposition may be shortened. For example,

cdi = (d1 , . . . , di−1 , c1 , . . . , cn , di+1 , . . . , dm ; d0 ).
This



omposition satises the following:
Asso iativity: all diagrams of this form

O(c) ⊗ O(b) ⊗ O(a)

id⊗◦i

ommute

O(c) ⊗ O(bai )
◦i+j−1

◦j ⊗id
◦i

O(cbj ) ⊗ O(a)



Unitality: for all identities

ηci

O(cbaji )

and operations

θ ∈ O(c),

there is

θ ◦i η = θ = η ◦i θ



Equivarian e: Let
σ ′ ∈ Σm , there is

θ ∈ O(c)

and

θ′ ∈ O(d).

For all

σ ∈ Σn

and

(θσ) ◦i (θ′ σ ′ ) = (θ ◦σ(i) θ′ )(σ ′ ◦i σ)
(σ ′ ◦i σ)

where

O(c)

Note that

means inserting

is akin to

C(A, B),

σ

into the

ith

pla e in

σ′ .

and the elements of the underlying set

(provided it exists) are referred to as either morphisms or operations.
In the literature, obje ts satisfying the denition above are sometimes
 oloured operads, and only those with just one
Here, operads of only one
mati

olour are

alled mono hromati . In a mono hro-

O(x, . . . x; x) is often written as O(k), where x is repeated k times
k + 1 x's in total).

Denition 3.1.2 (Maps between operads).
a

alled

alled operads.

operad,

(so there are

Q

olour are

D-

Let

P

be a

oloured one, both over the same symmetri

a map between

•

A map of

•

Maps

P

and

Q

olours

denote the

ategory

E.

Then

onsists of

f :C→D

ompatible with

omposition.

With these maps as morphisms, operads form a

Op

oloured operad and

ϕc1 ,...cn ;c0 : P (c1 , . . . cn ; c0 ) → Q(f (c1 ), . . . f (cn ); f (c0 ))

With the maps being

thesis,

C-

monoidal

will denote the
ategory of

ategory of mono hromati

olour operads.

ategory,

Opd. In
Opd

operads and

this
will

3.1.
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Below are some examples of operads.

Example 3.1.3.
The

Given any small

ategory

olours are the obje ts of the

C

one

an

onstru t an operad

ategory. For any prole of length

2,

m(C).

the set

of operations m(C)(B; A) is just Hom(A, B), and for any prole c of length ≥ 2,
m(C)(c) = ∅.
Let f : C → D be a morphism between two ategories. Then m(f ) : m(C) →
m(D) is dened by

•

For any

•

For any prole

olour

c ∈ ob(m(C),

m(f )(c) = f (c)

let

c,
m(fc ) : m(C)(B; A) → m(D)(m(B); m(A))

This denes a fun tor

Example 3.1.4.
rad

m : Cat → Opd.

Any symmetri

monoidal

ategory

C

an also provide an ope-

C:
•

The

•

The operations

C(B; A)

•

For any prole

c,

olours are the obje ts of the

ategory.

are given by the morphisms

the operations

C(c)

Hom(A, B).

are given by the set of morphisms

c1 ⊗ c2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ cn → c0 .
Part of the motivation for studying operads
algebras, and from here arise

omes from their

onne tion to

ertain well-known examples of mono hromati

operads.

Example 3.1.5 (The asso

iative operad,

the a tion of the symmetri
When the

E,

For ea h

k , Ass(k) = Σk ,

with

orresponding algebra is dened, one gets an asso iative algebra.

Denition 3.1.6
tegory

Ass).

group on itself in the obvious way.

one

(Algebra)

an dene a

•

A family

•

A tions

(Ac )c∈C

P

.

Given an operad
algebra. This

of obje ts in

P

in a symmetri

monoidal

a-

onsists of

E

P (c1 , . . . cn ; c0 ) ⊗ Ac1 ⊗ . . . Acn → Ac0

The most well known example of an operad of surfa es is the little dis s
operad. This deals with embedding dis s within dis s, whi h

ould instead be

onsidered as gluing surfa es of genus zero to ea h other in a parti ular way (see
Figure 3.1).

Denition 3.1.7
dimension

n.

(Little dis s operad [77℄)

Then for all

k ∈ N,

let

.

En (k)

Let

Dn

be the open unit dis

be the spa e of embeddings of

of

k

disjoint dis s into a dis ,

f:

a

Dn → Dn

k

where

f

is a

omposition of translations and dilations only. Then, the operad

of little dis s is an operad over

Top

dened as follows.

26
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What an operation in the operad of little dis s might look like.

This is an element of the image of
embeddings of dis

inside dis

E2 (2) ◦1 E2 (2) → E2 (3).

are

On the left, the

learly visible. On the right is an alternative
1
view, where the boundaries of the dis s orrespond to opies of S and the

embeddings are represented by

obordisms.

3.2.
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•

For ea h

k,

the operations

En (k) = En (Dn , Dn , . . . Dn ; Dn )

are the afore-

mentioned spa es of embeddings.

•

The symmetri

•

The

group a ts by permuting the ordering of the dis s.

ompositions are dened by

ompositions of disjoint unions of maps:

g1 ⊔...gk

a

◦(f, g1 , . . . gk ) =

Dn −−−−−→

n1 +...nk

a

f

Dn −
→ Dn

k

Other examples of operads of surfa es would be the mapping
operad (an original example, dened later in the undire ted
operads), and the operad of

lass group

ase for modular

obordisms [74℄.

3.2 Dendroidal Sets
Dendroidal sets are introdu ed to provide a framework for innity operads,
just as simpli ial sets provide one for

ategories.

Dendroidal sets were rst

introdu ed by Moerdijk and Weiss [57℄ to model innity operads, and further
studied in [58, 15, 16, 17℄. An ex ellent referen e for dendroidal sets and innity
operads is [56℄.
Categories are made up of obje ts, morphisms, and

ompositions of mor-

phisms. Be ause morphisms are arrows going from a single obje t to another,
the

ompositions of morphisms

an look like paths tra ed out between obje ts.

Therefore, simpli ial sets are modelled by the

ategory of paths,

∆.

However,

operations in an operad are arrows from multiple obje ts to one, so they are
better modelled by a

ategory of trees. In parti ular, operads resemble rooted

trees, sin e morphisms in an operad make a distin tion between the input and
the output. These relationships

Ω

is the

an be summarised in the following table, where

ategory of rooted trees and

dSet is

the

ategory of presheaves over

Ω,

known as dendroidal sets.

∆
Ω

Cat
Opd
In an innity

ategory, the morphisms

omposition, and the inner Kan
exist when

an be thought of as fa es of a larger

ondition essentially says that

ompatible morphisms exist.

the notion of fa es.

sSet
dSet

The inner Kan

An analogue for operads is needed, some notion of fa es

and degenera ies of trees, and then an inner Kan
operads.

ompositions

ondition relies on

Se tion 3.2.1 outlines the

ondition to des ribe innity

ategory of trees, and des ribes fa e and

degenera y maps of trees. Then the inner Kan

ondition

an be found in Se tion

3.3.2.

3.2.1 The Category of Dendri es
First, it is ne essary to understand the

ategory of dendri es, whi h imparts

stru ture to dendroidal sets and then e to innity operads.
graph formalism

In the formalism used herein, a graph
set of edges

The parti ular

hosen does not matter [5, Propositions 15.2, 15.6, and 15.8℄.

E(G), where ea

onsists of a set of verti es

h edge is a subset of

V (G) of size two.

V (G)

and a

Additionally,

28
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ea h edge must be unique and
edges and loops. A vertex is

onsisting of two dierent verti es, to avoid multi

T

outer

alled

Denition 3.2.1 (Rooted tree).
graph

OPERADS AND DENDROIDAL SETS

if it is in ident to only one edge.

Consider a non-empty, nite, simply onne ted

with a distinguished outer vertex

distiguished set of outer verti es

I

vo

( alled the output vertex) and a

( alled the set of inputs).Then

rooted tree. Usually, su h a tree is simply referred to as
The edge

onne ted to the output vertex is

onne ted to the input verti es are

(T, vo , I)

is a

T.

alled the root, and the edges

alled the legs. These edges are sometimes

alled leaves, but to avoid onfusion by graph theorists they shall hen e be

alled

legs. For now, until astroidal sets and unrooted trees are introdu ed later, these
rooted trees will be referred to as just trees.

Example 3.2.2.
inputs is

{q, s, w}.

In the following tree, the output vertex is
The root is

f

and the legs are

{a, b, d}

r,

and the set of

Note that there may

be some outer verti es that are neither inputs nor outputs: this is allowed.

By

onvention, the outer and inner verti es are not drawn.

3.2.
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Note that, as this example is one of the simplest trees that is
to demonstrate these ideas in general, it

omplex enough

an be found as an example in other

pla es in the literature too, in luding [57℄.
The root indu es a dire tionality on the tree, and by

onvention trees are

drawn so that the root is at one end and the legs (a.k.a. leaves) are at the other.
The operations then ow from the legs to the root, so the legs of the tree are the
inputs and the root is the output. Likewise, the inputs of ea h vertex are those
edges above, while the output of a vertex is the edge below. As a

onvention,

the output and input verti es of a tree are not drawn, and the word vertex
refers only to the remaining verti es.
There are some other parts of trees that need dening as these words will
be used later on.

Denition 3.2.3

(Inner edge)

.

An inner edge is an edge that is neither a leg

nor the root.

outer edge

Conversely, an

Denition 3.2.4.
• in(v) =

is an edge that is not an inner edge.

Given a vertex

v,

dene

the set of in oming edges.

• out(v) =

the outgoing edge.

•

The valen e of

v

is the

•

The output of

v

is the element of

In Example 3.2.2,
vertex

v

ardinality of

in(v)

out(v)

out(t) = {c}, in(t) = {a, b}, and t has
in(v) = {} and out(v) = {e}.

has no input verti es, so

output and input verti es are not drawn (however, noti e that

valen e

2.

The

Noti e that the

v,

despite being

an outer vertex, is neither an input nor an output vertex).
The following trees are important examples.

Denition 3.2.5
vertex
the

v,

with

C(n−1)+1

(Corolla)

n−1

.

The

n-

orolla

Cn

inputs and one output. It

is the tree that has a single
an equivalently be written as

orolla to emphasise the dieren e between inputs and outputs.

Example 3.2.6.

This is the

4-

orolla,

C4 ,

also

alled

C3+1 .

30
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orolla around a parti ular vertex

v,

the

may be used instead.

Denition 3.2.7

.

(Path)

The

n-path Pn

is a tree whi h has

n

verti es (not

in luding the input and output verti es), and ea h vertex has exa tly one input.

n+2

In reality, it a tually has

verti es due to the presen e of the input and

output verti es, but those are suppressed.

Example 3.2.8.

This is the

Example 3.2.9.

It is possible to have just a single edge with no verti es. This

is the graph

η,

also

3-path

alled the path of length

0, P0 .

Relationship Between Trees and Operads
Given a tree

T,

one

an dene an operad

Denition 3.2.10.
Ω(T )

Let

T

be a tree.

Ω(T )

Then dene the

(over

Set)

•

The

olours of

•

The morphisms are generated by the verti es.

Ω(T )

are the edges of

T.

in(v) = {c1 , . . . , cn } and out(v) = c0 ,
vσ(c1 ...cn ) ∈ Ω(T )(cσ(1) , . . . cσ(n) ; c0 ).
•

For ea h
the edge

olour

c

orresponding operad

as follows.

c,

let

ηc

be the identity. On the tree, this

without any verti es.

v with
σ ∈ Σn , let

For all verti es

and all permutations

orresponds to

3.2.

•
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The a tion of the symmetri

group is given by

σ(vc1 ...,cn ) = vσ(c1 ...cn ) ∈ Ω(T )(cσ(1) , . . . cσ(n) ; c0 ).
•

Two morphisms

v

and

the same edge as the
Thus, for ea h prole

•
•

verti es with

c0

c,

i

w

may be

the set

omposed at

if the output leg of

Call this result

Ω(T )(c)

onsists of both

as output and

c1 , . . . , cn

ompositions of these verti es, ea h

Example 3.2.11.

i

w.

input leg of

Consider this tree,

T

v

is

v ◦i w .

as inputs, and

orresponding to a subtree of

T.

[57℄:

The generating morphisms are:

ta,b ∈ T (a, b; c)
tb,a ∈ T (b, a; c)
v ∈ T (; e)
uc,d,e ∈ T (c, d, e; f )
uc,e,d ∈ T (c, e, d; f )
ud,c,e ∈ T (d, c, e; f )
ud,e,c ∈ T (d, e, c; f )
ue,c,d ∈ T (e, c, d; f )
ue,d,c ∈ T (e, d, c; f )

There are also
(su h as

ompositions (su h as

Denition 3.2.12 (The
Opd

uc,d,e ◦3 v ∈ T (c, d; f )), as well as identities

ηc ∈ T (c; c)).
ategory of trees,

onsisting of those operads whi h

Ω).

Let

Ω be

an be given by

the full sub ategory of

Ω(T )

for all trees

T.
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Thus, trees

an be

morphisms.

However, in the next se tion a graphi al representation of these

onsidered as operads, and morphisms of trees are operad

morphisms will be given. If a distin tion is ne essary,
and

Ω(T )

T

will refer to the tree

will refer to the tree as an operad.

Morphisms of trees
Analogously to the simpli ial set
from simpler maps,

alled

ategory

∆,

elementary maps.

morphisms in

inner and outer, as well as

odegenera y maps.

Denition 3.2.13

ofa e map)

and let
b
map δ

(Inner

T /b be the
: T /b → T

atta hed to be
vertex of

b.

tree obtained by
alled the inner

alled

x

and

y,

an be

Let

T

be a tree with an inner edge

ontra ting the edge

b

of

T.

x is
T /b

an input vertex of
is

alled

xy .

b

and

This map

y

It is an in lusion map on the

•

The operation

•

All other generating operations (verti es) map to themselves.

Example 3.2.14.

olours (edges),

maps to the operation

An example of an inner

y ◦b x,

ofa e map.

b,

There is a

b

is

the output

an be dened

onsidered as operads:

•

vxy

ompiled

ofa e maps,

ofa e map. Let the two verti es that

where

The asso iated vertex in

pre isely when trees are

.

Ω

There are two types of

3.2.
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Example 3.2.15.

Any inner

ofa e map between paths, as in the simpli ial

ase.

Denition 3.2.16

(Outer

ofa e map)

.

Let

T

be a tree.

with exa tly one inner edge atta hed to it. Then let

T /v

Let

v

be a vertex

be the tree obtained

by deleting v and all the outer edges atta hed to it. There is an outer
v
map δ : T /v → T . As trees, this is dened by the in lusion of T /v into

ofa e

T.

As

operads, this is dened by:

•

For all

•

For all operations (verti es)

olours (edges)

e ∈ E(T /v), e 7→ e,
x

in the generating set,

x 7→ x.

ase. Let Cn be the orolla (Denition 3.2.5)
v
Then there are n outer ofa e maps δ : η → Cn ,
v
one for ea h edge. If its lear, then δ may refer to any of them, but if it is
v,e
ambiguous then the notation δ
may be used to denote that η maps to the
v,e
edge e. Sin e these graphs are labelled, the δ
notation is rarely ne essary.
In addition, there is a spe ial
ontaining a single vertex

v.

Example 3.2.17.

An example of an outer

Example 3.2.18.

Sometimes, the vertex in ident to the root may be in ident

ofa e map.

to exa tly one inner edge. This is the only situation in whi h the root may be
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removed. If the vertex in ident to the root is in ident to more inner edges then
when the root is removed there would be multiple edges that are

andidates

to be ome the new root, ea h the output of their atta hed verti es, but a tree
annot have multiple roots. Nor

ould these edges be removed, as that would

ause the tree to be ome dis onne ted.

Denition 3.2.19
Then let
edges
of

b.

b1

Tb

and

b2

.

Consider a tree

b;

that is, splitting the edge

(Codegenera y map)

be the result of subdividing

T

with some edge

b

b.

into two

and adding an extra vertex v whi h is onne ted to both
b
odegenera y map σ : Tb → T dened by:

opies

Then there is a

•

The

•

All other

•

The generating operation

•

All other generating operations map to themselves

olours

b1

and

b2

map to

b

olours map to themselves

Example 3.2.20.

v

maps to the identity

An example of a

idb

odegenera y map.

Analogously to simpli ial sets, there are relations between these maps. Given
a
b
ofa e maps δ
and δ , they are related by (T /a)/b =

two (distin t) inner

(T /b)/a

and:

3.2.
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δb

(T /b)/a

T /a

δa

δa
δ

T /b

b

T

T be a tree with at least 3 verti es, and onsider two distin t outer
δ v and δ w . Then (T /v)/w = (T /w)/v and the diagram ommutes:

Let
maps

δv

(T /v)/w

T /w

δw

δw
δ

T /v

If

T

is a tree with only

2

verti es,

atta hed to the root has valen e
are less than two verti es in

T,

1)

ofa e

v

v

and

T

w,

then (ensuring that the vertex

the following diagram

then two verti es

ommutes. If there

annot be removed.
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δv

η
δ

T /v

Finally, an inner

δv

be an outer

adja ent, then

ofa e map

T /w

w

an be

δw
δv

T

ombined with an outer

δ e be an inner ofa
(T /v)/e = (T /e)/v and the diagram
ofa e map and

(T /v)/e

δe

Suppose
by

u.

v

and

e

are not

ommutes:

δv
δ

e

T

e are adja ent. Then denote the vertex on the other side of e
T /e ombines v and u into a single vertex, denote this uv . Then

and

The tree

ofa e map. Let

v

T /v

δv

T /e

e map. If

3.2.
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(T /e)/uv
following

exists if and only if

(T /v)/u

exists, and

(T /e)/uv

δ uv

in the

T /e

δu

δe
δ

T /v

Now

(T /e)/uv = (T /v)/u,

ommutative diagram

T σv

onsider two degenera ies of

the following diagram

v

T

and

ommutes

σv

T
σw

Tw

Tv
σw

σ

v

(Tv )w

σw .

Then

(Tv )w = (Tw )v

and
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v
Finally, there are the ombined relations. Let σ : T → Tv be a odegenera y
e
e
and δ : T /e → T a ofa e map that does not eliminate v . Then if δ : T /ev →

Tv

is the indu ed

ofa e map, the following diagram

T /e

δe

T
σv

σv

T /ev

Otherwise, if
edges to

v,

δe

is a

δ

e

Tv

ofa e map indu ed by either

the following is the identity.

These relations

ommutes:

v

δe

T \v

itself or one of the adja ent

T

σv

T \v

an be summarised in the following table.

The

olumns

indi ate the fa e we start with and the rows indi ate the fa e operation we do
to it.

Note that

p

and

q

the vertex resulting from

refer to verti es,

pq

the edge between them, and

ontra ting the edge

pq .

pq

Whenever two elementary

3.2.
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maps are indu ed by verti es and edges whi h are disjoint from ea h other, they
ommute. Therefore, in this table, assume they are

oin ident to ea h other.

That is, involving two verti es with a single edge between them, or two edges
in ident to the same vertex, or a vertex whi h is in ident to an edge.

δ pq δ qr = δ qr δ pq
δ pq δ pq = δ q δ p
σ p(qr) δ qr = id = δ qr σ pq
δ pq δ pq = δ q δ p
σ pq δ r = δ r σ pq
σ p(pq) σ pq = σ (pq)q σ pq

inner and inner
inner and outer
inner and degenera y
outer and outer
outer and degenera y
degenera y and degenera y

Lemma 3.2.21 (Lemma 3.1 in [57℄). Any morphism of trees (that is, any operad
map Ω(S) → Ω(T ), where S and T are trees) an be de omposed into a series
of odegenera y maps followed by a series of ofa e maps.

3.2.2 Dendroidal Sets
Dendroidal sets, rst appearing in Moerdijk and Weiss [57℄ are formed in the
same way as simpli ial sets: presheaves over some
giving the shape of the obje ts is

Denition 3.2.22

Ω

.

(Dendroidal Set)

Ωop → Set

In other words, a dendroidal set

•

For ea h

T ∈ Ω,

a set

of dendri es of shape

•

For ea h morphism

A dendroidal set

X

ategory

X

is a presheaf

X :

is:

X(T ), denoted XT .
T , and ea h element

f : S → T,

ategory. Here, the

∆.

rather than

a fun tion

Note that
is

XT

is

alled the set

alled a dendrex.

Xf : XT → XS

su h that

 Xid:T →T = id : XT → XT ,


α

R

Given two morphisms

S

β

T

in

Ω, X(β◦α) = Xα ◦Xβ .

Ω, all morphisms an be formed from ompositions of ofa e and odegenera y
δ x and σ x . These maps then translate into fa e and degenera y maps of
dendroidal sets, written δx and σx (rather than Xδ x and Xσx ), and morphisms

In

maps,

in dendroidal sets

an be formed from

Dendroidal sets form a

ompositions of these elementary maps.

dSet

ategory

with natural transformations as mor-

phisms.

Denition 3.2.23

.

(Morphisms)

be two dendroidal sets. Then a map

•

For ea h tree

•

If

α:S→T

T ∈ Ω,

X : Ωop → Set and and Y : Ωop → Set
between them f : X → Y is given by:

Let

there is a map

is a morphism in

Ω,

XT

fT : XT → YT

then the following diagram

Xα

fT

YT

XS
fS

Yα

YS

ommutes
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Again, it is useful to know how dendroidal sets relate to operads, be ause
dendroidal sets form the underlying stru ture of innity operads. To this end
there exists the following adjun tion:

τd : dSet ⇄ Opd : nd
It is dened as follows.

Denition 3.2.24

(Dendroidal nerve)

the dendroidal nerve of

P

.

Let

P

be an operad over

Set.

Then

is the dendroidal set given by

nd (P )T = Opd(Ω(T ), P )

Denition 3.2.25
Cv

is the nth

(Dendroidal realisation)

τd (X)

orolla). The operad

.

Let

X

be a dendroidal set (where

is dened via

•

The set of

•

The operations are generated by the elements of

olours is the set

Xη

a map from elements of ea h

XT

XCn+1 ,

with

τd

dening

to operations in the operad, under the

following relations.

Xη , and σ A : C1+1 → η is a odegenera y map,
then σA (A) = idA ∈ τd (X)(A; A), where σA : Xη → XC1 is the
A
degenera y map indu ed by σ .

1. If

A

2. Let

is a

T

olour in

be a tree with two verti es,

v

and

w.

Then if

δv , δw ,

and

δvw

are similarly indu ed maps,

δw (x) ◦vw δv (x) = δvw (x)
for all

x ∈ XT .

Given a morphism of dendroidal sets

τ (X) → τ (Y ) dened
the fun tor τd .

f : X → Y , there is a morphism τ (f ) :
τ (FT ) : τ (XT ) → τ (YT ). This denes

entry-wise on ea h

Condition 2 is essentially saying that the
indu ed by verti es

v

and

w

omposition of the morphisms

should result in the morphism indu ed by the

ontra tion of the edge between

v

and

w.

Lemma 3.2.26 (Example 4.2 in [57℄). The dendroidal nerve satises the following
• The dendroidal nerve fun tor is fully faithful.
• The realisation τd is left adjoint to the nerve nd .

3.2.3 Boundaries, Horns, and Representables
n-simplex, ∆[n] ∈ sSet, for
Ω[T ] ∈ dSet, the representable of T .

Analogously to the way there is a standard
tree

T

there is a standard dendrex

Denition 3.2.27.

Let

T ∈ Ω be

a tree, then dene the dendroidal set

Ω[T ]S := Ω(S, T ).

every

Ω[T ] as

3.2.
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Now that the representable has been introdu ed, there are multiple

on epts

that share very similar notation, and thus a summary is in order.

•

The map

Ω

often be

onated as

maps ea h tree

the operadi

•

The

T,

T to its asso iated operad Ω(T ).
Ω(T ) will sometimes be used to

but

nature.

ategory

Ω

refers to both the

ategory of trees with operad maps as

morphisms between them, and the full sub ategory of
image of the map

•

Given any tree
representable of

•

They will
emphasise

T , there
T.

All morphisms in

Opd

given by the

Ω.

Ω

is an asso iated dendroidal set

an be formed by

δx

genera y maps. These are written as

Ω[T ]

alled the

ompositions of ofa e and odex
and σ , where the supers ript x

refers to the ae ted edge or vertex.

•

Morphisms in
written as

δx

Ωop are
σx ,

and

omposed of fa e and degenera y maps, and they are

x

with

being a subs ript rather than a supers ript.

They are also written this way when

onsidered as morphisms internal to

a dendroidal set.

Lemma 3.2.28 (Se tion 4.1 in [57℄). Let α : S → T be a map of trees. Then
there is an indu ed map Ω[α] : Ω[S] → Ω[T ] between dendroidal sets.
By examining the denitions of

nd

Ω[T ],

and

it is

lear that

Ω[T ] = nd (T ),

as would be expe ted.

Denition 3.2.29
α-fa e
∂α Ω[T ].

(Fa e)

Ω[T ]

.

Let

S, T ∈ Ω

Then the

of

denoted

The set of all fa es of

Note that

∂α Ω[T ],

Ψ(T )

α : S → T.
Ω[α] : Ω[S] → Ω[T ]. It is
denoted Ψ(T ).

be trees with fa e map

is the image of the map

T

is

is the set of images of maps

but this will o

Ω[α]. Ea h element
α ∈ Ψ(T ).

is denoted

asionally be shortened to

Denition 3.2.30 (Boundary).

The boundary of

Ω[T ] is the dendroidal subset

whi h is the union of all possible fa es.

∂Ω[T ] =

[

∂α Ω[T ]

α∈Ψ(T )
The horn is just the boundary but without one of the fa es. The inner horns
are those where the fa e map whi h is left out is an inner fa e map, while the
rest are outer horns. More formally,

Denition 3.2.31
the edge

e.

(Inner horn)

.

Let

α

be an inner fa e map whi h removes

Then

Λe [T ] =

[

∂β Ω[T ]

β6=α∈Ψ(T )
In a dendroidal set

X.

X,

an (inner) horn is a map of dendroidal sets

Λα [T ] →
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3.2.4 Relationship to ∆
Note that

∆

Ω

is a sub ategory of

onsisting only of paths. If dendroidal sets

are restri ted to just paths, one ought to re over simpli ial sets. One way of

∆

getting

from

Ω

is via the sli e.

Denition 3.2.32
that

(Sli e

ategory. Then

C ↓ X,

.

ategory)
is the

Let

C

be a

ategory and

X

an obje t in

ategory with:

• ob(C ↓ X) = {mor(−, X)}
• mor(C ↓ X)(A → X, B → X)

are given by

ommuting diagrams of the

form

A

B
X

Now this

an be used to express

∆

as a sli e of

Ω.

Lemma 3.2.33. There is an equivalen e between the ategory of simpli ies and
the sli e ategory of trees over η .
∆∼
=Ω↓η

Proof.

Firstly, note that

to paths in

Ω

i:∆→Ω

is the in lusion fun tor sending paths in

[57, Se tion 3℄. Re all that paths in

∆

are labelled a

length, keeping in line with the usual notation for simpli ial sets. Then

Ω ↓ i[0] are the maps T → η . It su es to
T → η , T must be a path, and that for any path P

The obje ts of
any map
map to

η,

and that morphisms in the sli e

of paths in

P

i[0] = η .

show that given
in

Ω,

there is a

orrespond to morphisms

∆.

Consider a path
any path

ategory

∆

ording to

to

Pn .

It is

lear that

η = (σ)n Pn ,

thus providing a map from

η.

By Lemma 3.2.21, all morphisms in
genera y maps.

Ω

are generated by fa e maps and de-

Call these the generating morphisms.

Note that fa e maps

η
Pn

add verti es while degenera y maps remove them, so the only way to get to
dire tly through generating morphisms is the degenera y map
be a path with an inner edge

e

and a vertex

v

P1 → η .

Let

onne ted to exa tly one inner

edge. Then the possible maps are:

• σ : Pn+1 → Pn
• ∂e : Pn−1 → Pn
• ∂v : Pn−1 → Pn
g : T → Pn is a generating morphism then T must be a path,
f : T → η , where f is some omposition of generating morphisms, T

By indu tion, if
so for all

must be a path.
Ea h morphism in the sli e

ategory is a diagram

3.3.
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S

T
η

where
in

Ω

T

and

S

are trees in

Ω.

But ea h diagram

between two paths, whi h by the in lusion

orresponds to a morphism

∆ ֒→ Ω

is a morphism in

∆

between two paths.
A similar lemma holds for simpli ial sets and dendroidal sets [57℄.

Lemma 3.2.34.

sSet ∼
= dSet ↓ Ω[η]

3.3 Innity Operads
Innity operads extend the notion of innity
are operads where

ategories; that is, innity operads

omposition is weak rather than stri t. Originally used for

the Boardman-Vogt tensor produ t [57℄, innity operads are also important to
pronite

ompletions of the little dis s operad [10℄.

Just as in innity

ategories, the

on ept of an operad with weak omposition

an be implemented in various ways, most involving dendroidal sets. Possibly
the most straightforward would be simpli ially enri hed operads, whi h I begin
with. These are operads where, instead of a set of operations among some obje ts, there is a spa e of operations [67℄.
is the main denition I use.
parti ular

Then I dene quasi operads, whi h

Quasi operads are dendroidal sets satisfying a

ondition, the inner Kan

ondition. The next denition is very simi-

lar, dendroidal sets satisfying the Segal

ondition. Finally, there is dendroidal

omplete segal spa es, whi h use both the Kan and Segal

onditions.

Quasi operads extend the notion of the simpli ial Kan
enough information from fa e maps one

ondition; given

an re over the original tree.

That

is, the fa e maps a t as substrings of morphisms, or subtrees, and the original
tree is like the
this

omposition of the full string, and the Kan

ondition states that

omposition exists [58℄.

The Segal

ondition, on the other hand, looks at a string of morphisms and

says that if the morphisms have a lo al

omposition, then the whole thing does

too. The Complete Segal Spa es Model uses both Kan and Segal
show how the spa e a ts both

onditions, to

ategori ally and topologi ally at on e. Although

not mu h attention is devoted to this model, it is in luded to give a more
omplete pi ture of the state of innity operads [16℄.
In parti ular, two of these

on eptions of innity operads are dened to be

dendroidal sets satisfying a parti ular
onditions are the fo us of this

ondition (Kan or Segal).

hapter and later ones. They

These two

an be related to

ea h other, and stri t operads, via the Nerve Theorem (Theorem 3.3.6). This
theorem says that, for a dendroidal set, it is equivalent to say that it satises
the stri t Kan
operad.

ondition, or the stri t Segal

ondition, or is the nerve of an

This important theorem is later repli ated by me for

and modular operads (Theorems 4.3.7 and 5.3.10).

y li

operads
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3.3.1 Simpli ially Enri hed Operads
One way of dening the notion of an operad up to homotopy would be to
enri h it with some sort of topologi al stru ture.

Denition 3.3.1
sSet

.

(Simpli ially enri hed operad[67℄)

An operad

O

enri hed in

onsists of

1. A set of

olours

2. For all proles

C

(c1 , . . . cn ; c0 ),

a simpli ial set

O(c1 , . . . cn ; c0 )

3. Maps between operads are maps of simpli ial sets whi h satisfy all the
operad

onditions.

The idea is that the set of

olours on the edges looks like the set of obje ts of

the operad, with morphisms given by

orollae and

ompositions of morphisms

by trees.

3.3.2 The Dendroidal Inner Kan Condition
In dendroidal sets, the denition of the Kan

ondition is similar to that of

simpli ial sets.

Denition 3.3.2

be a dendroidal

set,

(Kan ondition, Se tion 7 in [57℄). Let X
f : Λe [T ] → X be an inner horn, and let j : Λe [T ]  Ω[T ]
Then a ller for f is a map g : Ω[T ] → X su h that f = g ◦ j .

be the in lusion.

f

Λe [T ]

X

g
j

Ω[T ]

A dendroidal set

X

is said to satisfy the inner Kan

ondition if every inner horn

has a ller.
To make matters even more

ompli ated, there is both the (weak) inner Kan

ondition and the stri t inner Kan
says that every inner horn has a
A

ondition. The stri t inner Kan

unique

quasi operad, also known as an inner Kan

whi h the inner Kan

ondition

ller.

omplex, is a dendroidal set for

ondition holds. If the stri t inner Kan

ondition holds,

then it is a stri t operad.
Just like in simpli ial sets, the inner Kan

ondition is equivalent to the

following indu ed map being surje tive for all trees

∗

T

and inner edges

e:

e

j : dSet(Ω[T ], X) → dSet(Λ [T ], X).
If the ller is unique, or

j∗

is bije tive, then

X

is a stri t inner Kan

omplex and

by the Nerve Theorem is thus equivalent to an operad. Theorem 3.3.3 below is
the relevant part of the full Nerve theorem, Theorem 3.3.6
Sin e the denition of quasi operads is based on Kan

omplexes, it is impor-

tant to know how these relate to stri t operads. Some work towards this was
done by Moerdijk and Weiss [58℄.

Theorem 3.3.3 (Proposition 5.3 in [58℄). A dendroidal set X satises the stri t
inner Kan ondition if and only if there exists an operad O su h that X ∼
= n(O).

3.3.
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3.3.3 The Dendroidal Segal Condition
In the previous se tion innity operads were dened as dendroidal sets whi h
satisfy the Kan

ondition. In a similar fashion innity operads

as dendroidal sets satisfying the Segal

an be dened

ondition. Instead of the horn, the Segal

ore is used.

Denition 3.3.4

(Segal

Re all the

Cn+1

obje t of
where ea

orolla

ore [16℄)

.

Let

T

be a tree with at least one vertex.

of all the images of maps

Sc[T ] is the subΩ[Cn+1 ] → Ω[T ],

Note that su h a map is

ompletely deter-

from Example 3.2.5. The Segal

Ω[T ] dened as the union
h Cn+1 is a subtree of T .

v

mined, up to isomorphism, by the vertex
number of input edges that

v

of

T

ore

in its image. Let

n(v)

be the

has. Therefore,

[

Sc[T ] =

Ω[Cn(v) ].

v∈V (T )
Intuitively, the Segal

ore

onsists of all the verti es, i.e. operations, that

make up the tree. Then the Segal

ondition states that with just this partial

information the whole dendroidal set

Denition 3.3.5 (Segal
ondition if

for all trees

an be re onstru ted.

ondition [16℄)

.

A dendroidal set

X

satises the Segal

Hom(Ω[T ], X) ∼
= Hom(Sc[T ], X)
T

In other words, the Segal

ondition

an be

onsidered as the statement that

XT ∼
= XCv1 ×X0 XCv2 ×X0 · · · Xcvn
is a weak equivalen e.
The following is a generalisation of Theorem 3.3.3, stated without proof.

Theorem 3.3.6 (Nerve Theorem, Corollary 2.6 in [16℄). Let X be a dendroidal
set. Then the following are equivalent:
• There exists an operad O su h that X = nd (O)
• X satises the stri t inner Kan ondition
• X satises the stri t Segal ondition

3.3.4 Dendroidal Complete Segal Spa es
Another model for innity

ategories is the dendroidal version of

spa es. Just like in the simpli ial
dendroidal spa e that satises

•

ase, a dendroidal

ertain

omplete segal

omplete Segal spa e is a

onditions.

As a dendroidal obje t, the dendroidal spa e

X

satises the Segal

ondi-

tion. This ensures that it a ts something like an operad

•

Ea h

Xn

satises a Reedy bran y

ondition (akin to the Kan

ensuring it a ts like a topologi al spa e

ondition),
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ondition, ensuring that the only homotopy equi-

valen es are the identities.
Dening a dendroidal
these

omplete Segal spa e (dCSS) will rst require dening

onditions.

Denition 3.3.7

.

(Dendroidal spa e)

A dendroidal spa e is a fun tor

X : Ωop → sSet
One

ould also pi ture this as a map

dendroidal spa es is

Denition 3.3.8

Ωop × ∆op → Set.

The

ategory of

dSpace.

(Reedy brant)

brant if for every path

n,

.

A dendroidal spa e

X

is said to be Reedy

the following map of spa es is a Kan bration:

M apdSpaces (F (T ), X) → M apdSpaces (∂F (T ), X)
F

Where

is a fun tor from dendroidal sets to dendroidal spa es, assigning

to ea h dendroidal set the

onstant spa e. That is,

F (T )Sj = Ω[T ]S ,

where

S

is some tree.

Denition 3.3.9

.

(Segal spa e)

A dendroidal spa e

X

is a dendroidal Segal

spa e if

•

As a dendroidal obje t it satises the Segal

•

It satises the Reedy bran y

Let

Xhoequ onsist of all
s0 : X0 → Xhoequ

re all that

Denition 3.3.10
tisfy the

ondition

XC c .
ida .

those homotopy equivalen es in ea h
sends ea h

(Completeness)

ompleteness

ondition

ondition if

.

olour

a

to its identity

A dendroidal Segal spa e

s0 : X0 → Xhoequ

X

Then,

is said to sa-

is a weak equivalen e.

Therefore a dCSS is a Segal spa e whi h satises the

ompleteness

ondition.

Chapter 4

Cy li Operads and Astroidal
Sets
In [28℄, Getzler and Kapranov introdu e the notion of a
generalisation of the operations of the
At the time,

y li

y li

operad, as a

operads were important in the study of homotopy theory [55℄

and topologi al eld theory [26℄. However,
their

y li

homology of asso iative algebras.
y li

operads are also of interest for

onne tions to physi s and dagger ategories [2℄, and, higher

y li

operads

espe ially, as a stepping stone to a modular operad of surfa es [10℄.

Cy li

operads are useful in this way be ause surfa es themselves do not ne essarily
have a dire tion, and therefore their generalised operad should not either.
This

hapter

ontains mostly new work.

the aim is to des ribe innity

y li

innity operad, I sket h how they
with a fo us on quasi
Cy li
ger

B,

ase,

For ea h of the four models of

an be extended to

y li

innity operads,

operads.

operads are an extension of operads based on non-dire tionality. Dag-

ategories are
the morphism

of dire tion.
†

adjoint

y li

Analogously to the operad

operads.

f from A to
B , with no sense
morphism f : A → B an

ategories where, instead of having a morphism

f

is instead

onsidered to be between

This is a hieved by assigning to ea h

f : B → A.

Extending this to operads, a

A

y li

and

operad is one where

ea h morphism has an adjoint for ea h permutation of input and output obje ts. Be ause of this,

y li

operads tend to be vastly more

ompli ated than

operads: an operad with only a few morphisms may generate a

y li

operad

with innitely many morphisms.
Then, analogously to dendroidal sets and simpli ial sets, this

hapter de-

velops the theory of astroidal sets. Simpli ial and dendroidal sets are founded
on

Æ

ertain

ategories of dire ted graphs,

asso iated to astroidal sets instead

∆

and

onsists of

Ω,

respe tively. The

undire ted

ategory

trees, and it is

alled

, with presheaves over it being known as astroidal sets.
In Se tion 4.3.2 the inner Kan

Segal

ondition is dened, and its equivalen e to the

Æ

ondition proven. The Segal

ategory

Ξ

that is equivalent to

ondition was dened in [34℄, along with a
but developed independently. I also provide

a denition of a simpli ially enri hed

y li

operad, sin e there is an equiva-

len e between quasi operads and simpli ially enri hed operads (and likewise for
ategories); however, I have not proven su h an equivalen e with quasi
47
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operads. During the writing of this thesis, a paper appeared by DrummondCole and Ha kney [19℄ whi h details a model stru ture for simpli ially enri hed
operads. I have not proven any relationship between my denition and theirs,
although theirs appears to dier from mine by the presen e of an involution
on obje ts, nor with their model stru ture for simpli ially enri hed operads [19,
Se tion 6℄.

4.1 Cy li Operads
There are two ways to arrive at
y li

operads

y li

operads from

ategories. On the one hand,

an be formed by taking an operad and extending the a tion of

the symmetri group on the inputs to in orporate the output in addition. On the
other hand, one

an

onsider a generalisation of dagger

ategories (see Se tion

4.1.1) where ea h morphism has multiple inputs rather than just one.

Dire ted
Undire ted

Paths

Trees

Categories

Operads

Dagger

ategories

Cy li

Se tion 4.1.5 des ribes my original example of a
ategory with pullba ks

C,

a dagger

ategory

Span(C)

same obje ts and using pullba ks as morphisms.
operad

M ultispan(C)

an be

ase. It

y li

ase as a

y li

operad.

Given a

an be dened, with the

In the same way, a

reated. Initially, the mapping

was dened in the genus zero
to the higher genus

operads

y li

lass group operad

operad, but it was later extended

an be found in Se tion 5.4.

4.1.1 Dagger Categories
Dagger

ategories are the

ategori al generalisation of Hilbert spa es and, like

Hilbert spa es, they have extensive uses in physi s, espe ially quantum me hani s [2℄. The

on ept of a

ategory with an involution on morphisms was rst

introdu ed by Burgin [13℄. Dagger

ategories were further developed by Abram-

sky and Coe ke [1℄ and Lambek [45℄, and they were rst given the name `dagger
ategory' by Selinger [71℄.
To motivate dagger

ategories, re all the denition of a Hilbert spa e [68,

Chapter 4℄.

Denition 4.1.1
with a

.

(Hilbert spa e)

A Hilbert spa e is a ve tor spa e equipped

omplete positive denite inner produ t.

In other words,

onsider a

V over C equipped with two fun tions h·, ·i : V × V → C
|| · || : V → C (where ||x||2 := hx, xi) satisfying:

ve tor spa e
2
1.

h0, xi = 0

2.

hx + y, zi = hx, zi + hy, zi

3.

hcx, yi = chx, yi

4.

hx, yi = hy, xi

5.

||x||2 ≥ 0

and

hx, 0i = 0

for all

and

x

and

hx, y + zi = hx, yi + hx, zi

hx, cyi = chx, yi

and

4.1.
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||x||2 = 0

if

x=0

7. Given any innite sequen e

(vi ),

where ea h

lim ||

m,n→∞

Here

there exists a unique sum
P
S= ∞
i=1 vi .

x, y, z ∈ C,

and

x

S

vi ||2 = 0,

limn→∞ ||S −

omplex

onjugate of

Pn

i=1

x,

vi ||2 = 0.

for all

Then

x ∈ C.

This

C.

Denition 4.1.2 (Bounded linear operator).
T : V → W

su h that

i=m

su h that

refers to the

denes a Hilbert spa e over

m+n
X

vi ∈ V ,

Denition 4.1.3 (FdHilb).
FdHilb,

is the

The

V

Consider a linear transformation

W . Then T is a bounded linear
operator if there exists some M > 0, where M ∈ R, su h that for all v ∈ V ,
||T v||W ≤ M ||v||V . Here || · ||W and || · ||V refer to the inner produ ts in W and
V , respe tively.
between Hilbert spa es

and

ategory of nite dimensional Hilbert spa es,

ategory with nite dimensional Hilbert spa es as obje ts, and

bounded linear operators as morphisms.
The important thing about this
bounded linear operator,

ategory is the notion of adjoints. Ea h
†
has an adjoint T : W → V . It is this

T : V → W,

notion of adjoint that undergoes a
ategories, a

ategory theoreti

generalisation in dagger

ategory where ea h morphism has an adjoint that serves the same

fun tion as adjoints in Hilbert spa es. The following two denitions are from
Selinger [71, Denitions 2.2 and 2.3℄.

Denition 4.1.4

ategory). A dagger ategory is a ategory C
† : C → C whi h is the identity on obje ts, and su
A, B, C ∈ C and all morphisms f : A → B and g : B → C
(Dagger
op

ped with a fun tor
for all obje ts
1.

id†A = idA : A → A

2.

(g ◦ f )† = f † ◦ g †

3.

f †† = f

Note that here

f†

is known as

f

adjoint, named after the

equiph that

orresponding

adjoint in Hilbert spa es. Hilbert spa es have also provided the following terminology for dagger

Denition 4.1.5.

A morphism is

f † = f −1

•

unitary if

•

self-adjoint if

•

normal if

The

ategories.

f† = f

f †f = f f †,

ategory of dagger

phisms, will be denoted

where

f : X → X.

ategories, with adjoint-preserving fun tors as mor-

Dag.
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One large family of examples of dagger

G there

ategories is given by groupoids. Gi-

ategory where ea h morphism is unitary,
−1
be ause for ea h morphism f , its inverse f
an be taken as its adjoint.

ven any groupoid

is a dagger

Sin e Hilbert spa es inspired dagger

ategories, one would hope that they

are indeed an example. The following lemma is standard, but a proof is provided
as one was unable to be found in the literature.

Lemma 4.1.6. The ategory FdHilb is a dagger ategory with the adjoint
operator dened as follows. Let A : U → V be a bounded linear operator. Then
A† : V → U is the adjoint (bounded linear) operator dened su h that
hA† v, ui = hv, Aui

where u ∈ U and v ∈ V .
Proof.
pose,

A is a matrix given by (aij ), then A† is given by the onjugate trans†
so (a )ij = aji . It su es to show that the three properties obeyed by the
If

adjoint are upheld.
1. Let

I

n-dimensional identity matrix. Then I T = I , and
†
†
real so I = I . Alternatively, hI u, vi = hu, Ivi = hu, vi

be the

entries are

all its

2.

(A ◦ B)† = h(AB)† u, vi
= hu, (AB)vi
= hu, A(Bv)i
= hA† u, Bvi
= hB † (A† u), vi
= B † ◦ A†
3. Given a matrix

A,

the entries of

A††

are given by

((a† )† )ij = a†ji
= ai j
= aij

Remark

.

4.1.7

There exists an adjoint pair

Cat

The right adjoint (in the

d
c

ategory sense)

Dag

c

forgets the dagger stru ture. That

is, any two adjoint (in the dagger sense) morphisms in
but their

onne tion to ea h other, the

The left adjoint

d

†

D

will both exist in

c(D),

fun tion, will not exist.

is given by freely adding an adjoint (in the dagger sense)

ategory C , the obje ts of d(C) are the obje ts
C , and given any morphism f : A → B in C , d(C) ontains both f : A → B
†
and f : B → A, generated a ording to the denition of dagger ategory.

for ea h morphism. Given any
of

4.1.
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There is another way to form a dagger

ategory from a

ding another avenue of examples of dagger

ategory, thus provi-

ategories. This is the

span ategory,

rst introdu ed by Bénabou [6℄.

Denition 4.1.8
obje ts in it,

X

with morphisms

. Let C be a ategory with pullba ks, and onsider
Y . Then a span between them is an obje t Z together
f : Z → X and g : Z → Y . Alternatively, a span is a diagram
(Span)

and

· ← · → ·.

Denition 4.1.9 (Composition of spans).
C

with spans

X←U →Y

and

Let

Y ← V → Z.

X, Y, Z

be obje ts in a

ategory

X

to

Z

as

ompose to nd a span from

X

to

Z

Then nd a span from

follows.

U ×Y V
t
s

U

V
gZ

fY
gY

fX

X

Y

First take the pullba k
as

U ×Y V ,

Z

then

(U ×Y V, fX ◦ s, gZ ◦ t).

Denition 4.1.10 (Span
Span(C)

.

ategory)

Let

C

be a

ategory with pullba ks. Then

is dened as follows.

• ob(Span(C)) = ob(C).
• mor(A, B) = {(X, f, g)|f : X → A, g : X → B}.
•

Composition of morphisms is given in Denition 4.1.9.

• idA = A ← A → A
There is also the
arrows reversed. The
arrows is

· → · ← ·,

where the morphisms are both the identity.

ospan

ategory, formed in the same way but with the

ategory

C

and

is required to have pushouts, the shape of the

omposition is given by pushouts.

Lemma 4.1.11. The span ategory is a dagger ategory.
Proof.

identity on obje ts, and

ob(C),

op

† : Span(C) → Span(C) be dened as the
(X, f, g) 7→ (X, g, f ). Then, for all A, B, C, F, G ∈

Let the adjoint fun tor
the dagger

1. The identity
2. Let

s

and

t

ategory properties hold.

(A, id, id)† = (A, id, id)
be the morphisms

In addition, let

(F, fA , fB )

following diagram.

and

orresponding to the pullba k

(G, gB , gC )

be dened a

F ×B G.

ording to the
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F ×B G
t
s

F

G
gC

fB
gB

fA

A

B

C

Then

((G, gB , gC ) ◦ (F, fA , fB ))†
=(F ×B G, fA ◦ s, gC ◦ t)†
=(F ×B G, gC ◦ t, fA ◦ s)
(F, fA : F → A, fB : F → B)† ◦ (G, gB : G → B, gC : G → C)†
=(F, fB : F → B, fA : F → A) ◦ (G, gC : G → C, gB : G → B)
=(F ×B G, gC ◦ t, fA ◦ s)

3.

(X, f, g)†† = (X, g, f )† = (X, f, g)

4.1.2 Denition of Cy li Operad
The rst denition of a

y li

operad is due to Getzler and Kapranov [28℄, with

a new axiom added by Van der Laan [76, Se tion 11℄. There is a denition by
Obradovi

[61℄ based on a monoidal

onstru tion, while Ha kney, Robertson,

and Yau give a denition based on monads in Se tion 5.1 of [34℄. My denition
in equivalent to this last one.
Cheng, Gurski, and Riehl [14℄ also approa h the denition of

y li

operads

from the multi ategory perspe tive, but this diers from my denition mainly
in the duality of obje ts. Ea h obje t has a dual, whi h is invoked whenever the
a tion of the symmetri
or vi e versa.

group moves an obje t from the output to the input

There is a

hoi e here, whi h mirrors a similar one in dagger

ategories: whether or not the denition should require obje ts to have a dual.
Duals are slightly more general, and a denition of

y li

operads with dualisable

obje ts is also found in [19℄. However there are no known examples of
operads whi h require this extra stru ture, and in keeping with the
mono hromati
obje ts in
of dagger

denition [28℄, this thesis does not have a dual stru ture on

y li

operads. Nor were duals of obje ts in luded in the denition

ategories.

The denition of a
in that non- y li

c0 .

y li

lassi al,

y li

operad and the denition of an operad dier only

operads have a distinguished output element, often denoted

This denition was arrived at independently, but it is equivalent to that

given in [34℄, whi h was published during the writing of this thesis.

Denition 4.1.12
over a
perties.

(Cy li

losed symmetri

operad)

monoidal

.

A ( oloured, symmetri )

ategory

E

y li

operad

C

is dened with the following pro-

4.1.
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•

A set of obje ts,

•
•

ob(C),

sometimes

alled

olours.

ob(C), c = (c1 , . . . , cn ),
Set, then this is the set of

For ea h prole over

there is an obje t of

C(c1 , . . . cn ).

operations.

If

M

is

E

group; for any prole c and
C(c1 , . . . cn ) → C(cσ(1) , . . . cσ(n) ).

There is a right a tion of the symmetri
permutation

•

There is a

β ∈ C(d)
is a

σ ∈ Σn ,

there is a bije tion

omposition operation. Given any two operations

where the nal obje t in

omposition

α ◦i β

c

is equal to the

ith

α ∈ C(c) and
d, there

obje t in

whi h is a map

C(c) ⊗ C(d) → C(cdi )
Where, for the sake of brevity,

cdi = (d1 , . . . di−1 , c1 , . . . cm−1 , di+1 , . . . dn ).



The

omposition is asso iative. That is, all su h diagrams

C(a) ⊗ C(b) ⊗ C(c)

id⊗◦j

C(a) ⊗ C(bcj )
◦i+j−1

◦i ⊗id
◦j

C(abi ) ⊗ C(c)
where the lengths of



Composition is unital.
identity



a, b,

ηc ,

and

c

are

C(abcij )

ℓ , m,

and

n,

respe tively.

olour c there exists
θ ∈ C(c), θ ◦1 ηcn = θ = ηci ◦i θ.

That is, for ea h

su h that for all

Composition is equivariant.
of the symmetri

group.

β ∈ C(d),

σ, τ ∈ Σn ,

and any

ommute:

That is, it

an

ommutes with the a tion

So for any two morphisms

α ∈ C(c)

and

α ◦σ(i) σ(β) = σ ′ (α ◦i β)
τ (α) ◦i β = τ ′ (α ◦i β)
Where

σ ′ ∈ Σn+m

refers to the element that a ts on

{d1 , . . . , di−1 , c1 , . . . , cm , di+1 , . . . , dn }
by doing

σ

on ea h

dk

and the identity on ea h

does the identity on ea h
Then

C

is a ( oloured symmetri )

Remark

Aσ

the

4.1.13

to denote
y li

.

dk

y li

and permutes ea h
operad.

Inspired by the notation of dagger

σ∈Σ

a ting on a morphism

A.

y li

operads are over

ertain appli ations, it may be advantageous to

along the prole, where

α ◦ij β ,

ategories, one

ould write

However, this is non-standard in

operads literature and will not be used herein.

Note that, unless otherwise spe ied, all
In

cj , and τ ′ ∈ Σn+m
cj a ording to τ .

where

α ∈ C(c)

ompose at

ci = dj . Suppose one wishes to form
β ∈ C(d). Then do the following:

and

the

Set.

ertain pla es
omposition
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Σn to
C(c1 , . . . ci−1 , ci+1 , . . . cn , ci ).

2. Apply the

ci

move

1. Apply the a tion of

to the end, so that the result is

Denote this

σi ∈ Σn .

omposition already dened

3. Therefore, dene

C(c) ◦ij C(d) → C(cdij )
as

C(c) ◦ij C(d) = (C(σi (c))) ◦j (C(d)
In order to dene the

ategory of

y li

operads, morphisms are required.

As with operads, or multi ategories, what is wanted is something that looks like
a fun tor but with multiple inputs.

Denition 4.1.14.

O and P

Let

be two y li

operads. A morphism

f :O→P

onsists of the following information:

•

A fun tion
set of

•

f ′ : ob(O) → ob(P) that

sends the

olours of one operad to the

olours of the other.

For ea h prole

c,

fc : O(c) → P(f ′ (c))

a map

that

ommutes with the

stru ture maps. i.e.





f (idη ) = idf (η)

Identity:

Symmetri

group a tion:

f (σ(v)) = σ(f (v))

Composition:

fcdi (v ◦i u) = fc (v) ◦i fd (u)

v ∈ O(c)

u ∈ O(d)

Here

Then the

and

ategory

CycOpd

an be dened as the

ategory with

y li

ope-

rads as obje ts and morphisms as dened above.

4.1.3 Relationship to Dagger Categories
Given any

y li

operad, one

Denition 4.1.15.
over

Set

an dene a dagger

Given a dagger

C(c) =
The a tion of

Σ2

(

Hom(c1 , c2 )
∅

phisms of
y li

y li

operads over

y li

operad

C

c

is

2

ategory of dagger

Set CycOpd.

ategory is a

Y li

ategories,

Dag,

to the

It is fun torial be ause the mor-

CycOp they preserve
y : Dag → CycOpd, sin e the

ture, and thus in

operad.

C , it is possible to dene a dagger ategory by removing
higher than two. That is, dene g : CycOp → Dag as

operad

all operations of arity

Denition 4.1.16.
C,

there exists a

dene

Otherwise

operad stru ture. Call this fun tor

Given a y li

D,

If the length of

Dag preserve the dagger stru

image of a dagger

operad

c,

is given by the dagger fun tion.

This denes a fun tor from the
ategory of
the

ategory

as dened herein. For ea h prole

ategory, and vi e versa.

Dene

g : CycOp → Dag

as follows.

Given any

y li

4.1.
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• ob(g(C)) = ob(C),
• mor(A, B) = C(A, B)
•

for all

omposition is given by

• f † = σ(f )

for all

Morphisms between

A, B ∈ ob(C),

omposition in the

f ∈ C(A, B),

y li

where

σ ∈ Σ2

y li
and

operad,

σ 6= id.

operads be ome morphisms between dagger

atego-

ries by dropping all information about operations of arity higher than two. This
fun tor is

alled

g

be ause it maps to daGger

ategories.

This is in addition to, and distin t from, the way
with pullba ks to a dagger

Span

maps a

ategory

ategory. Thus, so far there are the following two

diagrams.

Cat
c

Opd

d
y

Dag

CycOpd

g

n

Cat
c

τ

sSet

d

Dag

The fun tors between

Opd

and

CycOpd

will be ome

lear in Se tion 4.1.4.

These diagrams together form part of a multi-dimensional diagram, with axes
along

•
•
•

y li

or not,

multiple inputs or single,
their asso iated graphi al presheaf (and graphi al

ategory, and innity

version).

Remark

4.1.17

.

The bottom right

orner of the se ond diagram has not been

studied, but it would be expe ted that some notion of dagger simpli ial sets
would be based around undire ted linear graphs.

Remark

4.1.18

.

There are two ways an operad

an be dened from a

Either by leaving the higher arity operations blank (as in the fun tor
Example 3.1.3), or by using a symmetri al monoidal
3.1.4).

Above is dened the dagger

the fun tor

y.

In the same way, sin e

ategory.

m

ategory equivalent of the fun tor
y li

from

ategory (as in Example

m,

as

operads are a multi-input version

of dagger

ategories, it would be expe ted that some sort of dagger symmetri

monoidal

ategory

ould provide a sour e of

the dagger stru ture is able to

y li

operads. That is, provided

o-exist with the symmetri

monoidal stru ture.

It turns out that some notion of a dagger symmetri

multi ategory does

indeed exist [1, 71℄, although the exa t relationship between dagger symmetri
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operads has not yet been studied, neither in this

thesis nor elsewhere. Nevertheless, a denition is provided here [71, Denition
2.4℄.

Example 4.1.19

(Dagger symmetri

.

monoidal

ategory)

gory with both a dagger stru ture and a symmetri
that the dagger preserves the symmetri

A DSMC is a

ate-

monoidal stru ture, su h

monoidal stru ture. That is, the follo-

wing relations hold:

• (f ⊗ g)† = f † ⊗ g †
• α† = α−1 : A ⊗ (B ⊗ C) → (A ⊗ B) ⊗ C ,
symmetri

monoidal

where

α

is the asso iator of the

ategory (that is, the fun tor that for es asso iativity

of the monoidal stru ture).

•

Likewise, morphisms
where

ρ

and

λ

ρ : A → A⊗I

and

I

at the morphisms for ing

λ : A → I⊗A

are unitary,

to be the unit of the monoidal

stru ture.

•

Again,

†
−1
σA,B
= σA,B
: B ⊗ A → A ⊗ B,

provides the symmetri

where

σA,B

is the a tion of

stru ture of the symmetri

monoidal

Σ2

that

ategory.

4.1.4 Relationship to Operads
In graph theory, one

an form a rooted tree from an unrooted tree by dening

a root, and vi e versa by forgetting the root.
will be explored one would hope for a similar
and

y li

indu es a

operads. This is indeed the

Given this relationship, whi h
orresponden e between operads

ase, and later it will be seen that this

orresponden e between astroidal sets and dendroidal sets.

Given any ategory, a dagger ategory an be formed by adding in the apf † for ea h morphism f , and ausing it to satisfy all the onditions of

propriate
a dagger

ategory (see Remark 4.1.7). In the same way, by adding the appropri-

ate morphisms
an be ome a

O(c1 , . . . c0 , . . . cn ; ci ) for ea
y li

h

ombination of

olours, an operad

operad - i.e. forgetting whi h element was the output.

Given any dagger

ategory, one

an form a

stru ture. In the same way, given any
by removing the a tion of the symmetri
this to be the output. The following

y li

ategory by ignoring the dagger

operad one

an dene an operad

group on one of the

olours, de laring

an be found in [34, Se tion 1.3, Denition

2.1℄.

Denition 4.1.20

(Fun tor from

r : CycOpd → Opd.

Let

Let

C

be a

•

Colours remain the same:

•

Let

•

The symmetri

For

operads to operads)

.

Dene a fun tor

operad. Then

ob(r(C)) = ob(C),

r(C)(c1 , c2 , . . . , cn−1 ; cn ) = C(c1 , c2 , . . . , cn−1 , cn )

F :C→D
•

y li
y li

group only a ts upon the inputs, rather than the output.

be a fun tor between

olours

y li

c ∈ r(C), r(F )(c) = F (c)

operads

C

and

D.

Then

4.1.
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For ea h morphism

v ∈ r(C)(c1 , c2 , . . . , cn−1 ; cn ),

let

Fc (v) ∈ r(D)(F (c1 ), F (c2 ), . . . , F (cn−1 ); F (cn ))
•

In parti ular, let

r(F )(ηc ) = ηr(F )(c) .

That is, identities are sent to iden-

tities.

r preserves all limits, so the adjoint fun tor theorem [50, Chapter
a : Opd → CycOpd whi h forgets the
extra stru ture. For larity, a partial denition of this fun tor a is given below
to demonstrate what the fun tor does on obje ts of Opd.
The fun tor

V6℄

an be applied to give a left adjoint

Denition 4.1.21

(Fun tor from operads to

a : Opd → CycOpd.

Let

O

y li

operads)

.

Dene a fun tor

be an operad, then:

•

Colours are the same:

•

Add in all the operations from

ob(a(O)) = ob(O)
O,

so for all

v ∈ O(c1 , . . . cn ; c0 ),
let

v ∈ a(O)(c1 , . . . cn , c0 )
(and for

σ ∈ Σn ,
σ(v) ∈ O(cσ−1 (1) , . . . cσ−1 (n) ; c0 )

and therefore

σ(v) ∈ a(O)(cσ−1 (1) , . . . cσ−1 (n) , c0 )).
•

Then add all the extra operations required. For instan e, if

v ∈ O(c1 , . . . cn ; c0 ),
then for all

σ ∈ Σn+1

now add in

σ(v) ∈ a(O)(cσ−1 (n+1) , cσ−1 (1) , . . . cσ−1 (n) ).
So beginning with an operad, one
operad, and then in reverse one

an add more operations to get a

an ee tively for e the last

the root, but now with many more operations than in the beginning.
fun tors are adjoint, with
These adjun tions

r

the right adjoint to

a

y li

olour to be ome
These

[34, Corollary 8.2℄.

an be arranged in the following (non- ommuting) dia-

gram.

Cat

m

Opd

ℓ
c

d

r

a

y

Dag

g

CycOpd
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4.1.5 An Example of Cy li Operads: Multispans
One example of y li

C,

one

an

operads is multi-spans. Given any ategory with pullba ks

reate a dagger

4.1.8). I have

ategory from it, known as

reated an equivalent for

y li

Span(C)

In the same way, multispans provide a way of generating
ategories. Re ently, Fong provided a
ategory of

(see Denition

operads, whi h I

onne tion between

all multispans.

y li

operads from

obordisms and the

ospans [24℄.

Denition 4.1.22

(Multispan). Let C be a ategory with pullba ks, and onX1 , . . . Xn . Then a multispan between them is an obje t X0
morphisms fi : X0 → Xi . Denote this by (X1 , . . . Xn ; X0 ).

sider obje ts in it,
together with

Denition 4.1.23
(X1 , . . . Xm ; X0 )
morphisms by fi

.

(Composition of multispans)

and
and

(Y1 , . . . Yn ; Y0 )

gi ,

Consider two multispans

su h that some

Xi = Yj .

Denote their

respe tively. Then a multispan

(X1 , . . . X̂i , . . . Xm , Y1 , . . . Yˆj , . . . Yn ; X0 ×Xi Y0 )
(X0 ×Xi Y0 , s, t) is the pullba k of X0 and Y0 over Xi = Yj
X̂i and Yˆj are removed. The internal morphisms will be given by ompositions fi ◦ s and gj ◦ t.
X0 ×Xi Y0
an be found, where

and

s

t

X0
gj

fi

fm

f1

X1

Y0

...

Xm

Xi = Yj

gn

g1

Y1

...

Yn

Then

(X1 , . . . Xm ; X0 )i ◦j (Y1 , . . . Yn ; Y0 )
= (X1 , . . . X̂i , . . . Xm , Y1 , . . . Ŷi , . . . Yn ; X0 ×Xi Y0 )

Denition 4.1.24
ba ks. Then

(Multispan

Multispan(C)

•

The obje ts, or

•

For ea h prole

•

For any obje t

y li

operad)

.

Let

C

be a

ategory with pull-

is dened as follows:

olours, are

ob(Multispan(C)) = ob(C)

c, C(c) = {(c; c0 )|fi : c0 → ci , c0 ∈ ob(C)}
X,

the identity is

(X, X; X)

where all morphisms are the

identity.

X
id

X

•

id

X

Composition of multispans is as given in Denition 4.1.23.
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The a tion of the symmetri

group permutes the order of the obje ts in

the prole.
The multispan

y li

operad is also known as the multi ategory of multi-

spans, in the same way as the
these

ategory of spans (Denition 4.1.10).

ases, there is the extra stru ture of a dagger

There is also the

y li

In both
operad.

ospan multi ategory, formed in the same way but with the

arrows reversed. The
are a

ategory or

C is required
· → · ← ·, and

ategory

ording to the diagram

to have pushouts, the morphisms
omposition is given by pushouts.

4.1.6 Surfa e Examples
The main topologi al example of a
nition below is not a
[12℄. The pronite

y li

y li

operad is framed little dis s. The de-

operad, but an equivalen e

an be found in Budney

ompletion of the framed little dis s operad is parti ularly

important to the work of Boavida de Brito et al. [10℄, and the inspiration behind
higher

y li

operads [34℄.

Denition 4.1.25
dis . Then for all

(Framed little dis s operad [77℄)

k ∈ N,

let

f En (k)

.

Let

Dn

be the open unit

k

be the spa e of embeddings of

disjoint

dis s into a dis ,

f:

a

Dn → Dn

k

where

f

is a

omposition of translations, dilations and rotations.

Then, the

operad is dened as follows.

•

For ea h

k,

the operations

f En (k)

are the aforementioned spa es of em-

beddings.

•

The symmetri

•

Then the

group a ts by permuting the ordering of the dis s.

ompositions are dened by

ompositions of disjoint unions of

maps:

a

◦(f, g1 , . . . , gk ) =

g1 ⊔...⊔gk

Dn −−−−−−→

n1 +...+nk

•

a

f

Dn −
→ Dn

k

The identity is that element given by the identity translation, dilation,
and rotation.

Another topologi al example of

y li

operads would be the mapping

lass

group operad (Se tion 5.4) restri ted to surfa es of genus zero.

4.2 Astroidal Sets
Astroidal sets are the
model innity

y li

operad equivalent of dendroidal sets. Simpli ial sets

ategories, dendroidal sets model innity operads, and therefore it

would be useful to dene astroidal sets on the path to innity
this

ase, the graphi al

ategory

y li

operads. In

onsists of all those graphs whi h are unrooted

Æ

trees. It is so named be ause ea h vertex neighbourhood of an unrooted tree
resembles a star. This se tion begins by dening the
whi h is then used as the pattern for astroidal sets.
relationship between astroidal sets and

y li

ategory of astri es,

,

It then pro eeds to the

operads, via the astroidal nerve.
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4.2.1 The Category of Astri es
In this se tion, the
The

ategory

Ω

ategory

Ω

is altered to develop the theory of astroidal sets.

Æ

has as obje ts rooted trees and their asso iated operads. If the

information about the root is removed, the result is
trees.

, the

ategory of unrooted

Then, the notions of inner fa e, outer fa e, and degenera y maps are extended to the undire ted

ase, and the relations between them are explored.

Denition 4.2.1 (Graph).
with a set of edges

E(G),

A graph

G

onsists of a set of verti es

where ea h edge

e ∈ E(G)

V (G),

along

is a set of two distin t

verti es, and edges are not repeated.

Given a graph, one

an dene a topologi al spa e where the verti es are

points and the edges are intervals.

Then, a simply

where the asso iated topologi al spa e is simply

Denition 4.2.2
I

.

(Unrooted tree)

Let

G

onne ted graph is one

onne ted.

be a simply

onne ted graph. Let

be a subset of the set of outermost verti es, where the outermost verti es

are those

onne ted to only one edge. Then

shortened to just

G.

As a

(G, I)

is an unrooted tree, usually

onvention, the input verti es are not drawn, and the

word vertex refers only to the remaining verti es.

Te hni ally, there is no

on ept of input and output verti es without di-

re tion. However, by analogy with dendroidal sets, this set

I

is

alled the set of

input verti es.

Example 4.2.3.

Consider the following tree

The set of verti es is

T:

{p, q, r, s, t, u, v}. Te hni ally, a ording to Denition 4.2.1,
V (T ) onsisting of two distin t verti es, so for example

ea h edge is a subset of
the edge

f

is

{u, v}.

However the edges

an also be labelled individually as they

are in this diagram. The set of inputs is

{p, q, r}

and the leaves are

This tree would normally be draw without the input verti es:

{a, b, c}.

4.2.
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How exa tly the tree is drawn in the plane is irrelevant. Thus, an equivalent
image of the above tree would be

Note that if the parti ular planar representation of the tree did matter,
the result would be something akin to planar operads and planar trees,
Moerdijk and Weiss [57℄. These would
of

y li

operads, and

orrespond to the non-symmetri

Ωp ,

in

form

an be found in [78, Se tion 5℄.

The following trees are important examples.

Denition 4.2.4 (Corolla).
v,

with

n

The

Some sour es emphasise the

C3+1

rather than

ted trees
with

n

n-

orolla

Cn

is the tree that has a single vertex

inputs.

Cn

C4 .

onne tion to the dendroidal

Note that in both the

always refers to the same underlying graph, that of a single vertex

edges atta hed to it, but in the

ategory of rooted trees one of these

edges is designated the root. When dis ussing the
vertex

v,

ase by writing

ategory of rooted trees and unroo-

the notation

Example 4.2.5.

Cv

may be used.

This is the

4-

orolla

orolla around a parti ular
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Again, it is possible to have just a single edge with no verti es, referred to
as

η,

or o

asionally the path of length zero,

As with the

ategory of paths and the

P0 .

ategory of rooted trees, there are

ertain elementary fa e and degenera y maps from whi h any map of unrooted
trees

an be built. Note that these are not maps of graphs in the traditional

sense, mapping edges to edges and verti es to verti es, but rather maps from
one whole graph to another, and morphisms in this
as

ategory shall be dened

ompositions of these maps. There are two types of

outer, as well as degenera y maps. In the following, let

Denition 4.2.6

.

ofa e maps, inner and

T

be an unrooted tree.

c be an inner edge of T . Dene T /c
c. That is, if x and y are the verti es
at either side of c, delete these and the edge c and add a new vertex xy with
nbhd(xy) = (nbhd(x) ∪ nbhd(y)) \ {c}. Then δ c : T /c → T is the asso iated
as the tree

inner

(Inner

reated by

ofa e map.

ofa e map)

Let

ontra ting the edge

4.2.
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Denition 4.2.7
dene

T /u

(Outer

ofa e map)

to be the tree with

is the asso iated outer

u

.

Let

u

T . Then
δ : T /u → T

be an outer vertex of
u

and all its leaves deleted. Then

ofa e map.

Denition 4.2.8 (Codegenera

y map)

.

Let

c be any edge of T .

Then dene

Tc

to be the graph where the edge c has been subdivided with exa tly one vertex.
c
Then δ : Tc → T is the asso iated odegenera y map.

Example 4.2.9.
in

(n + 1)

ways.

The single edge

η

an be in luded into an

n-leaved

orolla

Cn
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Relations Between Elementary Astroidal Maps

These

ofa e and

and path

odegenera y maps

ases in previous

hapters.

ome with relations, just like in the tree
These relations are

hosen due to the

equivalen es of their resulting graphs.

In fa t, the relations between the

ofa e and

odegenera y maps in astroidal

sets are in essen e identi al to those of dendroidal sets, as one would expe t given
both the fun tor

a : Opd → CycOpd

unrooted trees. Nevertheless, for
in the astroidal

and the fun tor from rooted trees to

larity these relations will be presented again

ase. The most straightforward relation is between two inner

ofa e maps. They do not interfere with ea h other, even if they
edges whi h share a vertex. Given two (distin t) inner

(T /a)/b = (T /b)/a

and the following diagram

(T /b)/a
δ

δa

ommutes:

T /a

b

T /b

δb
δa

T

orrespond to
δ a and δ b ,

ofa e maps

4.2.
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Outer verti es are very similar, limited by the size of the graph.

T be a tree with at least 3 verti es, and onsider two distin t outer
δ v and δ w . Then (T /v)/w = (T /w)/v and the diagram ommutes:

Let
maps

δv

(T /v)/w
δ

δw
δv

T /v

If

T

is a tree with only two verti es,

v

δv

η
δ

T /w

w

T

and

T /w

w

T /v

w,

δw
δ

v

T

then

ofa e
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v
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e
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ase where an inner

δv

ofa e map is
e

ombined with an

δ be an
(T /v)/e = (T /e)/v and

be an outer

ofa e map and

are not adja ent, then

inner

ofa e

the diagram

ommutes:

(T /v)/e

δe

T /v

δv

T /e

δv
δ

e

T

v and e are adja ent. Then denote the vertex on the other side of
w. The tree T /e ombines v and w into a single vertex, denote this u.
Then (T /e)/u exists if and only if (T /v)/w exists, (T /e)/u = (T /v)/w, and the
Suppose

e

by

following diagram

ommutes:

4.2.
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δu

(T /e)/u
δ

δe
δv

T /v

Now

onsider two degenera ies of

following diagram

T /e

w

T σe

T

and

σf .

Then

(Te )f = (Tf )e

and the

ommutes

(Te )f

σe

Tf

σf

Te

σf
σ

e

T

a
Finally, there are the ombined relations. Let σ : Ta → T be a odegenera y
e
′
e
′
and δ : T → T a ofa e map that does not eliminate a. Then if δ : Ta → Ta
is the indu ed ofa e map, the following diagram ommutes:
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δe

Te′
σ

σa
δe

T′

Consider a

Te

a

T

δ e . Let the resulting vertex be denoted ve
y . If δ : T → T e is either

odegenera y map

the resulting edges be

x

and

•

an inner

ofa e map

δ/x

•

an outer

ofa e map

δ/ve

or

and

δ/y

then

T

δ

σe

Te

T

is the identity.

δ

i

i j
These relations an be arranged in the following table, where δ δ means
j
j
◦ δ , i.e. do δ rst and then δi . Re all that p and q denote verti es, pq

denotes the edge between p and q , and pq denotes the vertex resulting from an
pq
pq
ofa e map δ
or a odegenera y map σ . Whenever two elementary

inner

maps are indu ed by verti es and edges whi h are disjoint from ea h other, they
ommute. Otherwise, in this table, assume they are

oin ident to ea h other.

δ pq δ qr = δ qr δ pq
δ pq δ pq = δ q δ p
p(qr) qr
σ
δ = id = δ qr σ pq
δ pq δ pq = δ q δ p
σ pq δ r = δ r σ pq
p(pq) pq
σ
σ = σ (pq)q σ pq

inner and inner
inner and outer
inner and degenera y
outer and outer
outer and degenera y
degenera y and degenera y

Note that entry for outer and outer is identi al to that of inner and outer.
For many of these maps, there are

ertain

ombinations that do not make sense,

be ause the relevant edges and verti es do not exist.
listed in ea h row is the relation whi h is
makes sense.

Therefore, the relation

losest to the des ription and also

4.2.
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Lemma 4.2.10. Given any sequen e of ofa e and odegenera y maps, one an
nd a standard form onsisting of a sequen e of odegenera y maps followed by
a sequen e of ofa e maps.
Proof.

Consider the above table of relations.

oin ident to an inner
maps either

ommute with

δσ = σδ ,

odegenera y maps

ofa e maps.

Finally, the

Æ

ategory of unrooted trees

usually be referred to as
both the

an be dened. This

ategory under the

Æ : unrootedtrees → CycOpd

as a sub ategory of y li operads. As su h, in this denition

unrootedtrees

Æ

will be used, but

will be used whenever there is ambiguity (parti ularly Se tion

4.2.1).

Denition 4.2.11

(The

with

Æ

The obje ts of
nition 4.2.2),

•

ategory will

, but this is somewhat ambiguous, as it refers to

ategory of unrooted trees, and the image of this

map

•

ommutative.

even if the labels dier. Therefore

an be moved past ea h other to form a sequen e of

followed by

odegenera y is

odegenera y maps or they are nearly

That is, there will be some relation
they

Note that if a

ofa e map they will annihilate. Otherwise, all other fa e

The morphisms of

ategory of unrooted trees)

.

Let

Æ

be the

ategory

are the unrooted trees des ribed in this se tion (De-

Æ

are given by

ompositions of fa e and degenera y

maps dened in Se tion 4.2.1, up to the equivalen es detailed in Se tion
4.2.1.

Relationships to other ategories
Chapter 2 explored the

onne tions between

sets, and provided a map from paths to

ategories, paths, and simpli ial

ategories. Likewise Chapter 3 provi-

ded a map from trees to operads (Denition 3.2.10). This se tion
equivalent map for

y li

Denition 4.2.12.

Given a tree

it.

operads.

Æ(T )

T,

a

y li

Æ(T )

operad

an be asso iated to

•

The

•

The operations are generated by the verti es. Given a vertex

olours of

{c1 , . . . , cn },

are the edges of

vcσ(1) ,...,cσ(n) ∈

Two operations
normal

y li

T.
v with inputs

it generates a morphism for every permutation of inputs:

vc1 ,...,cn ∈

•

ontains an

an be

Æ(T )(c , . . . , c )

Æ(T )(c

omposed if they

1

n

σ(1) , . . . , cσ(n) ).

an be

omposed a

operad rules. That is, if they share a

ting operations are omposed, this

ording to the

olour. If two genera-

orresponds in the graph to two verti es
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whi h share an edge, and the result

an be thought of as a subgraph. More

generally, any two operations will themselves be subgraphs, and
tion of these operations

omposi-

orresponds in the graph to two subgraphs sharing

an edge on their boundaries forming a new subgraph that is both of them
glued together along this edge.

•

There is an identity
to the edge

c.

Æ(T )(c, c)

ηc ∈

If a subgraph

c,

omposed with that edge

•

This

for ea h

olour

ontaining the edge

c.

c

This

orresponds

on its boundary is

the result is the original subgraph.

omposition is asso iative by denition, sin e the operations are ge-

nerated a
for any

ording to denition of

ompatible operations

y li

operad. This makes sense, sin e

x, y, z , x ◦i (y ◦j z)

and

(x ◦i y) ◦j z

both

orrespond in the graph to the same subgraph, and whether they are glued

i

along the edge

All morphisms in the

or

j

rst does not matter.

ategory of trees are

ompositions of inner

ea h of these.

Inner ofa e maps

Æ

ofa e, outer

ofa e, and degenera y maps, so it su es to show what the map

does to

δ e : T /e → T be an inner ofa e map whi h ontra ts
an edge e between verti es v and w. Denote this resulting vertex vw. Then
onsider the map
(δ e ) :
(T /e) →
(T ). The edges ( olours) of
(T /e)
map inje tively to their ounterparts in
(T ). Then, for all verti es ex ept
vw, let the operations similarly map to their ounterparts. Finally, for ea h
vwc1 ,...,cn , let
Let

Æ

Æ

Æ
Æ

Æ

vwcde 7→ vc ◦e wd
cde

where the order of edges in

Outer ofa e maps

Let

determines the order in ea h of

δ v : T /v → T

being the tree that removes an outer vertex

Codegenera y maps
being the tree that

σ e : Te → T
subdivides edge e into

Then

be a

Let

Æ(T )

. And both

Note that the
with

ofa e and

ategory

y li

will refer to both the

and

and
e

y,

an be treated as

r : CycOpd → Opd

illustrated with an example.

Te
v

with vertex

Æ

Æ

ategory of unrooted trees

y li

T.

Æ

CycOpd given by
(T ) will refer

. Where disambiguation is ne essary,

operad asso iated with the tree

Now that trees

CycOpd

Æ
x

odegenera y maps, and the sub ategory of

the image of the map
to the

Æ

Æ

ofa e map with T /v
v
is the in lusion.

(σ ) is the identity on
x, y , vxy , and vyx . Both x, y ∈ ob( (Te ))
vxy and vyx map to ηe ∈ (Te )(e, e).

in between them. Again, the asso iated operad map

e ∈ ob(

d.

odegenera y map, with

two edges

most verti es and edges, ex ept for
map to

and

Æ(δ )

be an outer

v.

c

operads, the maps

an be applied to them.

a : Opd →
This

an be
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This tree,

T,

an be

onsidered either as a rooted tree, and therefore an operad,

or an unrooted tree, and therefore a

T

are

{a, b, c, d, e}.

y li

operad. In either

As a rooted tree, any of its outer edges

the root, so for this example let

e be the root.

ase, the obje ts of
ould be designated

Then the operations are generated

by

tab ∈ Ω(T )(a, b; c)
tba ∈ Ω(T )(a, b; c)
ucdf ∈ Ω(T )(c, d, f ; e)
ucf d ∈ Ω(T )(c, f, d; e)
...
uf dc ∈ Ω(T )(f, d, c; e)
v ∈ Ω(T )(; f )

and some examples of
However, if

T

is

ompositions of these operations are tab

◦c udf c , v ◦f ucdf .

onsidered to be an unrooted tree, then there are immensely

more operations. The generating operations will look similar:

Æ(T )(a, b, c)
Æ(T )(a, c, b)
∈ Æ(T )(c, d, e, f )
...
v ∈ Æ(T )(f )

tabc ∈

tacb ∈
...
ucdef

and the equivalents of the operad

ompositions will exist. However, many more

ompositions will exist here that do not exist in the operad

v ◦f v

and

Now,

tabc ◦c tbac .
onsider T as

as written above.

Æ(T )

a rooted tree.

However,

r(

Then

a(Ω(T ))

ase; for example,

will be exa tly

Æ(T )

will have many more morphisms than
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One useful mental image is to think of

Æ(T )

r(

ontaining all possible ways of nding a root for this tree.

as

4.2.2 Astroidal Sets
An astroidal set is a

olle tion of sets patterned after the

ategory of astri es.

Astroidal sets shall be dened rst, then their relationship to

Denition 4.2.13

.

(Astroidal Set)

y li

An astroidal set is a presheaf

operads.

X:

Set.
In other words, an astroidal set

X

•

denoted

For ea h

T ∈

Æ

, a set

X(T ),

of astri es of shape

T,

•

For ea h morphism

f : S → T,

•

With

•

Given two morphisms

XT .

a fun tion

β

Denition 4.2.14 (Morphisms).
be two astroidal sets.

α

S

Let

op

→

onsists of the following information.
Note that

X:

Æ

T

op

Then a map between

XT

is

alled the set

Xf : XT → XS ,

Xid:T →T = id : XT → XT ,
R

Æ

ÆX

in

,

(α◦β)

= Xβ ◦ Xα .

Æ

→ Set and and Y :
them f : X → Y is

op

→ Set

a natural

transformation. In other words,

•

For ea h tree

•

If

α:S→T

T ∈

Æ

, there is a map

Æ

is a morphism in

fT : XT → YT ,

, then the following diagram

Xα

Xt

XS

fT

The

fS
Yα

YT

ommutes.

Ys

ategory of astroidal sets is dened in the expe ted way.

Denition 4.2.15
dened to be the

.

(Astroidal sets)

ategory

The

onsisting of

Æ

ategory of astroidal sets, aSet is
op
→ Set} with natural

ob(aSet) = {

transformations as morphisms, with natural transformations

omposing in the

usual way.

Denition 4.2.16 (Astroidal subset).

ÆY

•

For every tree

T ∈

•

The in lusions

YT ֒→ XT

Then

Y

,

Let

X

and

Y

be astroidal sets su h that

⊆ XT

T

together form a morphism of astroidal sets.

is an astroidal subset of

X.
onne tion to

y li

operads

an be explored. This relationship is important, be ause innity

Now that astroidal sets have been dened, their

y li

operads

will eventually be dened in terms of dendroidal sets, and it is important to
understand the relationship between

y li

operads and innity

y li

operads.
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This information

an be provided by the astroidal nerve,

na : CycOpd → aSet.

The aim is to arrive at an adjun tion

aSet ⇄ CycOpd.
The following denitions

Denition 4.2.17
troidal nerve of

C

an be found in Ha kney et al. [34, Denition 5.8℄.

(Astroidal nerve)

.

Let

C

be a

y li

operad. Then the as-

is the astroidal set given by

Æ(T ), C)

na (C)T = CycOpd(
As in the simpli ial and dendroidal
alled the

astroidal realisation.

Denition 4.2.18
τa (X)

is the

y li

ases, there is a left adjoint to the nerve,

(Astroidal realisation)

.

Let

X

be an astroidal set.

•

The

•

The operations are generated by the elements of

•

Then

operad given by:

olours are

ob(τa (X)) = Xη

a tions of

Σn

unrooted

orolla.

and the

ompositions.

XC n ,

Note that here

losed under the

Cn

refers to the

The fa e maps indu e relations between these operations.

A is a olour in Xη ,
τa (X)(A; A) is required,
A
by σ

1. If

2. Let

δvw

T

and

σ A : C2 → η , then σA (A) = idA ∈
σA : Xη → XC1 is the map indu ed

where

be the tree with two verti es,

v

and

w.

Then if

δv , δw ,

and

are similarly indu ed maps, one requires

δw (x) ◦vw δv (x) = δvw (x)
for all

x ∈ XT .

Given a morphism of astroidal sets

τa (X) → τa (Y )

f : X → Y , there is a morphism τa (f ) :
τa (FT ) : τa (XT ) → τa (YT ).

dened entry-wise on ea h

Lemma 4.2.19. The astroidal nerve fun tor is full but not faithful.
The proof of this

an be found in Ha kney et al. [34, Theorem 6.7℄.

Lemma 4.2.20. The left adjoint dened above is indeed a left adjoint.
Proof.
of

v

Firstly,

onsider what o

is the prole

c1 , . . . cn .

urs on a

orolla

Cv ,

where the neighbourhood

We wish to show that

HomCycOpd (τa (XCv ), O) ∼
= HomaSet (XCv , na (O)),
X is an astroidal set and O is a y li operad. The maps on the right-hand
XCv → XCv ommute with fa e maps, and the maps on the left-hand side
τa (XCv ) ommute with omposition, so omposition is indu ed by fa e maps
where
side

and therefore this is su ient.
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Relationship with Dendroidal Sets
Given an astroidal set

X,

a dendroidal set

an be dened by following the

fun tors in the following diagram, along with their adjoints. Call this fun tion

â : aSet → dSet.
r

CycOpd
τa

Opd

a

τd

na

aSet

r̂

nd

dSet

â

Likewise, there is a reverse fun tor

r̂ : dSet → aSet.

4.2.3 Horns and Representables
Analogously to the way there is a standard

n-simplex, ∆[n],

is a standard astrex.

Denition 4.2.21

(Standard T astrex)

ÆÆ Æ
n (Æ(T )) = Æ[T ]
standard

S∈

,

.

Let

T -astrex is the representable presheaf
[T ]S = (S, T ).

for every tree there

ÆT [T∈ ] Æ= Æ(−, T )

be a tree.

Then the

. At ea h tree

Æ

It is obvious from the denitions (in parti ular, note Denition 4.2.12)that
op
, as one would hope. This is learly a fun tor
→ Set,
a

and therefore is a astroidal set.

Lemma 4.2.22. Let α : S → T be a map of unrooted trees. Then there is an
indu ed map [α] : [S] → [T ] of dendroidal sets.

Æ Æ

Æ

Here, the map is dened a

Hom(R, S),

ording to this diagram, where

and the image of this map is

S
f

f

is some map in

α◦f

α

T
α◦f

R

Denition 4.2.23
denoted

Æ

α-fa e of
∂α [T ].

Then the

Æ[T ] .
(Fa e)

Let

T ∈

Æ

Æ[α] : Æ[S] → αÆ:[TS] → T

be a tree with fa e map

is the image of the map

.

. It is

When des ribing a fa e indu ed by a parti ular edge or vertex, that is where

α = δe,

∂e . By this stage, the reader may
∂ 's and δ 's, so here is a reminder
ting a parti ular edge e).

this will often be written as simply

have be ome

onfused by the plethora of

(assuming, for illustrative purposes,
1. Cofa e maps in the

ontra

ategory of trees,

Æ

, are represented by

2. Fa e maps in an astroidal set are represented by
3. Fa es, as dened above, are represented by

∂e

δe

δe

4.3.
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Denition 4.2.24

.

(Boundary)

possible fa es.

∂

The astroidal subset whi h is the union of all

Æ[T ] =

[

∂α

α∈f aces(T )

Æ[T ]
Æ[S] → Æ[T ]
∂ Æ[T ] ֒→ Æ[T ]

Note that ea h fa e is the image of some map

Hom(−, S) → Hom(−, T ). So ea h fa e is
be de omposed into maps · → S → T . Thus

words
an

, or in other

the set of maps into

T

whi h

.

Then a horn is like a boundary, but with one fa e ex luded. In parti ular,
an inner horn is one where the fa e whi h is left out is an inner fa e.

More

formally,

Denition 4.2.25
the edge

e.

(Inner horn)

.

Let

α

be an inner fa e map whi h removes

Then

[

Λe [T ] =

∂α

α6=e∈f aces(T )

Æ[T ]

X , an (inner) horn is a map of dendroidal sets Λα [T ] → X .
Again, ea h fa e is the image of some map Hom(−, S) → Hom(−, T ), so
e
there is an in lusion j : Λ [T ] →
[T ]. More formally, let g ∈ Λe [T ]. Then
g is in at least one of ∂α [T ], so for some α : S → T , g = α ◦ f , and thus
g ∈ Hom(−, T ) = [T ]. So j is indeed an in lusion Λe [T ] → [T ].
In an astroidal set

Æ

Æ

Æ

Æ

4.3 Innity Cy li Operads
The notion of a

y li

operad is important for several relationships it has with

surfa es, and in ea h of these

ases it is in fa t higher

y li

needed (and higher modular operads). These in lude the
[3, 48℄, pronite

operads whi h are

obordism hypothesis

ompletions of the framed little dis s operad [10℄, and others

[74℄.
In this se tion, I

over four dierent versions of innity

sponding to the same four as in the previous
to dene, simpli ially enri hed

y li

to the others. Then, I dene quasi

y li

operads,

operad, albeit with no proof of equivalen e
y li

operads as inner Kan

omplexes. This

is entirely my own work, and the main fo us of this se tion. The Segal
tion already exists in the literature [34℄, so I in lude it for
inner Kan

ondition. I do not dene astroidal

one should be able to take modular

orre-

hapters. I begin with the simplest

ondi-

omparison with the

omplete Segal spa es, be ause

omplete Segal spa es of genus zero. I also

in lude a proof that astroidal groups satisfy the inner Kan

ondition.

4.3.1 Simpli ially Enri hed
The following denition was originally
in the simpli ial and dendroidal

onje tured based on similar denitions

ases [20, 21, 67℄.

A variant appears in the

re ent preprint by Drummond-Cole and Ha kney [19, Se tion 6℄.

Denition 4.3.1 (Enri

hed

y li

operad)

.

A

y li

operad

onsists of
1. A set of

olours

2. For all proles

ob(C)

c1 , . . . cn ,

a simpli ial set

C(c1 , . . . cn )

C

enri hed in

sSet
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3. There is a right a tion of the symmetri

group, also a map of simpli ial

sets
4. Composition is given by maps of simpli ial sets. It is asso iative, unital,
and equivariant.
5. Maps of

y li

operads whi h satisfy the

onditions that maps between

simpli ial sets should obey, and the simpli ial set stru ture should
mute with the

y li

om-

operad stru ture.

Conje ture 4.3.2. There is an equivalen e between simpli ially enri hed y li
operads, and quasi y li operads (see Denition 4.3.3).

4.3.2 The Astroidal Inner Kan Condition
The denition of Kan

ondition for astroidal sets is similar to that of dendroidal

sets.

Denition 4.3.3 (Inner Kan

.

Æ

X be an astroidal set, f : Λk [T ] →
[T ] be the in lusion. Then a ller
X be an inner horn, and let j : Λ [T ] 
for f is a map g :
[n] → X su h that f = g ◦ j .
omplex)
k

Æ

Let

f

Λk [T ]

X

g
j

Æ[T ]
The astroidal set

X

is said to be an inner Kan

omplex if every inner horn has

a ller.
Then, an astroidal set satisfying the Kan
otherwise known as a quasi
inner Kan

y li

ondition is an inner Kan

omplex,

operad. If the ller is unique then it is a stri t

omplex; that is, there is a

orresponding

y li

operad (see Theorem

4.3.7).

4.3.3 The Astroidal Segal Condition
The Segal
gal

ondition for astroidal sets shall be dened analogously to the Se-

ondition in dendroidal sets. A simpli ially enri hed version is studied in

Ha kney et al. [34, Denitions 1.34 and 8.8℄.

Denition 4.3.4 (Segal
the

orolla

Cn .

union of all the images of
of shape

Cn → T .

.

v

Æ

Æ

ore

Note that su h a map is

isomorphism, by the vertex
input edges that

v

of

T

[

Let

an write

v∈V (T )
ondition

ompletely determined, up to

in its image.

has. Therefore, one

Sc[T ] =
Then the Segal

Æ

Let T be a tree with at least one vertex. Re all
Sc[T ] is the sub-obje t of
[T ] dened as the
[Cn ] →
[T ] orresponding to sub-trees
maps

ore)

The Segal

Æ[C

n(v) ].

an be dened as follows.

n(v)

be the number of

4.3.

Denition 4.3.5.
tree
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T

An astroidal set

X

satises the Segal

Æ[T ], X)

the map

ondition if for every

Hom(Sc[T ], X) → Hom(
is a bije tion.
There is an alternative

hara terisation of the Segal

ondition as follows.

Proposition 4.3.6. An astroidal set X satises the Segal ondition if and only
if for every tree T there is a bije tion
XT ∼
= XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . ×Xη XCvn .

Proof.

Consider the following three equivalen es (given by the Yoneda Lemma)

Æ[T ], X)
Æ[C ], X)
Æ[η], X)

∼ Hom(
XT =
XC v ∼
= Hom(
Xη ∼
= Hom(

v

XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . ×Xη XCvn .
XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . ×Xη XCvn ∼
= Hom(Sc[T ], X).

as well as the pullba k
that

Æ[C ] → Æ[T ]

By Denition 4.3.4, the Segal

It su es to show

ore is the union of the images of the maps

orresponding to sub-trees of shape Cn → T . But these maps
n
will agree whenever two orollae share an edge. Likewise, the pullba k XCv ×Xη

XCv2 ×Xη . . .×Xη XCvn
over Xη .

orresponds to maps

Æ[C ], X)

XC v ∼
= Hom(

v

1

whi h agree

Theorem 4.3.7 (Nerve theorem). Let A be an astroidal set. Then the following
are equivalent:
1. There exists a y li operad C su h that A ∼
= na (C)
2. A satises the Segal ondition
3. A satises the stri t inner Kan ondition
The proof of the equivalen e of

1

and

2

an be found in Ha kney et al. [34,

Theorem 6.7℄. The following (Lemmas 4.3.9 and 4.3.10) proves the equivalen e
of

2 and 3.

To give some insight, the base step of the indu tion will be provided

separately, as an example.

Example 4.3.8.

The smallest tree

ontaining at least three fa e maps, at least

one being an inner fa e map, is the barbell:
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δv , δu ,

and

δe ,

of whi h only

δe

is an inner fa e

map. Therefore, there is only one inner horn,

Λe [T ] = ∂u
The result of

∂u

is the

orolla

Cv ,

v

and likewise

inner horn is

Λe [T ] =
This is the Segal

Æ[T ] ∪ ∂ Æ[T ].
∂v

results in

Æ[C ] ∪ Æ[C ].
v

Cu .

Therefore, the

u

ore, so, in this instan e,

Hom(Λe [G], X) ∼
= Hom(Sc[G], X).
Usually, the Segal
will be a subset of

ore is a subset of the horn, and therefore

Hom(Sc[G], X).

However, in this

Hom(Λe [G], X)

ase, they are in bije tion.

Lemma 4.3.9. Let T be an unrooted tree with some inner edge e, and let X be
a graphi al set. If

Æ[T ], X)
Hom(Sc[T ], X) ∼
= Hom(Æ[T ], X).
Hom(Λe [T ], X) ∼
= Hom(

then
Proof.
T.

This shall be proven via strong indu tion on the number of verti es in

Omitting those graphs with fewer than two verti es, the barbell graph shall

form the base

ase, explored in Example 4.3.8.

Given a map

f ∈ Hom(Sc[T ], X), we shall nd a map fα ∈ Hom(Sc[T /α], X)

Æ

Æ

for ea h fa e in the horn.

Then, by the indu tion, we asso iate to it some
S
hα ∈ Hom( [T /α], X). Finally, note that Λe [T ] = α6=e ∂α [T ], so
h ∈ Hom(Λe [T ], X) an be dened from the olle tion of maps hα , and then the
Kan ondition gives a map g ∈ Hom(
[T ], X).
Firstly, dene ea h fα . If α is an outer fa e map then Sc[T /α] in ludes into
Sc[T ], sin e Sc[T /α] merely ex ludes the orolla asso iated to α. Otherwise, α is
an inner fa e map. Let vw denote the edge whi h is ontra ted, between the verti es v and w, and let vw denote the edge formed from the ombination of v and
w. For all other verti es, their asso iated orollas will be found in both Sc[T ] and
Sc[T /α]. To omplete the denition of fα , it is ne essary to dene fα ( [Cvw ].
[Cvw ], X) ∼
But by the indu tive hypothesis Hom(
= Hom(Sc[Cvw ], X), and
Sc[Cvw ] = [Cv ] ∪ [Cw ]. Let
fun tion

Æ

Æ

Æ

Æ[T ]) = h (Æ[T /α]),
∂ Æ[T ] = Æ[T /α]
h(∂α

noting that we have

Æ

Æ
α

.

α

It remains to be shown that this is well dened, and that it is indeed a
bije tion.

Let us

onsider well dened rst.

require that

h(∂α

Given two fa es

Æ[T ]) = h(∂ Æ[T ])
∂ Æ[T ] ∩ ∂ Æ[T ]

when restri ted to the interse tion

∂α

and

∂β ,

we

β

α

β

. But this follows from

the astroidal identities (Se tion 4.2.1) and the nature of astroidal sets. In most
α β
β α
ases, δ δ = δ δ , so the aforementioned interse tion is in bije tion with the
set

∂α ∂β

Æ[T ]

.

However, if we

onsider an outer fa e map and an inner fa e map,

sponding to an inner edge in ident to an outer vertex, then this

orre-

on eption of

4.3.
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∂α ∂β

Æ[T ]

does not entirely make sense.

Likewise with two outer fa e maps

where one of them is done on a vertex that is not an outer vertex until the other
fa e map is done. In both of these
but we

an't simply

Æ[T r] = ∂ ∂ Æ

ases, there is still an interse tion involved,

ommute the two fa e maps. Let our verti es be

r. Then, due to the graphi al identities, we
[T ], where pq is the outer vertex resulting from

onne ted via an edge

∂q ∂p

pq r

the edge

p

q,

and

know that
ontra ting

Æ[T ]

. This interse tion must be well dened too, be ause the graphi al

set satises these graphi al identities. (There are no fa es

∂q

and

∂pq

of

Æ[T ], X)

,

so we need not worry about them.) For some examples, see Se tion 4.2.1.
Now to ensure that there is a bije tion between the sets

Hom(Sc[T ], X).

Call the map dened above

Hom(

and

Æ[T ], X).

ϕ : Hom(Sc[T ], X) → Hom(

Æ[T ], X)
Hom(Sc[T ], X)
ρ : Hom(Æ[T ], X) → Hom(Sc[T ], X).
ϕ ◦ ρ = id = ρ ◦ ϕ
Sc[T ] Λ [T ]
Æ[T ]

Given any map in

Hom(

, it is

lear that a map in

an

be dened via a restri tion. Call this map

So it must be shown that
e
,
, and

between
and

ϕ

. But, the graphi al set relationship

ensures that, as we go ba k and forth along

ρ

Lemma 4.3.10. Let X be an astroidal set. If X satises the astroidal Segal
ondition then it satises the stri t inner astroidal Kan ondition.
Proof.

This

Segal

ondition,

vertex of

T

an be shown dire tly. Let

T

X

be a tree with inner edge

be an astroidal set that satises the
e, and let h ∈ Hom(Λe [T ], X). Ea h

Æ[T ] → X
Hom(Sc[T ], X) ⊂ Hom(Λ [T ], X) ⊂ Hom(Æ[T ], X).
Hom(Sc[T ], X) ∼
= Hom(Æ[T ], X)
Hom(Λ [T ], X) ∼ Hom(Æ[T ], X)
an be found in at least one fa e, so

By the Segal

ondition,

f

provides a map

h

gives a map

g:

f : Sc[T ] → X .

. Therefore we have

e

The Segal

ondition states that

je tion, so we must therefore also have a bije tion
giving us the Kan

ondition

is a bi-

e

=

,
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Chapter 5

Modular Operads and
Graphi al Sets
Modular operads, the higher genus version of operads, are intimately

onne ted

to Feynman diagrams and TQFTs, and thus my study of them was inevitable.
They were rst used to aid in Feynman diagram

al ulations [29℄, but their

onne tion to surfa es has be ome apparent in [73, 30, 37, 24, 74℄.

Modular

operads are parti ularly well suited to studying surfa es be ause, unlike operads,
they take genus into a

ount. The relationship between Feynman diagrams and

modular operads is known, as is the relationship between Feynman diagrams
and TQFTs; this thesis, parti ularly Se tion 5.4, aims to shed light on the
relationship between TQFTs and modular operads.

This shall be

ondu ted

rst through quasi modular operads, then by dening a modular operad of
mapping

lass groups of surfa es.

Additionally, part of my interest in modular operads stems from the prospe t
of dening their innity

ounterpart as presheaves over some graphi al

as a generalisation of dendroidal sets and simpli ial sets. Just as

ategory,

ategories are

path shaped and operads are tree shaped, modular operads ll in the graph
shaped

olumn of this table.

Dire ted
Undire ted

Paths

Trees

Graphs

Categories

Operads

Wheeled properads

Dagger

ategories

Cy li

operads

Modular operads

As seen in the above table, there are both dire ted and undire ted forms of
higher genus operads, generalising both operads and

y li

operads. Wheeled

properads are properads in whi h the morphisms may have loops, with properads being operads in whi h the morphisms may have both multiple inputs
and multiple outputs. Wheeled properads and properads have previously been
studied by Ha kney et al. [33℄. On the other hand, modular operads are the undire ted version of wheeled properads, rst introdu ed by Getzler and Kapranov
[29℄. Modular operads are sometimes known as Compa t Symmetri
tegories, although usually there is a slight dieren e in that CSMs

Multi aontain an

involution on obje ts [41℄.
This se tion shall fo us on modular operads. As with innity
innity modular operads are

y li

operads,

onstru ted with the aid of presheaves over some
81
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ategory of graphs. Rather than just unrooted trees, as in the
ase, this

ategory shall

y li

operads

onsist of graphs in general.

5.1 Modular Operads
These were introdu ed by Getzler and Kapranov [29℄ and further studied by
Ha kney et al. [36℄ and Raynor [65℄. There is also a denition by Hini h and
Vaintrob [38, Denition 3.3.1℄, whi h uses a set of inputs rather than a list,
removing the need for a symmetri
based on [65℄.

group a tion.

something equivalent to Compa t Symmetri

Denition 5.1.1
symmetri

(Modular operad)

monoidal

ategory

•

A set of obje ts

ob(M)

•

For ea h prole

c,

M(c)
•

The following denition is

If an involution is added to the set of obje ts, the result is

E,

.

A

Multi ategories [41℄.

oloured modular operad,

over a

there is an obje t of

E , M(c).

If

E

is

Set,

then ea h

is a set of operations.

There is a right a tion of the symmetri

There is a

omposition. Let

c (equal
θ ∈ M(d),
prole of
′

c=
M(c1 , . . . , cn ) →

group. That is, for any prole

{ci1 , . . . cin } and permutation σ ∈ Σn , there is a bije
M(cσ(1) , . . . , cσ(n) )
•

M,

is dened by

tion

U = {ci1 , . . . cir } = {dj1 , . . . djr } be a subd). Then for θ ∈ M(c) and

to some other sub-prole of

θ ◦U θ′ 7→ θ′′
where

cˆij

is

θ′′ ∈ M(c1 , . . . cˆi1 , . . . cˆir , . . . cm , d1 , . . . dˆj1 , . . . dˆjr , . . . dn ). Note that
used to denote removing cij , and that the removed cij 's may be

interla ed with the non-removed obje ts. For ease of reading, let

cdU = c1 , . . . cˆi1 , . . . cˆir , . . . cm , d1 , . . . dˆj1 , . . . dˆjr , . . . dn .
•

Let c be a prole in whi h at least one obje t
ci = cj . Then there is a ontra tion, ζij : M(c) →
M(c1 , . . . , cˆi , . . . , cˆj , . . . , cn ).

There is a

ontra tion.

is repeated, so

Satisfying these axioms:
1. Composition is asso iative. That is, for all proles

M(a) ⊗ M(b) ⊗ M(c)

◦V

and

c

are

◦V

ℓ , m,

su h that for all

M(abcUV )
and

n,

respe tively.

olour c there
θ ∈ M(c), θ ◦i η = θ = η ◦i θ.

2. Composition is unital. That is, for ea h

ηc ,

c:

◦U

M(abU ) ⊗ M(c)
a, b ,

and

M(a) ⊗ M(bcV )

◦U

where the lengths of

a, b ,

exists an identity

5.1.
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3. Composition is equivariant. That is, it
symmetri
where

c

ommutes with the a tion of the

group. So for any two morphisms

is of length

m

and

d

is of length

n,

α ∈ M(c) and β ∈ M(d),
σ ∈ Σn , τ ∈ Σm ,

and any

α ◦σ(U) σ(β) = σ ′ (α ◦U β)
τ (α) ◦U β = τ ′ (α ◦i β)
σ ′ ∈ Σn+m−2|u| refers to the element that a ts on cdU
σ on ea h dk and the identity on ea h cj , and τ ′ ∈ Σn+m−2|u|
identity on ea h dk and permutes ea h cj a ording to τ .
Where

c is a
ck = cℓ ,

4. If

prole in whi h at least two obje ts are repeated, so

ζij

ci = cj

and

M(c1 , . . . , cˆi , . . . , cˆj , . . . , cn )

ζkℓ

ζkℓ

M(c1 , . . . , cˆk , . . . , cˆℓ , . . . , cn )
Note that the prole
red to as

ontra tion

diagram

ζij

M(c1 , . . . , cˆi , . . . , cˆj , . . . , cˆk , . . . , cˆℓ , . . . , cn )

(c1 , . . . , cˆi , . . . , cˆj , . . . , cn )

may equivalently be refer-

c \ ci , cj .

su h that some

ommutes with the

ci = cj ,

and neither

omposition. That is, if

ci

cj

nor

is in

ζij

c

is a prole

then the following

M(c \ ci , cj ) ⊗ M(d)

◦U

M(cdU )

◦U
ζij

M(cdU \ ci , cj )

6. Parallel gluing of distin t elements. Let

U . Let a and b be two
U without i. Then the

olours in

U,

c and d be two proles whi h share
U \ i denote the subprole of

and let

following diagram

M(c) ⊗ M(d)

◦U \a

ommutes.

M(cdU\a )

◦U \b

M(cdU\b )
ζa

U,

ommutes.

M(c) ⊗ M(d)

where

does the

then:

M(c)

5. The

by doing

refers to the map whi h

likewise with

ζa
ζb

M(cdU )

ontra ts the two instan es of

a,

and

ζb .

Just as operations in an operad an be pi tured as
by glueing into trees, operations in a modular operad

orollae, with

omposition

an be pi tured as

orollae

with loops. Composition involves glueing edges together, but unlike operads,
these operations may be glued into higher genus graphs, rather than just trees.
To

ompose two operations, glue some legs of one to similarly

oloured legs of
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ontra tion operation represents gluing together two legs of the

olour atta hed to the same operation.

Note that axioms 5 and 6 of Denition 5.1.1 are both referring to the
position

ommuting with

inuen ed by the

ontra tion. In 5, it is a lo al

omposition, whereas in 6 it is two dierent

be ome essentially equivalent by the

omposition whi h o

Morphisms between modular operads
other operadi
operads

ontra tions that

urs.

an be dened in the same way as for

generalisations in this thesis, and then the

ategory of modular

an be dened.

Denition 5.1.2 (Category of Modular operads, ModOpd).
O→P

om-

ontra tion that is not

A morphism

F :

onsists of the following information.

•

A fun tion

F : ob(O) → ob(P)

•

For ea h prole

c,

a fun tion

Fc : O(c1 , c2 , . . . cn ) → Pg (F (c1 ), F (c2 ), . . . F (cn ))
•

Su h that identities, symmetri

group a tions,

omposition, and

on-

tra tion are all preserved.
Then this is the

ategory of modular operads

ModOpd

5.2 Graphi al Sets
Simpli ial sets and dendroidal sets both have an indexing
graph, paths in the
sets.

ategory of a type of

ase of simpli ial sets and trees in the

Graphi al sets take this

ase of dendroidal

on ept and use an underlying

ategory of all

graphs.

5.2.1 The Category of Graphs
There are multiple ways of dening a graph. The following denition of a graph
is dierent to that used in the previous

hapter (Denition 4.2.1), and is used

so as to mat h the usual denition in the modular operads literature. For an
examination of the various denitions and proofs of their equivalen e, see [5,
Proposition 15.8℄. The following denitions, leading up to and in luding

G,

an

be found in [36, Se tion 1℄.

Denition 5.2.1

.

(Graph)

A graph

onsists of sets

E, H, V ⊆ F ,

where

F

is

some innite set.

i

su h that

s

s

E

is a monomorphism, and

H

i

t

V

is a xed point free involution.

For those who think in terms of a more topologi al denition of graph, the
letters these sets are denoted by above provide some
between these denitions. The set

V

lue as to the relationship

is the set of verti es, and the set

E

is the

set of dire ted edges, or half edges, with an involution sending half edges to

5.2.

their opposite dire tion

{a, i(a)},

where

The set
map
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t

H

a

ounterparts. An edge would then be dened as a set

is some half edge.

ontains all those half edges whi h point towards a vertex. The

sends ea h to its target vertex, whi h the map

all dire ted edges,

s

in ludes into the set of

E.

The internal edges are those onne ted to a vertex on
′
′
both sides, that is, those of the form {sd, sd }, where d, d ∈ H . The boundary,

∂(G),

is the set

E \ sH .

Note that ea h graph

an be

onsidered a fun tor from the diagram

ategory

of the form

to the

s

·

i

·

·

ategory of nite sets. Note that this is a diagram of three obje ts, with

a xed point involution

i

and a monomorphism

s.

Note that Denition 5.2.1 does not adequately apture the existen e of the
1
graph S , onsisting of a single edge looped into itself, and no verti es. This
graph is appended to the set dened above. Also, assume all graphs are

on-

ne ted.
Graphi al maps, whi h form the morphisms between graphs, shall be dened
shortly. This is not the only way to form morphisms between graphs: Raynor
has a less general denition in [65℄, but results here should transfer a ross. In
′
the following four denitions let G and G be graphs, where G is

i

and

G′

E

s

H

E′

s′

H′

t

V

is

i′

Denition 5.2.2 (Étale).

t′

V′

A natural transformation

G → G′

is an étale map if

the right hand square is a pullba k:

i

i′

Denition 5.2.3
whi h

V →V

′

E

s

H

t

V

E′

s′

H′

t′

V′

.

(Embedding)

An embedding

G → G′

is an étale map for

is a monomorphism.

Denition 5.2.4

(Emb)

.

embeddings of graphs into

^ be
G, let Emb(G)
Emb(G) is the result of

Given a graph

the

G.

modding out by

Then

olle tion of

isomorphisms.
Note that

Emb(G)
G

embedded into

an be

onsidered as the

olle tion of graphs that

an be
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Figure 5.1: This map is an example of a map between graphs whi h is étale but
not an embedding. It sends

Denition 5.2.5
there is a

ui

to

(Vertex sum

u, vi

ς ).

to

Let

v,

f : G → G′

orresponding element in the free

X

e's

and both

and

f 's

to

e

and

be an embedding.

ommutative monoid on

f

Then

V,

f (v) ∈ NV ′ .

v∈V
Denote this map by

ς : Emb(G) → NV

In the above denition, note that ς(f )
P
′
the verti es in V . If Y ⊆ X , then
v∈Y v

P
= Pv∈W v ,
≤ v∈X v .

where

W

is a subset of

Given any embedding, note that, due to the étale nature of the map, the

H → H′

will also be a monomorphism. Not all étale maps will be embeddings,

as seen in Example 5.1. Now that these denitions have been established, the
denition of graphi al map is presented.

Denition 5.2.6
•

(Graphi al map)

A map of involutive sets

.

A graphi al map

ϕ0 : E → E ′ ,

i.e.

ϕ : G → G′

a map whi h respe ts the

involutions,

•

A fun tion

ϕ1 : V → Emb(G′ ),

su h that
1. This inequality holds:

X

ς(ϕ1 (v)) ≤

X

w,

w∈V ′

v∈V

2. There is a unique bije tion making this diagram

nb(v)

i

∂(ϕ1 (v))

E
ϕ0

∼
=
inj

E′

onsists of:

ommute:

5.2.
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Figure 5.2: This map is not allowed by

ondition 3

Figure 5.3: The graph in bra kets in inserted into the red vertex to form the
new graph.

Figure 5.4: A non-planar example.

Here the top map

i is the restri

map is an inje tion. Note that

∂(ϕ1 (v))

refers to the boundary of the graph given by the image of the

embedding
3. If

tion of the involution on A and the bottom
nb(v) refers to the neighbourhood of v , and

∂G = ∅,

ϕ1 (v).
then there exists a

v

su h that

ϕ1 (v)

is not an edge (see Figure

5.2).
The fun tion

ϕ1

is essentially saying that for ea h vertex v in G, a graph Hv
G to get G′ . In other words, one

is assigned to it, whi h is then embedded into

v ∈ V (G) of degree n, and a graph H with n legs, and insert
G′ (see Figure 5.3). This is written as G{Hv } = G′ .
The bije tion is stating that the legs of Hv orrespond to the legs of the vertex
v . There is a slight overload of notation going on. The expression ∂(φ1 (v))
′
a tually refers to the boundary of the image of the embedding into G , and the
ommutative diagram is saying that the boundary of the graph Hv inserted into
the vertex v should mat h the boundary of v .
an sele t a vertex

H

in pla e of

v

to arrive at
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Then the inequality is stating that there should be fewer verti es in
in

G′ .

G

than

The nal requirement ensures that there is no map from the loop on one

vertex to the graph

onsisting of a loop with no verti es. Figures 5.2.1 and 5.3

show two examples of graphi al maps, while Figure 5.1 is a non-example.
Graphi al maps

an be written down in multiple ways. Firstly, in terms of

two maps, one from edges to edges and the other from verti es to embeddings, as
in Denition 5.2.6. Se ondly, in terms of

ofa e and

odegenera y maps, whi h

shall be detailed shortly. Thirdly, as graph substitutions. A graph substitution,
G′ = G{Hv }, presents G′ as the result of repla ing ea h vertex v in G with a
graph

Hv ,

v.

ording to the following lemma [36, Prop 1.38℄, ea h graphi al map

A

where the boundary of

Hv

is

ompatible with the neighbourhood of
an

be written as a graph substitution followed by an in lusion.

Lemma 5.2.7. Let φ : G → G′ be a graphi al map, and denote by φv : Hv ֒→ G′
ea h φ1 (v) ∈ Emb(G′ ). Then there is an embedding G{Hv } ֒→ G′ whi h fa tors
through ea h φv .
Denition 5.2.8

(The

ategory of graphs,

G ).

Let

G

be the

graphs as obje ts and graphi al maps as morphisms, and with
graphi al maps inherited from

Remark

.

5.2.9

ategory with
omposition of

omposition of graph substitutions.

There is a way to get the topologi al realisation of a graph,

and then to dene properties su h as

onne tedness and genus.

Although, it

is possible these properties will be able to be dened without referen e to the
topologi al realisation.

Fa e and Degenera y Maps
In the

ategories

∆, Ω, and

Æ

, it was possible to de ompose the morphisms into

fa es and degenera ies. The morphisms in this
by some elementary morphisms, whi h

ategory

an also be generated

an be arranged into fa e maps and then

degenera y maps (Lemma 5.2.16). First, these fa e and degenera y maps must
be dened. There are two types of
the following, let

T

ofa e maps, as well as degenera y maps. In

be an unrooted tree.

Denition 5.2.10 (Inner

.

b be an inner edge of T . Dene T /b
b. That is, if x and y are the verti es
at either side of b, delete these and the edge b and add a new vertex xy with
nbhd(xy) = (nbhd(x) ∪ nbhd(y)) \ {b}. Then δ b : T /b → T is the asso iated
as the tree

inner

reated by

ofa e map)

Let

ontra ting the edge

ofa e map.

And the same example as a graphi al map, where a barbell graph is inserted
into the appropriate vertex.

5.2.
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That is,

δ b : G/b → G

is dened with

δ0b

the identity on all edges in

G/b

and

δ1b

given by

w 7→ Cw
vr 7→ B

where

B

is the barbell graph given in the bra es in the image. The two pro-

perties of the graphi al maps denition hold be ause the total verti es in the
embeddings mat hes the total verti es in

G,

and ea h border mat hes where it

atta hes to its neighbouring verti es.

Denition 5.2.11
dene

G/v

(Outer

ofa e map)

to be the graph with

is the asso iated outer

v

.

Let

v

G. Then
δ : G/v → G

be an outer vertex of
v

and all its leaves deleted. Then

ofa e map.

As a graphi al map, the graph

G/v

is inserted in pla e of a vertex in an ap-

propriate barbell graph. This is the opposite way around to inner

ofa e maps

when pi tured:

v
but it an still be dened as a graphi al map, with δ0 the identity on edges and
v
v
δ1 the identity on verti es. That is, δ1 sends ea h vertex in G/v to its asso iated
orolla Cv as an embedding in G.

Remark

5.2.12

.

One important thing to note is that outer verti es are those

whi h have at most one non-leg edge

onne ted to them.
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(Cosnip)

.

Note that this is a type of outer

ofa e map.

G be a graph with a loop ℓ (i.e. an edge from a vertex to itself ), and
G/ℓ to be the graph where ℓ has been snipped to form two edges. Then
δ : G/ℓ → G is the asso iated osnip map
Let

dene
ℓ

ℓ
And as a graphi al map, δ0 would be surje tive on edges, with
ℓ
and δ1 the identity on verti es.

δ0ℓ (ℓ1 ) = δ0ℓ (ℓ2 ) =

ℓ

Denition 5.2.14

(Codegenera y map)

.

Let

b

be any edge of

G.

Then dene

Gb

to be the graph where the edge b has been subdivided with exa tly one
b
vertex. Then σ : Gb → G is the asso iated degenera y map.

And as a graphi al map
noting that

b

in

G

σ0b

maps edges to edges a

is mapped to by two edges, while

r 7→ Cr
u 7→ ηb
v 7→ Cv
w 7→ Cw

σ1b

ording to the labelling,
is given by
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As is evident above, any of these elementary maps
of graphi al maps.

an be written in terms

The other dire tion is proven in Lemma 5.2.16, after the

relations are given.

Relations between Elementary Graphi al Maps
To make working with this

ategory easier, it is useful to have some relations

between these fa e and degenera y maps, espe ially for
graphi al

ategories like

omparison with other

∆.

Firstly, all the relations from astroidal sets are obeyed. For

larity, some of

them are listed below, with some illustrative examples.

Inner ofa e maps
(G/b)/a

Given two (distin t) inner fa e maps

and the following diagram

ommutes:

(G/b)/a

δb

δa

G/b

δ a and δ b , (G/a)/b =

G/a
δa

δ

b

G

δ0b ◦ δ0a will be the same
in lusion on edges, with a and b not in the image. Let a1 and a2 denote the
verti es on ea h end of the edge a, and likewise let b1 and b2 be the verti es either
a
b
b
a
end of b. Then both δ0 ◦δ0 and δ0 ◦δ0 will be the map V (G/a/b) → Emb(G) that
sends the omposite verti es a1 a2 and b1 b2 to their asso iated barbell graphs.
In the language of Denition 5.2.6, both

δ0a ◦ δ0b

and

It is easy to see that this works even in the higher genus
around verti es, or with

ase, with loops

y les of length greater than or equal to

2.
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that is, two edges between the same two

are both edges between verti es

Outer ofa e maps

Let

G

two distin t outer fa e maps
diagram

2,

ontra ted it be omes impossible to

u

and

ontra t the other.

v, δa = δb .

be a tree with at least 3 verti es, and onsider
w
and δ . Then (G/v)/w = (G/w)/v and the

δv

ommutes:

(T /v)/w
δ

δv

T /w

w

T /v

δw
δ

v

T

5.2.
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v
w
w
ofa e maps, both δ ◦ δ
and δ ◦ δv will result in the same
v
w
graphi al map, where (δ ◦ δ )0 in ludes on edges (leaving out those outer
v
w
edges atta hed to v and w) and (δ ◦ δ )1 sends ea h vertex to its asso iated
As with inner

orolla embedding (essentially, the identity on verti es).
If

G

is a graph with only two verti es,

v

and

w,

this still works provided

that there is only one edge between them.

δv

η

G/w

δw

G/v

Degenera ies
(Ge )a = (Ga )e

Now

onsider two

δw
δ

v

G

odegenera y maps of

and the following diagram

ommutes

G σe

and

σa .

Then
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(Ge )a
σ

Ga
σa

a

σ

Ge
e1

This des ribes the map that sends

σe

e

and

G
e2

to

e , a1

and

a2

edges to themselves. All verti es are sent to their asso iated
those extra ones (denoted

Snip

Although the

v

and

w

a,

and all other

orollas, ex ept for

in the following image) whi h are sent to

η.

osnip map is a type of outer fa e map, it a ts su iently

dierently to deserve its own treatment. Firstly, two
snip with an inner

to

ofa e map. Both of these

osnips

ompositions

ommute, as does a
an be easily written

down as a graphi al map, as was done in the previous paragraphs. Given an
inner edge

e

and a loop

ℓ,

(G/ℓ)/e

δe

G/ℓ

δℓ

G/e

δℓ
δe

G

The only interesting part is when the loop is as a result of an inner
In that

ase

ℓ1

inner fa e map

and

e

ℓ2

are both mapped to

is mapped to the barbell

ℓ,

ontaining

all other verti es and edges are mapped to themselves.

(G/ℓ)/e
δ

δe

ℓ

G/e

G/ℓ
f

δe

ofa e map.

and the vertex resulting from the

G

e

as an inner edge, and
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Given an outer vertex and a disjoint loop, the outer

ofa e map

ommutes

with the snip. However, when the loop is atta hed to the outer vertex it be omes
a little more

ompli ated. Let

v

be an outer vertex

G/v

δv

ontaining a loop

ℓ.

Then

G/ℓ
δv

δℓ

G

This graphi al map is the in lusion on both the edges and the verti es, so even
though there is a dieren e between

v

G/ℓ and G, this dieren

e lies on the vertex

and its asso iated outer edges, none of whi h are in the image of this graphi al

map.

There are also a
Let

v

ouple of relations between the snip and an outer fa e map.

be an outer vertex

onne ted to two inner edges

f

and

g.

If

v

is split
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into two verti es by an inner

ofa e map, let these be labelled

e.

relevant inner edge be labelled

u

and

w,

e

and

δe

and the

Then
′

δg δv = δe δe δu δw .
Where, to disambiguate, the
ontra ting the edge

This is be ause
in the image of

δg
δv

′

δe

refers to

osnipping the edge

refers to

e.

and
and

′

δ e δ e only
δw δu .

ae t those edges and verti es whi h are not

Then, one may wonder whether there are any tri ks related to the following
image, but as is

lear below this only o

olour, and these maps

urs when

ommute anyway.

ertain edges are the same

Again, the

omposite map is the

in lusion, and the dieren es are happening on a vertex that is not in the image.

For ease of a

ess, these relations will on e again be arranged in a table.

The heading on the right indi ates whi h map is done rst, and then the left

5.2.
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olumn says whi h map is done se ond. Those relations between verti es and
edges whi h are disjoint will be omitted, as they always
table assume the fa e and degenera y maps are always
the elementary maps labelled in the

ommute, so in this

oin ident. Additionally,

olumns are applied rst, followed by the

rows.
inner

δ pq δ qr = δ qr δ pq
δ pq δ pq = δ q δ p
σ p(qr) δ qr = id = δ qr σ pq
δ pq δ (pq)(pq) = f δ pq

inner
outer
degenera y
snip

outer

δ pq δ p undened
δ q δ p = δ pq δ pq
σ p δ q = δ q σ pq
δ pp δ p = δ p

inner
outer
degenera y
snip

degenera y

δ

inner
outer
degenera y
snip

p(pq) pq

σ = id = σ r(pq) δ pq
σ p δ q = δ q σ pq
σ p(pq) σ pq = σ (pq)q σ pq

undened or

ommutes

If an edge has been removed by fa e map, then to snip it is undened. If there is
a vertex of degree 2, and one in ident edge is snipped, then the other map annot
be, for this would make the graph dis onne ted. Otherwise, the snip
with itself. In addition, there is another relation between a snip

ommutes

oin ident to

v is onne ted to two inner edges f and
g , and v is split into two verti es by an inner ofa e map, let these be labelled
u and w, and the relevant inner edge be labelled e. Then

an outer fa e map. If an outer vertex

′

δf δv = δe δe δuδw .

Lemma 5.2.15. Given any sequen e of ofa e and odegenera y maps, one an
nd a standard form onsisting of a sequen e of odegenera y maps followed by
a sequen e of ofa e maps.
Proof.

Consider the above table of relations.

oin ident to an inner
maps

ommute with

Note that if a

ofa e map they will annihilate.

odegenera y maps. Therefore they

other to form a sequen e of

odegenera y is

Otherwise, all other
an be moved past ea h

odegenera y maps followed by

ofa e maps.

One important thing to note is that morphisms, when written in terms
of

ofa e and

odegenera y maps, are slightly dierent in form to morphisms

written in terms of graphi al maps. The former usually take the form of a
a
: G′ → G, where a represents the vertex or edge to be
sequen e of maps f
′
′
removed or added. The latter take the form G = GHv or G = HGv , where
the

H

ontains the information about whi h vertex or edge is to be modied.

Theorem 5.2.16 gives a proof of their equivalen e. Note that an alternative proof
of this theorem

an also be found in [36, Theorem 2.7℄.

Theorem 5.2.16. Any morphism of graphs G → G′′ an be de omposed into a
omposition of odegenera y maps followed by a omposition of ofa e maps.
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By Lemma 5.2.7 ea h graphi al map

an be written as a series of graph
G → G′ → G′′ . By Lemma

substitutions followed by an in lusion. Denote this
5.2.15 a series of

ofa e and

odegenera y maps

an be

onverted to a standard

form, so it su es to show that ea h graph substitution and in lusion
de omposed into a series of

ofa e and

We will pro eed by indu tion on the number of verti es in
onsider a graphi al map

G → η.

The only in lusion is

only graph substitutions available are

an be

odegener y maps.

η ֒→ η

odegenera ies. This

G′′ .

Firstly,

itself, and the

an be written as a

series of graph substitutions followed by an in lusion.

′
Consider a single graph substitution into a vertex v, Gv = G{Hv }, where
′′
Hv has fewer verti es than G . By the indu tive hypothesis, we an write Hv as
a series of inner

ofa e and

odegenera y maps applied to the

be ause these inner

ofa e and

whi h is

Hv ,

ontained in

we

orolla

Cv .

Then,
′

odegenera y maps only involve that part of

G

an move them outside and produ e the following.

G′v = G{Hv }
= G{δ 1 . . . δ m σ 1 . . . σ n Cv }
= δ 1 . . . δ m σ 1 . . . σ n G{Cv }
= δ1 . . . δm σ1 . . . σn G

This pro ess

an be repeated for ea h subsequent vertex and asso iated graph
′
omposition of these maps being a map G → G
′
′′
Then, there is the in lusion G → G . This an be written as a graph
′′
′
′
substitution G = H{G }, where H is the graph obtained by repla ing G in
′′
G with its asso iated orolla. That is, the orolla whi h is identi al on its

substitution, with the

boundary.

Again, the graph

H

an be built up from a series of

odegenera y maps, starting from

Cv

ofa e and

and without interfering with that vertex.

Then

G′ = H{Gv }
= δ 1 . . . δ m σ 1 . . . σ n Cv {G}
= δ1 . . . δm σ1 . . . σn G

5.2.2 Relationships
Up until now,

G

has referred to the

ategory of graphs. However, as in previous

hapters, a fun tor from graphs to modular operads will shortly be dened.
To mat h the literature,
fun tor from the

G

as the image of this map.

G(G)

will be used to refer to the

ategory of graphs to the
For

ategory of graphs, the

ategory of modular operads, as well

larity, however,

G

shall refer to a graph and

will refer to its asso iated modular operad, and in the next se tion the

ategory of graphs will be referred to as

Denition 5.2.17.

There is a fun tor

ategory of graphs to the

Graph.

Then

G(G)

Graph
G : Graph → ModOpd from the
G be a graph in

ategory of modular operads. Let

is dened as:
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•

The

•

The operations are generated by the verti es. Ea h vertex

olours of

{c1 , . . . , cn },

G(G)

G.

are the edges of

v with boundary

generates a morphism for every permutation of boundary

edges. That is, for ea h

σ ∈ Σn ,

vcσ(1) ,...,cσ(n) ∈ G(G)(c1 , . . . , cn ).
In addition, there is a unit

•

Two operations may be
ommon. This

ηe ∈ G(G)

•

This

omposed if they share at least one

w

ontaining both

omposition is unital.

operation

ontaining

e

and

w

v

and

are

v,

Ea h unit

as one of its

omposed, then

ηe

may be

olours. If

v

e, then v ◦ηe represents v glued to e, whi
Similarly for ηe ◦ v .

The

olour in

w◦v

represents

in luding the edge between them.

the edge

•

e.

orresponds in the graph to two subgraphs sharing an edge

on the boundary of both. If
the subgraph

for ea h edge

omposed with any

is a subgraph

ontaining

h is thus left un hanged.

omposition is asso iative. The order in whi h edges in the graph are

glued together does not matter.

•

A

ontra tion may be performed on a vertex with two edges that are the

same edge; that is, if it has a loop.

Example 5.2.18.

In the following graph,

G,

the modular operad is dened as follows.

•

The set of

olours is

{a, b, c, d, e, f, ℓ}.
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The operations are:

ve,f,b ∈ G(G)(e, f, b)
ve,b,f ∈ G(G)(e, b, f )
.
.
.

vb,e,f ∈ G(G)(b, e, f )
ra,b,c,d,ℓ,ℓ ∈ G(G)(a, b, c, d, ℓ, ℓ)
ra,b,c,ℓ,d,ℓ ∈ G(G)(a, b, c, ℓ, d, ℓ)
.
.
.

rd,ℓ,c,ℓ,b,a ∈ G(G)(d, ℓ, c, ℓ, b, a)
ra,b,c,d ∈ G(G)(a, b, c, d)
ra,b,c,d ∈ G(G)(a, b, c, d)
.
.
.

rd,c,b,a ∈ G(G)(d, c, b, a)
wd ∈ G(G)(d)

Along with all permutations of

•

There is a

ontra tion,

v ◦b r , r ◦d w ,

ζ(ra,b,c,d,ℓ,ℓ ) = ra,b,c,d ,

and

v ◦b r ◦d w .

along with all permutations

thereof.
In Chapter 4, a
Now that

G

Æ

G

ontains

as a sub ategory

to

G

For ea h edge in
of

h(T, I),

E(T ),

Æ is the sub ategory of G
h:Æ→G

The set of verti es of

•

The set of half edges of

onsisting of those

. Ea h tree

(T, I)

G.

in

Æ

let there be two half edges in the set of half edges

one for ea h dire tion, with the involution

•

ategories.

an also be dened, sin e

onsisting only of trees.

We shall dene an in lusion fun tor

an be regarded as a graph in

•

and other graphi al

has been dened, a fun tor from

Lemma 5.2.19. The ategory
graphs of genus 0
Proof.

ÆÆ

ategory of unrooted trees was dened, along with various

fun tors showing the relationship between

h(T, I)

onsists of

h(T, I)

onne ting them.

V (T ) \ I .

onsists of all those half edges that point

to a vertex.
Then, given a morphism of trees

f : S → T,

a morphism of graphs

dened. Ea h morphism of trees is dened as a series of
maps (Denition 4.2.11), whi h then
maps in

G,

ea h of whi h

orrespond to

ofa e and
ofa e and

an be

odegenera y
odegenera y

an be written as a graphi al map (see Se tion 5.2.1).
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5.2.3 Graphi al Sets
Just like in previous
in this

ase the

ases, the aim is to dene presheaves over some

ategory of graphs,

G.

Innity modular operads

from there. Sin e these are presheaves over the
be

alled graphi al sets. Various slightly dierent

ategory,

an be derived

ategory of graphs, they shall
on eptions of graphi al sets

have been previously studied by Ha kney et al. [36℄, Joyal and Ko k [41℄, and
Raynor [64, 65℄. In this se tion, the graphi al

ategory is based on the denition

given in Ha kney et al. [36℄; although, when

on eiving of morphisms between

graphs, the emphasis here is on fa e and degenera y maps, and the table of
relations is new.

Denition 5.2.20 (Graphi

al set)

.

A graphi al set

X

is a presheaf

X : G op →

Set
Denote by

XG the set whi

h is the image of a graph

G under X .

The ategory

of graphi al sets with natural transformations between them is denoted

Remark

5.2.21

.

In the same way that simpli ial sets

pli ial obje ts, in the modular
artesian monoidal

gSet.

an be extended to simG op → C where C is a

ase there are also maps

ategory. In parti ular, graphi al groups will be used in this

G op → Grp.

thesis, presheaves

As with previous

hapters, the relationship between modular operads and

graphi al sets is important, and to this end there is a nerve dened in Ha kney
et al. [35℄.

Denition 5.2.22
fun tor

(Modular nerve)

ng : ModOpd → gSet.

.

The nerve of a modular operad

This is given by, at ea h graph

M

is a

G,

ng (M)G = ModOpd(G(G), M)
Then, dened here is the modular realisation, a left adjoint to the nerve.

Denition 5.2.23
ModOpd.

Let

X

(Modular realisation)

.

The aim is to dene

be a graphi al set. Then a modular operad

τg : gSet →
τg (X) an be

dened from it as follows:

•

The

•

The operations are generated by

olours,

with edges

•

ob(τg (X)),

oloured by

are the set

Xη

τg (X)(c) = XCc ,

where

Cc

is the

orolla

c.

The fa e maps indu e relations between these operations.

A is a olour in Xη ,
τd (X)(A; A) is required,
A
by σ .

1. If

and

σ : C1 → η , then σ A (A) = idA ∈
σA : Xη → XC1 is the map indu ed

where

T be the barbell; i.e. the tree with two verti es v
δv , δw , and δvw are similarly indu ed maps, require

2. Let
if

δw (x) ◦vw δv (x) = δvw (x)
for all

x ∈ XT .

and

w.

Then
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Note that the barbell graph is somewhat spe ial, as it is the simplest graph
on two verti es, and its role in this denition is gluing two edges together.

Lemma 5.2.24. The realisation τg is left adjoint to the nerve ng .
Proof.

The

ategory

G

is small, and

ModOpd has all small

olimits. Therefore,

sin e the Yoneda embedding is full and faithful, the left adjoint is the left Kan
extension of the in lusion

G ֒→ ModOpd

along the Yoneda embedding [50,

Chapter X℄.
Given a graph

G ∈ G,

to Denition 4.2.21.

the representable

operad asso iated to a graph

Denition 5.2.25.
G[G] = G(−, G).

G[G]

an be dened in a similar way

Note the similarity in notation with

Let

G∈G

H ∈ G , G[G]H = G(H, G).

Note that the nerve of a graph does not always
in the

ategory of graphs

G

the modular

be a graph. Then the representable presheaf is

At ea h graph

ble of a graph (Remark 3.2 in [35℄), be ause the

ModOpd
vertex, K .

G(G),

G.

orrespond to the representa-

onne tion between morphisms

and morphisms in the

is not straightforward. As an example,

a
K.

This graph has two dire ted edges,

G

Consider the nerve of a graph

at the point

ategory of modular operads
onsider the loop with one

and

b,

in opposing dire tions.

Then

ng (G)K = ModOpd(K, G)
and

G[G]K = G(K, G)
But the former allows maps sending the dire ted edge

e∈G

and the lone vertex of

the result is

K

to the edge

e,

a

to any dire ted edge

whereas the latter does not, so

G[G]K ( ng (G)K .

5.2.4 Fa es, boundaries, horns
Fa es, boundaries, and horns are primarily dened here for their used in the Kan
ondition. However, their simpli ial analogues have other appli ations, and it
is therefore anti ipated that these may too.

Denition 5.2.26
is denoted

(Fa e)

α-fa
∂α G[G].

map. Then the

Denition 5.2.27

e of

.

G∈G

Let

G[G]

.

(Boundary)

α : H → G be a fa e
G[α] : G[H] → G[G]. It

be a graph, and let

is the image of the map

The graphi al subset whi h is the union of all

possible fa es.

∂G[G] =

[

∂α G[G]

α

Denition 5.2.28
Λe

(Inner horn)

.

Let

δe

be an inner fa e map. Then the horn

is the graphi al subset whi h is the union of all possible fa es ex ept

Λe [G] =

[

α6=e

∂α G[G].

∂e :
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5.3 Innity Modular Operads
Innity modular operads are useful in the denition of an innity modular
operad of surfa es. My denition is found in Se tion 5.4, but similar ideas

an

be found in [37, 74℄.
There are various models of innity
fore, there should be

ategories and innity operads. There-

orresponding models for innity modular operads. The

idea of simpli ially enri hed modular operads is in luded mainly for

omplete-

ness. This denition does not appear to exist in the literature, so, while not the
fo us, a sket h of what it should be is in luded. However, details are provided
for the inner Kan

ondition, where this original denition is important to my

later theorems. Then the Segal

ondition is des ribed, found in [36, 35℄, and an

original proof of the equivalen e between the Segal

ondition and the inner Kan

ondition for modular operads is provided. Again, for
a

onje tured denition for modular

ompleteness, a sket h of

omplete Segal spa es is in luded.

5.3.1 Simpli ially Enri hed Modular Operads
There does not appear to be a denition of a simpli ially enri hed modular
operad in the literature. If there were, it would be something like the following,
based on the similar denitions for innity

ategories and innity operads [20,

21, 67℄. This is the higher genus version of Denition 4.3.1.

Denition 5.3.1.
•
•

A modular operad

ea h set of operations

M(c)

omposition (and likewise

M

is

alled simpli ially enri hed if

is a simpli ial set,

ontra tion)

M(c) × M(d) → M(c1 , . . . cˆi1 , . . . cˆir , . . . cm , d1 , . . . dˆjk , . . . dn )
is a map of simpli ial sets, where
A proper denition whi h a

{ci1 , . . . cir } = {dj1 , . . . djr }.

ords with other denitions of innity modular

operads may require some other

onditions, but exa tly what they are is as yet

unknown.

Conje ture 5.3.2. There is an equivalen e between simpli ially enri hed modular operads, and quasi modular operads (see Denition 5.3.3).

5.3.2 The Modular Inner Kan Condition
Given its relevan e in quasi operads and quasi ategories, it is natural to examine
what a Kan
to be the
Segal

ondition of modular operads should be. This denition appears

orre t one, sin e, as shown in Theorem 5.3.14, it is equivalent to the

ondition.

Denition 5.3.3
the inner Kan

(Inner Kan

ondition)

.

ondition if, for every graph

Λe [G]

X
∃!

G[G]

A graphi al set X is said to satisfy
G and inner horn Λe [G], the diagram
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admits a ller
A quasi modular operad, therefore,

an be dened in a similar way to a quasi

ategory or a quasi operad.

Denition 5.3.4 (Quasi modular operad).
al set

X

that satises the inner Kan

A quasi modular operad is a graphi-

ondition.

The reason for this denition be omes

lear with Theorem 5.3.5, showing

the link between quasi modular operads and modular operads. If the ller in
Denition 5.3.3 is unique, then a graphi al set is said to satisfy the
ondition, and has a

stri t

Kan

orresponding modular operad.

Theorem 5.3.5. A graphi al set X satises the stri t inner Kan ondition if
and only if there is a modular operad M su h that ng (M) = X
The proof of this theorem will be deferred to Se tion 5.3.3, in order to make
use of the equivalen e between the stri t inner Kan

ondition and the Segal

ondition.

5.3.3 The Modular Segal Condition
As seen in Theorems 2.3.11, 3.3.6, and 4.3.7, there is a Segal

ondition and a

nerve theorem for ea h of simpli ial, dendroidal, and astroidal sets. Likewise,
there is a Segal

ondition for graphi al sets.

This is introdu ed by Ha kney

et al. [36℄, with the nerve theorem detailed in [35℄.
to

ompare with the inner Kan

This se tion is in luded

ondition (an original proof ), to provide some

detail for Complete Segal Spa es, and as a basis for my proof that graphi al
groups satisfy the Segal

ondition.

Denition 5.3.6 (Segal Core).
the Segal

ore

Sc[G]

Let

is the subset

G be a graph with a least one vertex.

onsisting of the union of

Sc[G] =

[

Then

orollae:

G[Cc(v) ]

v∈V (G)
Where

c(v)

v , and Cc(v) is the orolla
Cv will be used to mean the

is the prole asso iated to the vertex

asso iated to this vertex. Sometimes the notation
same thing.
Thus, one

an write down a Segal

formulation of the Kan

Denition 5.3.7

(Segal

dition if, for all graphs

ondition that is similar to the alternative

ondition
ondition)

G ∈ G,

.

A graphi al set

X

satises the Segal

on-

there is a bije tion

Hom(G[G], X) ∼
= Hom(Sc[G], X)
(indu ed by the Segal
As in previous
ondition.

ore in lusion

Sc[G] ֒→ G[G])

hapters, there is an alternative

hara terisation of the Segal
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Proposition 5.3.8. A graphi al set X satises the Segal ondition if and only
if for every graph G there is a bije tion
XG ∼
= XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . ×Xη XCvn .

Proof.

Consider the following three equivalen es (given by the Yoneda Lemma)

∼
= Hom(G[G], X)
∼
= Hom(G[Cv ], X)
Xη ∼
= Hom(G[η], X)

XG
XC v

XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . ×Xη XCvn .
XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . ×Xη XCvn ∼
= Hom(Sc[G], X).

as well as the pullba k
that

By Denition 4.3.4, the Segal

G[Cn ] → G[G]

ore is the union of the images of the maps

orresponding to sub-trees of shape

agree whenever two

It su es to show

Cv → G.

But these maps will

XCv1 ×Xη
XC v ∼
= Hom(G[Cv ], X) whi h agree

orollae share an edge. Likewise, the pullba k

XCv2 ×Xη . . .×Xη XCvn
over Xη .

orresponds to maps

An example is provided to illuminate these

on epts.

Example 5.3.9.

Let G be the tree ontaining two verti es, v and w, joined by
e, where v has a dierent number of legs than w. Consider the graphi al
set G[G]. The Segal map shall be examined for the graph G in relation to this
graphi al set. Note that, for most graphs H unrelated to G, the set G[G]H will
an edge

be empty (the main ex eptions being degenera y maps), and thus uninteresting
for the purpose of example.
Note the following square.

For any graph
in

H.

H,

G

Cv

Cw

η

there are many

hoi es for the map

η ֒→ H ,

However, in the above diagram the only way for it to

the maps
Now,

η ֒→ Cv

and

onsider the

η ֒→ Cw

where

η

one for ea h edge

ommute is to

is mapped to their edge in

omponents of the Segal

hose

ommon,

e.

ondition:

G[G]η = Hom(η, G)
G[G]Cv = Hom(Cv , G)
G[G]Cw = Hom(Cw , G)
The rst set has already been dis ussed. For the other two, there is only one
w
v
option, the outer ofa e maps δ : Cv → G and δ : Cw → G.
Although in theory there may be multiple
and

G[G]Cw → G[G]η ,

indu ed by the above
Thus, the pullba k

the way that

G

is

hoi es of map

G[G]Cv → G[G]η

onne ted means that only the map

ommutative diagram

an be used.
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G[G]Cv ×G[G]η G[G]Cw

G[G]Cv

G[G]Cw

G[G]η

ontains only one map, the map whi h sends
their equivalen e on the edge

e.

Cv → Cv

and

Cw → Cw , up to
G[G]G ,

But this des ribes the only map in

G → G.
As in the simpli ial and dendroidal
have, to be able to

ases, a nerve theorem is important to

ompare graphi al sets with modular operads.

Theorem 5.3.10. Let X be a graphi al set X : G op → Set. Then the following
are equivalent:
1. There exists a modular operad M su h that ng (M) = X
2. X satises the (stri t) inner Kan ondition
3. X satises the Segal ondition
The equivalen e between 1 and 3

an be found in [35, Theorem 3.6℄. The

proof of the equivalen e between 2 and 3 is original and is found below.
simply

onne ted

4.3.10).

ase

Then, this theorem is extended to general graphs via the

spanning trees. The

The

an be found in the se tion on astroidal sets (Theorem

ore of this proof

on ept of

an be found in Lemma 5.3.12, and it all

omes together in Theorem 5.3.14.
The denition of spanning tree used herein is slightly dierent to the standard denition in graph theory.

Denition 5.3.11
of

G, TG ,

.

(Spanning tree)

Let

G

be a graph. Then a spanning tree

is a graph whi h

•

is a subgraph of

•

is

•

has genus

•

in ludes ea h vertex of

G

onne ted

0

is, the set of edges

G,

and the

orolla asso iated to ea h vertex (that

onne ted to ea h vertex) is identi al in both

G

and

TG .
Of parti ular note is that the standard denition of spanning graph does
not have half edges, and so if the fourth property is true then all edges of the
graph will be in luded and
of graph half edges

are

TG

will be equal to

G.

However, in this denition

allowed, and so spanning trees

orrespond to breaking

edges rather than removing them entirely. Also, for any parti ular graph, note
that there may be more than one spanning tree.
graph,

G.

For example,

onsider this
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It has four dierent spanning trees, ea h
the

y le. Two of them are:
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ase, the loop (edge

only one edge in the

c)

must also be broken. Additionally,

y le may be removed, or the resulting tree will not be

onne ted. For ea h broken edge, both sides have been labelled by the label of
the original edge; however, it is important to note that ea h edge

onsists of two

half edges, and the two halves will ea h be one of these half edges.
Also, note that the Segal

ores of a graph and its spanning trees will be

identi al.

Proposition 5.3.12. Let X be a graphi al set, and onsider a graph G. Let Ti
be a olle tion of spanning trees of G su h that ea h edge in G is in luded in at
least one spanning tree. If ea h of these spanning trees satisfy
Hom(Sc[Ti ], X) ∼
= Hom(G[Ti ], X),

then
Hom(Sc[G], X) ∼
= Hom(G[G], X)

Proof.

We wish to

a map

f : Sc[G] → X ,

f 7→ h

is a bije tion.

Firstly,

we wish to

onsider any parti ular spanning tree

fi : Sc[Ti ] → X
an

Hom(Sc[G], X) ∼
= Hom(G[G], X). Given
nd a map h : G[G] → X , then show that

onstru t a bije tion

osnip maps. We also know that the

degenera y map whi h

hanges genus. So we get

snips. These shall be denoted
From this

Sin e

fi (x) = f (x). Then,
hi : G[Ti ] → X . Then, ea h Ti

be dened by

onstru t a map

by a series of

Ti .

di

olle tion of maps

Sc[G] ∼
= Sc[Ti ],

let

by our hypothesis, we
an be rea hed from

G

osnip is the only fa e or

G[G] → G[Ti ]

via a series of

in this proof.

hi and di , h shall be

onstru ted as

h=

S

hi ◦di .

It remains to be shown that this map is well dened, and a bije tion. Let this
map

f 7→ h

be denoted by

ψ.

The following diagram is illustrative.
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G[G]
h

di

hi

G[Ti ]
∼
=

X
=

fi

Sc[Ti ]

X

f

=

Sc[G]

This map is indeed well-dened. Consider two spanning trees Tj and Tk . We
′
ompare h = hj ◦ dj and h = hk ◦ dk . But the ofa e and odegenera y

wish to

maps in

G

X a ording
x : S → G maps to

are asso iated with the fa e and degenera y maps in

to the graphi al relations.

That is, if

x ∈ G[G]S ,

then

some dj (x), whi h is x restri ted to the spanning tree Tj . Be ause ea
G[Ti ] → X is indu ed by the ofa e maps di , h and h′ agree on verti

h map
es and

their neighbouring half-edges. Then, the graphi al relations ensure that these
maps agree on edges between two dierent

orollas.

h ∈ Hom(G[G], X). From h, a map f ∈ Hom(Sc[G], X)
−1
an be dened by restri ting h to ea h orolla G[Cv ]. This provides a map ψ
.
−1
−1
= ψ ◦ψ = id be ause the information at ea h orolla is preserved.
Then ψ◦ψ
Thus, the map ψ : Hom(Sc[G], X) → Hom(G[G], X) is a bije tion.
Now,

onsider a map

Proposition 5.3.13. Let X be a graphi al set that satises the graphi al Segal
ondition. Then it also satises the stri t inner graphi al Kan ondition.
Proof.

Let

Firstly,
inner fa es

X

be a graphi al set that satises the Segal

ondition.

onsider the following series of in lusions (for all graphs

G

and all

e)
Sc[G] ⊂ Λe [G] ⊂ G[G]

Sc[G]H is an element of G[Cv ]H , where Cv is the orolla asso iated
G. That is, a graphi al map H → Cv . But su h a graphi al
map partially denes a graphi al map H → ∂α G[G], be ause ea h orolla is
e
ontained in at least one fa e of G. Therefore, Sc[G] ⊂ Λ [G]. Likewise, ea h
An element of
to a vertex

v

of

graphi al map in the inner horn partially denes a graphi al map on the whole
e
graph, so Λ [G] ⊂ G[G].
Therefore, if we have a map
one

G[G] → X ,

Sc[G] → X , and thus by the Segal ondition
Λe [G] → X . Therefore, we have

we must also have one

Hom(Sc[G], X) ⊂ Hom(Λe [G], X) ⊂ Hom(G[G], X).
The Segal

ondition states that

Hom(Sc[G], X) ∼
= Hom(G[G], X) is a biΛe [G] ∼
= G[G], giving us the

je tion, so we must therefore also have a bije tion
Kan

ondition.

Theorem 5.3.14. Let X be a graphi al set. Then X satises the graphi al Segal
ondition if and only if X satises the stri t inner graphi al Kan ondition.
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The proof that Segal implies Kan is found in Proposition 5.3.13. Now

assume that

X

satises the Kan

ondition. We shall prove that

Hom(Λe [G], X) ∼
= Hom(G[G], X)
∼ Hom(G[G], X)
=⇒ Hom(Sc[G], X) =
for all graphs

G.

Firstly, the simply

onne ted

ase

an be found in Theorem

4.3.10.
Then, assume G is a higher genus graph, and onsider a spanning tree
TG . Sin e Hom(Λe [G], X) ∼
= Hom(G[G], X), we know that Hom(Λe [TG ], X) ∼
=
Hom(G[TG ], X) for all spanning trees TG , unless TG would remove the edge e. In
e
this ase, Λ [TG ], X) is undened. However, a spanning tree may only remove
the inner edge e if it exists as part of some y le, but that implies that there must
be some other edge in the y le, f , and the spanning tree(s) that remove f will
in lude e. Note that, if e is part of a y le, then there may be a spanning tree TG
e
whi h is formed by removing e. In this ase, Λ [TG ] annot be dened; however,
′
sin e e is part of a y le there exists some other edge e . By Lemma 4.3.10, we
know that, for ea h spanning tree, Hom(Sc[TG ], X) ∼
= Hom(G[TG ], X), and thus
by Lemma 5.3.12 we have Hom(Sc[G], X) ∼
= Hom(G[G], X), as required.
As promised, here is the proof that modular groups satisfy the Segal onop
an be dened as fun tors G
→ Set, graphi al
op
→ Grp. In the following lemma, note
groups an be dened as fun tors G

dition. Just as graphi al sets
that ea h map
in just the

ξv : G[G] → G[Cv ]

refers to a series of outer fa e maps resulting

orolla remaining.

Theorem 5.3.15. Let G be a graphi al group. If, for all graphs G,
\

ker(ξv ) = {1},

v∈V (G)

then the underlying graphi al set satises the Segal ondition.
Proof. Consider the following diagram, where the maps XCvi → Xη
by

η → Cvi

are indu ed

(Example 5.3.9 is illustrative).

ξv1

X C v1

ξv2

X C v2

XG

Sc

XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . XCvn

ξvn−1

ξvn

.
.
.

XCvn−1
X C vn

Xη
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Sc is a bije tion. This map is obviously
XCv1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . XCvn is a subset of XG .

We wish to show that the Segal map
surje tive, sin e

Now to show inje tive. Assume for the sake of

ontradi tion that there is

a ∈ ker(Sc) whi h is not the identity. We know that XCv1 ×Xη
XCv2T×Xη . . . XCvn is the limit so we know that for all i, ξvi (a) = id. So
a ∈ v∈V (G) ker(ξv ). But our hypothesis states that the identity is the only
some element

element in this set, a

ontradi tion. Therefore our fun tion is inje tive.

This also, by Theorem 5.3.14, means that graphi al groups satisfy the Kan
ondition.

5.3.4 Modular Complete Segal Spa es
One model whi h has proven useful in the study of innity
rads is that of

ategories and ope-

omplete Segal spa es. A sket h of what that should look like for

the modular operads

ase is outlined here, sin e this does not appear to be in

the literature.
ase, there is something like the Kan

ondition making

the spa e a t as a topologi al spa e should, and the Segal

In the simpli ial

ondition making

the spa e a t as a

ategory should. In the graphi al

ondition is retained, and the simpli ial Segal
graphi al Segal

ase, the simpli ial Kan

ondition is swapped out for the

ondition.

Denition 5.3.16

.

(Graphi al Spa e)

A graphi al spa e

X

is a presheaf

X : G op → sSet
The rst

ondition, the generalisation of the Kan

ondition, is borrowed

heavily from Rasekh [63℄, but applied to graphi al spa es instead.

Denition 5.3.17

(Reedy brant)

brant if for every graph

G,

.

A graphi al spa e

X

is said to be Reedy

the following map of spa es is a Kan bration:

M apgSpaces (F (G), X) → M apgSpaces (∂F (G), X)
G to gSpace, whi h sends ea h
G[G]. As with simpli ial spa es
and dendroidal spa es, the anoni al way to get from gSet to gSpace should be
by assigning to ea h set the onstant simpli ial spa e. That is, F (G)i = G[G].
Here, one would expe t

graph

G to a graphi

F

to be some map

al spa e via its representable

Then, the graphi al spa e must satisfy the Segal
any graphi al obje t satises the Segal

Denition 5.3.18

(Segal)

.

ondition, in the same way as

ondition. Re all:

A Reedy brant graphi al spa e

X

is said to be

Segal if the Segal map:

XG → XC1 ×Xη XCv2 ×Xη . . . XCvm
is a weak homotopy equivalen e for all graphs

G.

A graphi al Segal spa e is a graphi al spa e whi h is both Reedy brant and
Segal. All that is left is to dene the

Xη

ompleteness

is the spa e of obje ts and for ea h prole

Also note that there is a map
identity morphism. Here

C2

c

s0 : Xη ֒→ XC2

refers to a

ondition. First, re all that

there is a spa e of maps

XC c .

whi h takes ea h obje t to its

orolla of two legs of the same

olour.
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(Graphi al Complete Segal Spa e)

XC c ,
Then X

Segal spa e. Then for ea h

there is a subset

homotopy equivalen es.

is a graphi al

s0 : Xη → Xhoequiv

.

Let

Xhoequiv

X

be a graphi al

onsisting of all the

omplete Segal spa e if the map

is an equivalen e.

Note that this is the same as saying that there are no non-identity homotopy
equivalen es. Morally, this fun tor sends all invertible morphisms to identities,
turning a
dis rete

ategory into a redu ed version of itself. A groupoid would end up a
olle tion of obje ts.

5.4 Surfa es
Surfa es

an have non-zero genus, and so the kind of surfa e operad that would

make the most sense would be a modular operad.

Hopefully, this would be

useful in the study of TQFTs.
However, one thing to note is that TQFTs are not
modelled by oriented

y li . That is, they are

obordisms with an in boundary and an out boundary.

Thus, perhaps TQFTs would be better modelled by a non- y li

version of mo-

dular operads (wheeled properads). Or maybe modular operads will bring some
new insight into the nature of TQFTs, given that there may be physi al reasons
for

obordisms to be unoriented. This se tion

ontains an original denition for

a quasi modular operad inspired by mapping

lass groups of surfa es. It shall

be dened via a graphi al set of mapping
nition of the mapping

lass groups. Firstly, re all the den
lass group of a surfa e Σg of genus g with n boundary

omponents.

Denition 5.4.1 (Mapping Class Group).
n boundary

Let

omponents. Then the mapping

Σng

be a surfa e of genus g with
M CG(Σng ) is the group

lass group

of isotopy preserving dieomorphisms of a surfa e.
Given a surfa e

Σng ,

the asso iated mapping

The elements of the mapping

of

Dehn twists.

lass group

lass group is also denoted

an be des ribed as

Sgn .

ompositions

The following information was rst published by Dehn [18℄, and

again independently by Li korish [47℄.

Denition 5.4.2 (Dehn twist).
and let

A

Let

be a neighbourhood of

a homeomorphism
an angle of

2π

C

C

be a simple

losed

urve on a surfa e

Σ,

forming an annulus. Then a Dehn twist is

d : Σ → Σ whi h is the identity
A. That is, if A = [0, 1] × S 1 ,

within

on

Σ\A
S1

where

and is twisted by
is the

ir le, then

d(t, eiθ ) = (t, ei(θ−2πt) ).

Theorem 5.4.3 (Dehn-Li korish theorem). Let Σ be a losed onne ted orientable surfa e. Then the mapping lass group of Σ is generated by Dehn twists
on Σ.
As an aside, a

ategory

an be formed by taking

Sgn

as obje ts and with

morphisms being dieomorphisms and in lusions between the underlying surfaes.
The MCG quasi modular operad will be dened rst as a graphi al group,
and thus with an underlying graphi al set, and then will be shown that it satises
the Kan

ondition.
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Denition 5.4.4
will be dened.

.

(MCG graphi al group)

To ea h graph

G,

of

group of a surfa e will be asso iated, a

n

The graphi al set

g,

leaves and genus

S : G op → Grp
a mapping

lass

ording to the rule:

•

Ea h vertex of degree d, as well as its neighbouring half-edges, is asso iated
d
to the surfa e Σ0 , with d labelled boundary ir les, one for ea h edge.

•

An edge between two verti es is re orded by glueing the
boundary

omponents of those verti es together.

orresponding

(If this was an edge

going from a vertex to itself, this will form a handle.)
Thus, after the appropriated gluings, the result is the surfa e

G

maps to the asso iated mapping

lass group of the surfa e,

Σng . Ea h graph
n+1
so SG = Sg
.

Then a group homomorphism will be asso iated to ea h elementary graphi al
map, as follows:

•

The identity is sent to the identity group homomorphism.

•

To an inner fa e map
orresponding to

δe

will be asso iated the group homomorphism

omposing ea h dieomorphism in the mapping

group with a Dehn twist around the pla e on the surfa e

lass

orresponding

to the edge in the graph.

•

δv : G → G/v

To an outer fa e map

will be asso iated the group homo-

morphism indu ed by the in lusion of

S(G/v)

into

S(G).

This in ludes

osnip maps.

•

To a degenera y map will be asso iated the group homomorphism
sponding to

omposing ea h dieromorphism in the mapping

with an inverse Dehn twist around the pla e on the surfa e

orre-

lass group

orresponding

to the edge in the graph.

Lemma 5.4.5. This is indeed a graphi al group.
Proof.
it is

We have already dened above where the obje ts and morphisms go, and

lear that any morphism

f :X→Y

is mapped to a morphism

SX → SY .

It

remains to be shown that these obey the relationships required of fun torhood
- that is, that identity and

omposition are preserved. But identity is also given

in the denition.
Composition of fun tions is also reasonably
on atenating a Dehn twist,
the mapping

lear.

Ea h fun tion is either

on atenating an inverse Dehn twist, or in luding

lass group into a larger surfa e. It should be

lear that one

an

add Dehn twists (and their inverses) only if they are a ting upon the parts of
the surfa e that already exist, just as fa e and degenera y maps

an only be

ena ted on a graph whi h has the relevant edge or vertex.
A
in

omposition of some number of degenera y and inner fa e maps will result

on atenating Dehn twists around their relevant pla es. If the inner fa e and

degenera y maps are disjoint, then the Dehn twists will be able to
there is a degenera y map followed by an inner fa e map
will

ommute. If

oin ident to it, they

an el out, just like what happens with a Dehn twist and its inverse.

You may wonder, what if they are the other way around? If there is an inner
fa e map rst, then it is impossible to do a degenera y on that edge, so you

an

only do the Dehn twist but not the inverse. But the graphi al set dened above
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does not have to in lude the homomorphism

orresponding to the inverse Dehn

twist. It only in ludes those homomophisms we
hoose to in lude those whi h are relevant to the

hoose to in lude, and we only
ategory of graphs.

Just as two disjoint fa e and degenera y maps will
Dehn twists

ommute,

on atenating

ommutes with fun tion in lusion, provided the Dehn twists are

away from ea h other and are not around the parts of the surfa e that do not
exist before the in lusion.
And there may be

ombinations of inner fa e maps or degenera y maps,

followed by some number of outer fa e maps whi h result in the loss of the
edges ae ted by the inner fa e and degenera y maps. But this

orresponds to

doing rst some in lusions, and then adding the relevant Dehn twists. And in
neither

ase

ould this be done in the reverse order.

Then, by Theorem 5.3.15, sin e this graphi al set has an underlying graphi al
group, it satises the inner Kan

ondition and is thus a quasi-modular operad.

Chapter 6

Con lusion
I began by looking for a

y li

operad of surfa es, with the se ret goal of nding

some sort of higher genus operad. But as I progressed in the ba kground reading,
it be ame apparent that there were plenty of gaps to be lled in the literature
on generalised operads. During the

ourse of my thesis, it

ame to light that

some notions of a higher genus operad already existed [41, 33℄, with a
papers a

epted for publi ation during my

I believe I have su

ouple of

andidature [35, 36℄.

eeded at dening quasi

y li

operads, and proving the equivalen e of the Kan

operads and quasi modular
ondition and the Segal

on-

dition. I did indeed dene a modular operad of surfa es too, the mapping

lass

group operad. This is also notable in that it was dened in terms of graphi al
sets, rather than from modular operads.
There is still plenty to do.
modular

In the near future, I am hoping to esh out

omplete Segal spa es and then publish this, along with the quasi

model for modular operads. In parti ular, I would like to show the equivalen e
of the four denitions of innity

y li

operad, as well as in the modular operads

ase.
Then there is still the surfa e operad to explore, and the

onne tions bet-

ween various surfa e inspired generalised operads. I would like to examine the
relationship between the mapping
lar operad of

lass group operad, the nerve of the modu-

obordisms, and the surfa e operad from Tillmann [74℄. Then, I

would like to see how these relate to TQFTs. There is also a need to
pronite

onsider the

ompletion of a surfa e operad and how that relates to Grothendiek -

Tei hmüller theory [10℄.
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